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Massachusetts
ranks No. 1 in
alcohol abuse
Commonwealth state
worst in country in

Nugent praises guns, hard work
Conservative speaker attracts fans from all over Ohio amid campus politics
By Dave Hcrrera
In Focus Editor

drug, alcohol abuse in
young people | Page $

Finding healthy
food on campus
not easy, cheap
Students fight weight
gain, health problems

Nobody ever accused Ted
Nugent of being unable to come
up with good quotes.
"War is the answer — when
you see evil, you blow the s—
out of it."
"Some la/.y. fat, bloodsucking welfare whore is getting the
money the soldier needs!"
Or the moment when he

put Sen. Hillary Clinton, DNY, in the same camp as Mao
Zedong, Karl Marx and the former Ugandan dictator Idi Amin
— "all the same bulls—."
I low about the comparison of
Rudy Giuliani to loseph Stalin?
Or the seemingly random
shot at Rolling Stone magazine
publisher )ann VVenner: "You
might have missed it, he left his
wife and kids to go off with his
boyfriend's a- in his hand.
"Not that there's anything

wrong with that. I own pink
guns."
Such are some of the pearls
Nugent brought to the Union
Ballroom last night, preaching
the virtues of weapons, hard
work and the American Dream
to an adoring crowd of more
than 900.
Nugent, 58, came to campus
as the College Republicans'
annual spring speaker.
The gala speech and autograph session brought ador-

ing fans from as far away as
Cleveland and beyond.
Dan
Lipian,
College
Republicans chairman, said I he
group hoped Nugent's "dynamic personality, his flair, his
panache, his ability to engage
an audience... hopefully will
engage college students."
"He may be very flamboyant,
but at least he tells ii like he sees
it," Lipian said.
See TED | Page 2

JORDAN IIOWEB

THE HUGE: Dull |l

speech last night

as they choose from
limited food selection at
BGSU|Pag«9

Knowing stress
and how to deal
with it is step 1

ho do you want to represent you.'?

Baby formula
theft puzzles

Stay on top of the USG elections by checking out the candidates' goals

local police

Everyone gets stressed
Information gathered by Kelly Day

over different things,
but how it affects the
body is the same across

By Lisa Haivcrstadt

Presidential candidates cover the issues they want to focus on if they're elected:

City News Editor

the board | Page 9

Bowling (ireen police and Wal-

Man officials were likely asking

Lobbying
toward global
warming fight
Capital Hill becomes
center for activists,
lawmakers and global
warming movement

John Lewis

|Page7

Baseball team
wins after
3-game loss

Ryan Caligiuri

Gino Georgetti

Nick Gamero

BGl Card and student organization rights
Downtown weekend shuttle
Parking
Increase USGs budget
Improve communication witn students

Freshmen engagement
Publicizing instructor evaluations
Offering financial planning assistance
Improving the Health Center
Student trustee vote

Men get back into the
game with pitching,

Senator-at-Large candidates were asked why they wanted to be senators:

hitting and defending
against Wright State
| Page 13

"... I think this
would be a
way to affect
the whole
imp i and
try to) change
a
ere
couple things
with USG
that I disagree
with."

"Its important
to have all
student groups
on campus
represented,
and I want
to help get
the word out
about USG."

Senator Kerry
steps in on
DirecTV deal
Major League Baseball
officials get ready to
sign deal. Kerry asks a
halt to clear confusion

Jeremy Lehman

distribution | Page 13
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Facebook gives
students outlet
for activism
The Internet provides
i people with small ways
to get involved, make a

1 $[
, .4**

difference | Page 6

Josh Benner

Liesl Dye

about channel

"I'm looking
for a way to
serve BGSU
and the best
way to do
that is though
USG because
USG is the
voice of the
students at the
University."

"I would like to increase
student involvement in
USG"

See WAL-MART Page 2

"I want to give
back to the
campus and I
want to leave
it better than I
found it when
I got here and
make a differ-

Univ. officials
recognize
hazing hazards
By Laura Lee Caracciolo

Jon Dinan

Jason Snead

Reportei

Jessica Kremer

Illegal hazing has been happening for years. It used to he a big
problem, hut as students have
learned from past mistakes and
had experiences, the number of
reports have significantly gone
down.
"We do a good joh of educating Greek members of illegal
hazing and the consequences of
participating in it," said Gordy
1 leininger, coordinator for Greek
Affairs.
I leininger. along with Rodney
Fleming from Student Legal
Services, isn't awareol any serious
hazing cases in the last five years.
However, Michael Ginsburg,
assistant dean of students, said
hazing is always a concern
because it's mostly underground.
"There is a hazing compliance
form that the chapters,must sign
that outlines hazing," 1 leininger
said. "We have a zero-tolerance
policy for it."
Although the consequences for
illegal hazing are stricdy enforced,
it still occurs.

How do you deal with
stress?

JEREMY
WASHINGTON.
Sophomore. Spanish
"I talk to people
about my stress."
| Page 4

. Paul Bolin

"I feel from
my experience
in USG I
can further
the needs of
the students
through my
connections
and knowledge
of the
structure of the
University."
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TODAY
T-Showers
High: 49. Low: 35

ITOMORI
TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy
Clou
High: 56.
56, Low:
L
34

"I feel that I
have something more to
bring to the
table... and I
feel that I can
help to try to
develop a better relationship
between the
administration
and under;
graduates."

Patrick Dehnart

themselves the same question
yesterday:
Why and how could someone
take 200 cans of baby formula
from the stipercenler and go
unnoticed?
A shelf full of I2.9-0Z. cans
ofSimilac baby formula, worth
an estimated S2.(>00. was
reported missing from the West
Gypsy Lane Uoad store when
an employee look inventory on
Monday morning.
"I was just shocked," said Earl
Moore, the stores co-manager.
"It's one of the items that's |...|
stolen quite -i hit hut never to
that extent."
11 .Tony I letrit k oft he Bowling
Green police said it appears all
the formula was taken at once
and that the thefts occurred
between Saturday night and
t he t i me of t hei r disci ivery early
Monday.
Bahy formula is often stolen
because it is expensive and can
be resold at a cheaper rate hut
the number of missing items
has never been so significant
before, he said.
But this sort of theft isn't just
happening in Bowling Green.
In March 2005, Chris Swecker,
assistant director of the FBI's
criminal investigative division,
told a House subcommittee

Kim Peters
"I've always been interested in USG and what
it does on campus."

"It's a chance
to give back
to the student
body and for
the students'
voices to be
heard by the
administration.
I feel that I am
one of he best
candidates to

do that."

John Waynick
"I would love to be
a bigger part of this
campus and just see
what goes on behind
the scenes."

"To continue
my work in
USG. to make
the student
voice heard ...
and to work
hard to make
sure that the
quality of life
and time at
BG is made
great for
students."

Justin Barnhart

K ONLINE: Read about the hung
*5 issues on campus and what is beaiq

|\ VISIT BGNEWS.COM; NEWS, SPORTS. UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

done about (hem | bgMws.com
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Campus-wide drill takes place

MONDAY
8:15 AM
Room reported trashed at
Buckeye Inn and Studjos on East
Wooster Street According to
police reports, the box frames
were broken on the beds and
something was sprayed on the
mirrors
916 A.M.
Cynthia Marie Brmkman. 42.
of Pemberville. Ohio, arrested
for driving under suspension.
expired registration and receiving stolen property at Mam
Street and Napoleon Road
Officers had discovered a sticker
that appeared on a trailer on
her license plate Brmkman
was taken to Bowling Green
Municipal Court were she
requested a continuance.
1O20A.M.
Bomb threat reported at the
Children's Resource Center on
Klotz Road. According to police,
a 14-year-old boy was told he'd
need to serve an m-school susm, and he told someone
he had an explosive device m
the school. Police searched the
school and found no evidence of
a bomb. The boy was taken to
the Juvenile Detention Center
11:25 P.M.
Second Street resident called to
report a friend threatened her
with a gun because he believed
she and her roommate had broken into his apartment and taken
items during the weekend. The
man's roommate told police that
he doesn t think his roommate
owns a gun and that while they
had an argument with the two
women, there was not a weapon
involved Officers told the two
men not to be in contact with
the women or enter their property again.

TUESDAY
241 A.M.
Justin David Gastony. 25. of
Cleveland, cited for operating a
vehicle while under the influence
of alcohol and failure to use turn
signals at Napoleon Road and
Elm Street.
2:51 AM.
Gerald G. Bodnar Jr.. 27. of
Bowling Green, and Amy E
Seymore, 23. of Elyna. Ohio,
arrested for public urination on
Manville Avenue

By Steve KunkUr
Reporter
Al 9:.r>() a.m. sirens sound off.
Thai is the sound you will hear
today in another tornado drill
for Howling Circen.
The drill is part of Spring
Severe Weather Awareness
Week.
Spring
Severe
Weather
Awareness Week is put on by
the Ohio Committee for Severe
Weather to inform state residents of severe weather that
affects Ohio and to have people
plan for severe weather before it
happens, according to the Ohio
Committee for Severe Weather
Awareness Web site.
"Every state does this." said

Art Samel, associate professor
in geography.
This test will help campus
police determine if the systems
are running properly.
According to Campus Police
Lieutenant Weekly, "After they
test the sirens, we will let Ithe
Wood
County
Emergency
Agency] know what sirens that
are working and which are not
on campus."
If an emergency does take
place, the University and the
city have a plan in place to protect people who may be in danger.
"In the event of |an| actual
siting, if a big event is going on,
we would contact that building," he said.

During the drill, campus
police will often receive calls
from faculty and students about
why the sirens arc sounding

off.
Thedrillwascoordinatedwith
the Office of Environmental
Health and Safety.
Brad Gilbert, Wood County
Emergency
Management
Agency Director, gave the reason for having the drills at this
time of year. "Typically in Ohio,
tornados are most common
in the spring, a prime time for
severe weather," he said.
Area public services notified about the drill include
local newspapers, all local fir?
departments, the EMS and law
enforcement.

WAL-MART
From Page 1
that cans of baby formula like
Similac are sometimes stolen,
taken out of their original packages and placed in new ones
before being resold to smaller
stores or even government food
programs across the country.
This practice can result in
health problems for those who
unknowingly buy the repackaged goods, he said.
Economic losses are also significant, Sweckertold theCrime.
Terrorism
and
Homeland

Security subcommittee.
The retail industry "loses
between Sis to $30 billion
annually to such theft," he lold
them.
Over-tlu'-counterdrugs, razor
blades, DVDs and cigarettes are
also frequent targets.
East month, the FBI Law
Enforcement Bulletin reported
i hat theseschemesoften involve
illegal immigrants suspected of
passing the money made from
the rings to terrorist groups.
"One of the largest rings (after
Sept. 11,20011 netted $44 million in IK months," the report
stated.
On March I, Ohio Attorney
General Marc Darin announced
his office would be working
with police departments and
sheriffs offices across the state
to more successfully prosecute

JORDAN FIOWER

" 11 I HG NEWS

STOLEN BABY FOOD: The empty shell where a little more than $2,000 m baby formula
was stolen from the local Wal-Mart. The event is a little more common than the public may
think, with people pilfering the formula and then reselling it.

organized theft rings in Ohio,
lust two days later, 25 suspects
in Mahoning, Summit, Stark
and Cuyahoga counties were
indicted.
According to Hetrick, some
stores have responded by
changing the way they sell baby
formula.
"Some places don't even put
it out on the shelves," Hetrick
said.
At Wal-Mart, the $11.48 formula sits on a shelf near various
other infant products. Meijeron
East Wooster Street and Kroger
on North Main Street both display their products in much the
samewav.

Last Chance!
May/August Graduates.
Free Senior Portraits
taken at the
Spring Semester Grad Fair
for inclusion in the 2007
KEY Yearbook!
Tuesday, March 27 10a.m. - 7p.m.
Wednesday, March 28 10a.m. - 5p.m.
Union Multi-Purpose Room
Gear up for Senior graduation with
The KEY yearbook, caps and gowns
ticket distribution, personalized graduation
announcements, class rings, diploma frames,
graduation keepsakes and more!

But Al Lawrence, store director at Meijer, said his store used
to face more missing formula
and lowered the number of
thefts when they began stamping Similac cans with the Meijer
brand name, making the product less attractive to potential
resellers.
Moore said his store has never
tried this tactic but workers will
be encouraged to watch customers closely.
Lawrence said managers at
Wal-Mart will probably adapt
quickly to deal with the thefts.
"We've all learned the hard
way," he said. "They will learn
what to do to stop it."

!
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60 % of statistics are

made up.

i

JORDAN FLOWER | 1HEBGNEWS
SPEAKING HIS MIND: Ted Nugent spoke to a packed audience of more than 900
people about his beliefs on guns, war and God

TED
From Page 1
Bowling Green's State Hep.
Bob Latta also attended the
speech and came away with
the same impression.
"[Nugentl is a gentleman
who is not afraid to speak his
views," said Latta, who called
himself a longtime follower.
Nugent started by praising
the U.S. Armed Eorces overseas, drawing the first of many
approving roars.
Then, he quickly jumped
into the "culture wars," railing
against gun control that he
argued only increased civilian
death.
Where there are fewer gun
control laws, Nugent said,
"You not only have a dramatic
reduction in violent crime,
most personal assault crimes
disappear."
"That there's an argument
on this topic is proof positive that a line in the sand is
drawn," Nugent said.
He cited similar instances
where decreased violent crime
rates were correlated with
loosening gun laws.
The same points came
up again in his arguments
on trapping, describing an
instance in Boston where
restrictions on trapping led to
raccoon overpopulation.
"Even with thai information... they wanted to ban
trapping.
"You see? The line in the
sand couldn't be more clear,"
Nugent said.
Welfare, Nugent argued,
amounted to society's laziest stealing from the hardest
working Americans.
"So where you see a beggar... somehow he got to where
he was sitting. And... we've got
three help wanted' signs right
there," he said.
"Well if the beggar can get
here, why can't he stop |over|
there?" Nugent asked.
Although some truly need

assistance, he said, often
times their local communities
can come to their assistance.
Welfare, he said, only keeps
its recipients from exercising
their inherent desire to work.
"Entire generations have
grasped
the signal
that
they shouldn't dream, they
shouldn't try, being a liability
is OK," he said.
The night started with
some glitches lor the College
Republicans.

ACR-sponsored dinner with
Nugent ran late. He didn't take
the stage until 8:30, half an
hour late and not before some
audience members had left.
The night was politicized
even before Nugent s speech
began.
A taped introduction from
Texas Gov. Hick Perry played
just before Nugent s entrance.
A Falcons for Life flyer for
a speech by a former abortion practitioner, with "Learn
the TRUTH about abortion...'
written at the top. sat on all
1.000 seals as ticketholders
walked in.
Even campus politics got
into the aci — USG presidential candidate (lino (ieorgetli
handed mil campaign flyers
outside the main entrance.
Bui for most of the attendees, il was all about the Nuge.
"Even though he'sa wild guy,
what he stands for I believe in,"
said audience member Diane
1 lavpricht. 40. of Monclova.

DOLLARS & CENTS
Heres what i! look lo organize last
night's Ted Nugent speech, according to
Dan bpian. College Republicans
chairman
Note All figures are estimates
■ Honorarium S2S.000
■ Security $1,000
■ Dinner $1,000
■ Advertising: $1,000
■ Total $28,000

HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR RENT
2007-2008
HOUSES AVAILABLE
MAY 12,2007

146 MANVILLE - Two bedrooms. $700.00
per month plus utilities. Deposit $700.00
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/12/07
to 5/3/08.

722 EIGHTH STREET - Two bedroom
A-frame houses. $560.00 per month plus

723 SIXTH STREET

Utilities. Deposit $560.00. Limit 3 people.

$560.00 per month plus utilities. Deposit

Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/12/07 yo 5/3/08.

$560.00 Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease

Three bedrooms.

5/12/07 to 5/3/08.
629 ELM STREET - Three bedrooms. S885.00
per month plus utilities. Deposit $885.00.

830-8301/2 SCOTT

Tenants have use of garage. House has

HAMILTON - Three bedrooms. 2 baths.

washer, dryer and air conditioning. Limit

$925.00 per month. Air conditioned.

3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/12/07 to

Deposit $925.00. Limit 5 people. Limit S

5/3/08.

cars. Lease 5/12/07 to 5/3/08.

219 W.EVERS -Three bedrooms. $800.00

831 SCOTT HAMILTON, UNIT »A - Two

per month plus utilities. Deposit $700.00

bedroom. $810.00 per month. Deposit

Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/12/07

$810.00. Has a washer and a dryer. Limit 4

to 5/3/08.

people. Limit 4 cars.Le,ise5/12/07 to 5/3/08.

1401/2 MANVILLE - Two bedrooms.

HOUSES AVAILABLE
AUGUST 16,2007

$560.00 per month plus utilities. Deposit
$560.00. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars. Lease
8/16/07 to 8/9/08.
136PALMER-Threebedrooms. $725.0

422 CLOUGH STREET - Two bedrooms.

per month plus utilities. Deposit $725.00.

$70.00 per month plus utilities. Deposit

Has a washer and dryer. Garage for storage

$470.00. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars. Lease

only. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease

8/16/07 to 8/9/08.

8/16/07 to 8/9/08.

614 FOURTH STREET - Three bedrooms.

712 SECOND STREET, UNIT «B- Two

$840.00 per month plus utilities. Deposit

bedrooms. $690 per month. Deposit

$840.00. Has a washer and dryer. Limit

$690.00. Has dishwasher and air

3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease 8/16/07 to

conditioning. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.

8/9/08.

Lease 8/16/07 to 8/9/08.

We Still have a Selection of Houses Available for 2007-2008

^-

JOHN

NEWLOVE

319 E. Wooilti Street, Bowling Green. OH
(Located Across From Teco Ball)
RentelOfr.ce 419-354-2260
Hours won ihru Fn 8:30- 5:30 Sat Si30-S:0O
www johfinewlo verealesiaie com

WE'VE GOT A PLACE FOR EVERYONE!

I
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GET A LIFE

.'3.20075

Alcohol

CALENDAR Of EVENTS
Sow of p* ciml* of fvmt n Urn fc?> p*Nt t>pu t&

abuse high
in teenagers

Untimed event
Grad Fair
BTSU Multi Purpose Room

By Solenn Poullencc

11:30 am. -12:15 pm
Clinic: Dimos Dimitriadis.
jazz sax

U WIRE

BOSTON

501ft Moore Musical Arts

BO-430 am.
Effects of Environmental
Noise on Fish
112 Life Sciences

5:30 - 6 p.m.
BG24 News

ENOCH WU

Molding minds, hands in Union
WAX ON. WAX OFF: Junior Kelly Lilak and sophomore Jackte Thompson dip then
hands into melted wax (o create a hand mold. "Wax Hands" was a free hands-on exhibit
hosted by the Union and Jennifer Huber. an intern for Event Planning.

Cable Channel 6

6 - 7:30 p.m.
Broadcasting & Electronic
Media Careers
514 BTSU

Students look at higher
education internationally

CAMPUS
BRIEFS

Botticelli.

■

6-7:30 p.m.
Gamma Sigma Alpha
Induction
508 BTSU

Sail to Manilla <s>
Destinations Snack Bar
Harshman

8 p.m.
Faculty Artist Series:
Faculty Jazz Group
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center

Go Greek Team Training
440 Saddlemirc

Students get creative
for local film festival
The University Film Organization
at BGSU will be hosting a 48 Hour
Film Project Competition Similar to
the nationwide project, teams are
given exactly 48 hours to conceptualize, write, shoot and edit a short film
The event is open to all students
and the cost is $10 Teams of up to
eight members are permitted, and
the teams are expected to supply
their own equipment Students
without groups also are encouraged
to participate, as they will be put into
a group
The kick-off is at 4 50 p.m. on
Friday. March 50 in South Hall 105.
and the competition officially begins
at 5 p.m. Students may sign up anytime before then.

Kohl Hall Council

The films will be screened at 9:00
pm on Tuesday. April 5 in Olscamp

007 Kohl

Hall 115

Organization for Women's
Issues
107 Hanna Hall

PITTSBURGH-Local black high
school students gathered on Monday
morning at the University of Pittsburgh
to learn about the necessary steps in the
progression from high school to college
and the benefits of expanding their higher
education to an international level.
The University Center for International
Studies Area Studies Centers presented a
program titled "International Connections
Planning For Your Future aimed to
inspire and educate black high school
students about the array of cultural and
linguistic opportunities that are open to
college undergiads.
Gina Pierce, assistant director
for Russian and Eastern European
studies, said this event occurs annually and receives funding from the U.S.
Department of Education.
Shawn Wells, a part-time professor
of anthropology at the University of
Pittsburgh, said she has possessed an
interest in foreign language since her
early childhood and took advantage of
study abroad opportunities to cultivate
her passion

DAILY ADVISING TIP
Struggling to ktvp up in your math class? 11->\ big .1 h.ml time
studying effectively tor tests? just not sure how to organize

3-11pm

fh.it final paper? Visil Moselej Hall, where you'll find the

Pub: Open Comic Night

Moth & Slots Tutoring, Study Skills, «md Writing Centers.

Black Swamp Pub

9-11:30 p.m.
AHA Film Series: Dreams

— Massachusetts

ranks first in the nation
In alcohol and drug abuse
among
young
people,
Department of 1'ublic Health
officials reported yesterday
during a joint committee
hearing at the State House.
Deports have also shown
the commonwealth ranks in
the top percent ile of 12- to 17year-olds and 1H- to 25-yearolds with reported alcohol,
marijuana and other illicit
drug use, said DIM I Assistant
Commissioner
Michael

Sponsored bj tdvistng \iiwork

Though the number of
middle and high school
students who drink alcohol
has lowered — from about
25 percent to 22 percent
between 2003 and 2005 — he
said underage drinking still

remains a major concern,
and drug-related deaths
increased by 22 in the same
time period.
He also noted alcoholrelated issues continue to
he the top reason patients
are admitted into DIM I programs, and he suggested
implement ingscreeningprograms to identify and refer
people who suffer from alcohol addiction to the appropriate support services.
He also called for the
expansion of community
and school-based prevention programs.
Tor a long time, we
assumed that drinking was a
rite of passage for our kids,"
Botticelli said.
It. Gov. Tim Murray
told members of the loint
Committee
on
Mental
I lealth and Substance Abuse
his office supports such programs and the committee's
treatment of substance abuse
as a mental health issue.
"Substance abuse and
mental health are connected." Murray said.

BUTTS
MYTH
MOST BGSU
students smoke

Reality
Most BGSU
students
DO NOT
smoke
BGSU, FALL 2006
SMOKING SURVEY

204 Fine Arts

915-11pm
Anything you ever wanted
to ask a lesbian?
Conklin Conference Room

Management Inc.

Renting for
2007/2008
Call 353-5800 or
Visit Us Online at
www.meccabg.com
Have a few places
open NOW

SEX is so much more than
our culture makes it out to be.

Tomorrow...

HillsdalvApts.
1082 Fair view Ave.

1 & 2 bdim Apis, or 3 bdrm Twnh.
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal
Washer & Dryers (in 2/3 bdrm)
Air Conditioning
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle
"Ask about internet discount

A/e3<3/?/'/?q of /-<■/&
Trey Aubrey
842/846 Seventh St.
2 Duplexes Left
3 Bedrooms/2 Baths

AftfcCA
Evergreen Apts.
21SE.PoeRd.
Large 1 or 2 Bedroom
Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
BGSU Bus Route
Only 15 minute walk to campus!

MECCA
Heinzsite Apts.
710-652 N. Enterprise
l & 2 Bedrooms
Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm
Walking distance to campus!

/fH&CA
Management Inc.

Stop by the Office
at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.meccabg.com
for full listing,
prices, & pictures!

with national speaker Christopher West

Thursday, March 29,2007
8 p.m. - BGSU Student Union
Grand Ballroom - 202A
This talk is FREE and open to all.

DEBUNKIFY.COM

For more information go to www.creedoncampus.com/sex

I

"While we love Baby Jessica as our own, we are reminded of this terrible mistake each and every time we look at her; it is simply impossible to ignore. - Complaint from a New York couple against a fertility clinic that
allegedly impregnated the wife with the wrong sperm, from Newsweek.com.

PEOPLE ON THE STREET

Wednesday. March 28.2007 4

How do you deal with stress?

k

"York Peppeimint

"Stress does not
phase me."

joke"

Patties and Diet
Coke."

BRIDGET TE BENSON.
Senior. Intervention
Specialist

MARTIE BENNETT.
Senior. Intervention
Specialist

MICHAEL COTTON.
Sophomore, Political
Science

"I color."

"I go out and run 10
miles, and that's no

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own rake on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

DANIELLE JONES.
Senior Middle Childhood
Education

West on
oolitics

w

ANDREW HERMAN
MNBT

STfcP Cfsk ftU*Vl£ >* <j.jfcl«t*o-\
TARAMCGINNIS

8C.NEAS iLNS"BATc;«

rhink back to 2005 for
a moment with me. What
do you remember? One
ofthebiggesi things that
we should all remember is
Hurricane Katrina, along
with President Bush's reinauguration into the office
of the President, there was
still war in Iraq and there
was a devastating tsunami
in Asia.
All Ol these headlines mix
with each other in some
waj oi another government
failures. Mother Nature
showing us her ugly side.
people uniting to show support or lack thereof tortile
government's actions and
people saying absolutely
absurd things on network
television.
It seams like people have
forgotten what happened
in 2005 when kanye West
blurted out the words.

LETS TALK ABOUT SEX

Ignorance and homosexuality

My 9-year-old daughter rolled
her eyes when I told her about
my column regarding alternative lifestyles.
I lonioscxual'. 'lesbian',
bisexual', and 'transgender' are
not dirty words in my household, but what she thought was
silly was that I would have to
explain that to college students
who were nearly 10 years older
than her.

"George Hush doesn't care
about black people!" in the
middle of an hour long telethon to help katrina victims.
Now. before I go much
further I want to say once
again. I am not racist in any
way. shape or form. I just sa\
what is (in my mind and what
I think ol people places and
events, regardless of race, sex,
creed or other factors.
Ihere was little attention
given to this story, other
than an apology given by
the networks of NBC, a few
new spaper headlines and a
lot of blogentries.
Hither people don't really
care about what a celebrity
says on TV, or they credit
Ibis outburst to the fact
that West is a sell centered
moron that thinks that the
world revolves around hint
and everyone thinks that he
is the best thing to happen
to the recording industry
since the advent of i limes.
An example of him being
self centered in an article
from People. "After losing
the favorite breakthrough
artist award toCirelchen
Wilson at the 2004 American
Musk Awards, West told
reporters, I was robbed ... I
was the best new artist this
year,' and I got 10 Grammy
nominations, and won three
— even if I should have won
all 10.'
If he was robbed then he
should have filed a robbery

Thankfully, I incorporate
words like significant other'
or partner' into the column
when I can. Why? Because I'm
not naive or ignorant enough to
believe the only people who can
have sex and enjoy it are heterosexuals.
And when did sex become
more important than love?
Amanda Monyak, junior, is a
lesbian and manages to appreciate love more than some heterosexuals I know.
"I think that two people just
fall in love. I don't think that

theory to shame, let's move
on to the parts that fit that are
more important and that celebrates love and not just the
physical act. 1 can be sweel and
romantic, too, you know.
I lands can hold other hands
in support. Arms can embrace
a person in comfort. Bodies
can curl around each other lo
cuddle or in afterglow. Mouths
can meet in passion.
Sounds like the parts fit just
fine.
There is another argument
against alternative lifestyles that
pops up from time to time.
Aaron Urbanski, junior, is
shocked that people opposed to
homosexuality sometimes use
the excuse that sex is for procreation and nothing else.
"Obviously, sexuality has
developed from the need to procreate," Urbanski said.
1 hope so. I already have two
children. If I pop out one for
every time my husband and I
have sex, I'm never going to get
anything done. Honestly, how
many more people can our
planet support?
If the procreation argument
holds true, that means all het-

love has gender lines or race
lines. It's one of those things
that's amazing and you can't
control it," Monyak said.
Stephanie Khoads, senior, is a
bisexual woman and explained
her feelings on sex and love.
"I just think llove] is an emotion to me. It's not about sex.
You love who you love and it's
not about what your physical
parts are," Khoads said.
Physical parts are important,
though, aren't they? The parts
should fit for a relationship to be
any good.
"It's a poor way to justify heterosexuality." Monyak said.
Let's explore that a bit. I will
concede that a penis fits into
a vagina, but it also fits into a
mouth and a rectum and a lot of
other things.
I understand this argument
more and more.
What about the vagina?
Vibrators fit in there. So does a
tongue and fingers and probably some things that shouldn't
be up Ihere. Wow, I hope everyone who makes the argument
about parts fitting doesn't stick
everything just where it fits.
They're going to end up with a
lot of emergency room visits.
So now that we've put that
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Bureaucracy in
Dance Marathon
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Now, I know that talking
about politics is something
that not everyone wants to
(ID, but from lime to time
something comes up or
something is brought to my
attention that I just can'l be
quiet about.

a question? Give us your

See LOVE | Page 5

talk to this chair, who talks
to that chair, who seeks out
the chair of all the chairs, the
chairman-chairman who
talks to this liaison who talks
to someone on the core committee who finally gets back
with an answer: "because."
And I'm like, "Because
why?"
"Because it's for the kids."
One of my friends was told
to watch a stair case. "Who
can and can't go up and
down?" he asked.
"Oh, well anyone can go up
and down these stairs." Well
then what the hell is the point
of having someone stationed
there? Basically, I think there
should be a DM security
enema.
It is also amusing to me
that the dancers go on
scheduled "Morale Walks." I
can't comment on how helpful they are because I don't
know, but it seems very East
Berlin during the Cold War
to me. "Yah, ve vill go on ze
hoppy walk for ze furor, I
mean, for (he kids."
But the important thing is
that over $192,000 was raised,
which is interestingly enough
more than what University of
Toledo has raised in the six
Dance Marathons that they
have done, combined. Yes...
really.
I mean, yeah, it's benefiting the same cause so it's not
a competition, but if it were,
we'd be beating them like a
red headed step ... ew, probably not a very good analogy.
Safe to say, we dominate.
Also, UT's Dance Marathon
is only 16 hours. Why? Well
because the maximum
amount of time that the
parole board will let a UT
student stay out of their room
is 16 hours.
Dance Marathons take
place at a number of colleges
across the cou'ntry. However,
Toledo's is the only one where
the kids have ever actually
given the money back, and
said, "We think you guys
need this more than us."

I hung out at Dance
Marathon for about eight
hours this weekend.
I was so inspired by the
dancers that I've decided that
I'm going to dance next year. I
truly love the cause.
With that said, there are a
few things that 1 do not love,
such as the security. Now,
I know that this is a touchy
subject. Every year, I go to
DM, and every year, I want to
write about DM despite the
fact that I know it'll ruffle a
few feathers.
Making fun of it is kind of
like joking about the holocaust, people just don't like it.
I also preface this knowing
a number of people heavily
involved with DM, and I am
not trying to belittle individuals, but there are a few things
with the infrastructure that
make absolutely no sense.
It doesn't make sense when
you're trying to walk one way,
and there's no one around,
and you have someone saying
"Oh, this is the entrance; you
have to actually walk through
down there." And me, always
questioning things is like,
"Why?"
And the security people,
are like, "Uh, I dunno." Then
they try to find one of the
chosen ones who have head
sets and half the time, they
don't know why, and are on
the headsets trying to find
out an answer, and no one
knows why I CAN'T GO OUT
THIS FREAKING WAY WHEN
THERE'S NO ONEAROUND.
Why?
The problem is that there
are so many people involved
that it becomes very convoluted and bureaucratic.
The security guy doesn't
know, so he asks a captain,
who doesn't know so he talks
to the community-volunteeralumni-service-coordinating-secretary-chairman,
and they don't know, so they

Send comments to Josh 8eme< at
/benneiQbgsuedu

STAFF EDITORIAL CAMPUS LIFE

too busy? Stressed out? How to deal like an adult
ollege is a high stress
environment. Classes,
jobs, partying, studying and a new environment all
contribute to the occasional
breakdown and some exam
week hives.
But as college is the pathway
to our lives as adults, it's important lo learn to deal with stress
properly.
The In locus section of today's
BO News takes a look at drugs,
caffeine and other methods
many college students use to get
an edge.
The problem is that these
methods, aside from being
illegal in some cases, are

C
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dangerous.
It seems like as adults, we
shouldn't need to be reminded
of the negative influences of peer
pressure, but apparently we do.
College is hard work, and
regardless of the testimony of
the slacker down the hall who
says he wrote his 20 page term
paper in two hours at 3 a.m. with
only a six-pack of Monster and
two Adderall, there are better
ways lo improve your grades.
The thing to understand is
that everyone is different. We all
have ways of studying that do
and do not work for us.
The key is to find your ideal
study situation, not to find a

fioormate with a prescription for
Adderall.
And really, it's the ADD and
ADI ID drugs which are really
becoming popular on college
campuses. This presents two
distinct problems.
One, Adderall is a prescription
drugfora reason, it'sdangerous. Currently both American
and Canadian governments are
pushing for more ominous labeling on Adderall bottles. This is
due to the heart attack, stroke
and sudden death risks famous
to ADD medications.
The second problem this issue
brings up is the negative effects
on students who've actually
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been diagnosed with ADD and
ADHD.
These people now have to
deal with roommates always
trying to snag a few "spare" pills.
They also face scrutiny from the
pubiic.
ADD has become the "en
vogue" diagnosis. Students who
don't want to study or who have
a hard time sitting down for
three hours to write a paper are
now running to their doctors to
be tested for ADD.
This is belittling to people
actually afflicted by the disorder,
people who can't concentrate
during their 50 minute class.
People who are really trying to
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sit down and read a whole chapter without getting distracted.
For these people, the concept of an hour and 15 minute
class is agonizing. The cost
of these drugs is even rising
because of their popularity,
causing unneeded stress on
the afflicted, who have to shell
out more money to get their
prescriptions filled.
We at The BG News just
want to remind students that
college is hard, this we know,
but keep in mind the difference between seeking medical
attention for a legitimate and
serious disorder and just needing to work a little harder.
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WEST
From Page 4
report with the Bureau of SelfCenleredness in LA, which
is the busiest branch in the
entire Bureau, due to the fact
that most of the celebrities in
LA think they are the best.
President Bush is taking this
country down the tubes with
his defiance to leave Iraq, the
scandals of Congress and his
rebelliousness against going
under oath to talk about the
firing of eight U.S. attorneys.
This man is already doing
enough damage, why do we

LOVE
From Page 4
erosexual couples who can't
have children should never
have sex, right? I wonder what
contradictory excuses that
phrase is going to invite.
Rhoads' friend, Christine
Tecca, senior, supports Rhoads
against the ignorance of others
and doesn't understand how
thai lack of knowledge can happen on a college campus.
"You shouldn't be pushing
your beliefs on other people.
You should be trying to grow,"
Tecca said.
Danielle llaendiges, junior,
agrees.
"I think it is so sick people
will speak out against homosexuality and say it's a choice,"
Haendiges said.
That's one argument I
haven't addressed. Choice. If
you choose to be homosexual,
bisexual, or transgender then
the gloves are off. right?

need to blame him for things
he has no control over?
The failure of the government in the weeks that followed Katrina, does not rest
on the Presidents shoulders.
Not at all. It rests on the shoulders of the people at FEMA
that didn't react in a quick and
timely manner lo the tragedy
that was unfolding In New
Orleans. .
Need I remind people out
there who oppose this presidency, that we live in a democracy and are the ones that
elected him; we are the people
that gave him the power to
run this country.

If you didn't like the way he
was running the country for
(he first four years of his presidency, why did you reeled
him three years ago?
It took a majority of votes
in America for him to get
back into office. If you want
to blame anyone for his
actions and the actions of the
Government, you should ask
yourself who put him into
office in the first place.
I couldn't vote in the last
presidential election, but I
know this much: the election
came down to the lesser of two
evils. I don't know how the war
in Iraq would be going right

Urbanski knocks that idea
down when he reveals what
he's heard from a few people
who are homosexual.
"Given the choice, if they
had the choice, they'd rather be
straight," Urbanski said.
This isn't because they're
ashamed of who they are. On
the contrary, they're fearful
of t he type of people who
made Matthew Shepard a
household name.
He was just a college kid and
he was beaten to death because
he was gay. His death was brutal and slow.
Do you really think anyone
would choose a lifestyle that
invites ignorant jerks to harm
them and possibly end their
life?
Transgender violence in
California has escalated in
recent years.
Beatings, rape and murder
have become commonplace
in the Bay area, most recently
seen in the beating and strangulation of Ruby Rodriguez,

a transgender, according to
KGO-TVout of San Francisco.
If it was a choice, who would
choose to live a life that made
them a target?
There's also the religious
aspect of why homosexuality is
wrong, but l.eah Rose, senior,
addressed that in a way I hadn't
expected.
I would have mentioned
that homosexuality isn't
even mentioned in the Ten
Commandments or that 1
Corinthians 13 talks about love,
but never mentions gender.
Rose didn't even bring up
the Bible and she's a faithful
Christian, but says being a
Christian doesn't make you
better than anyone else.
"People lie, cheat, and sin all
the time. People have premarital sex and that's considered
bad. It's just human," Rose said.
So maybe this is one of those
times where we talk about
stone throwing and glass
houses.
The bottom line is people
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now if Kerry was in the oval
office I don't know what would
be happening in Congress if a
Democrat were in office.
But I do know that FKMA
would have still been under
the same leadership when
Katrina came in and ruined a
great city.
Our President has enough
on his plate already let's not
blame him for something he
has no control over.

Send comments to Andrew Hetman at
hermand@bgsuedu

should keep their noses out of
other people's bedrooms unless
they're grown up enough to be
supportive and to lay out everything they've done wrong in
their own lives for the picking.
Being homosexual, bisexual
or transgender in today's society is braver than anything I've
ever done.
I'm not saying you have to
agree with alternative lifestyles.
I've said it time and time
again that nobody should ever
be forced to do or believe in
anything they're not comfortable with.
But just because you don't
agree, it doesn't give you
license to attack others for who
they are.
Sexuality is a blessing.
Anyone who finds love and
enjoyable sexual experiences
should be celebrated, not condemned.

Sendcomments. questions anddeas to
ChaniaNiklewskMoTilewQbgsuedu
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Mesotherapy with Triactive Cellulite Laser Treatment
Lose inches before your event or summer.
Leg Veins
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Skin Medica Vitalize Peel
Get a series of 3 - 6 peels before summer to look your
best at any event.
Restylane & Botox
Reduce fine lines and wrinkles.
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NOT NEWS
WE SHOULD JUST BE CALLED "THE FREAKIN' AMAZING PAGE."

"HE BET lER PEOPLE ON

THIS WEEK'S BAD JOKE
Q: What did the alien say to the gardener?
A: Take me to your weeder.

[HE STREET
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Which political figure would you tongue wrestle with?

k

"Bill Clinton. He's just

"Condoleezza Rice,

"Bill Clinton, he

"Condoleezza,

the man

just because.

embraces his ran-

because I like a

domness."

woman that can put

Have your own lake on

me in my place."

todays People On The
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glare from our editors for coming
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APARTMENT LISTING

DANFOGLESON.
Senior. Political Science

guestion? Give us your feedback at bgnews.com.

Facebook gives aid to activism
Being the insanely Intelligent
woman that I am, I sometimes
have a difficult time focusing
on my school work. My mind
Is constantly racing, trying to
solve the issues of society.
I mean, just living in the
dorms this year has enlightened
me to a whole new world of
problems like goldfish euthanasia and I lellenologophobia (fear
of complex scientific terms) for
example.
My friends, I say to you, look
no further than beyond the
glowing screen of you compute!
at 4 a.m.! When you're working,
your mind is riddled with questions about the inter-workings
of the universe, so just do what I
do: seek lacebooktherapy.
I mean, come on, I'm not
a member of-100* lacebook
groups for nothing! I'm making
a difference! My voice is being
heard! In the lacebook world I
can feel good about being one

Ol the necessary 100,000 users
it takes for the group creator to
sell his kidney to benefit Darfur.
I 've petitioned for a Nick Classic
and for the mass production of
Mountain Dew Baja Blast.
You know why? Because those
are the issues that are really
Important to me. I mean, who
needs sunlight or human interaction when I'm doing so much
to improve society? I lonestly,
sunlight is overrated.
Not to mention the connections I've made with people
who share1 my same psyche. 1
had to wipe away tears when I
discovered the group' When I

found out the Disney 'D' was a
D' it blew my mind" as it sent
me into a world where my childhood memories made sense
to 86.701) other people! Not to
mention the sense of community
I discovered in "Those MySpace
Ad Games are Addicting!" I had
to bite my lip just so I could click
the "join group" link I then held
my hand to my bean, cocked my
head to the side and whispered
to the other members, "I feel
the same way, brother, the same
way..."
So all you radicals out there,
listen up! Put away your banners, and stop your protests.
I low long have we been doing
that in vain? I he new generation of movers-and-shakers
know what's up. It's all about the
'book, man. All I am saying is
give groups a chance!
Amy (adillon@bqnetbgsu.edu) is stilt
joinginq groups. Please help her.
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Last Chance!

COMMUNITY RALLY

Free Senior Portraits
taken at the
Spring Semester Grad Fair
for inclusion in the 2007
KEY Yearbook!

FALMJ

May/August Graduates.

Tuesday, March 27 10a.m. - 7p.m.
Wednesday. March 28 10a.m.-5p.m.
Union Multi-Purpose Room
Gear up for Senior graduation with
The KEY yearbook, caps and gowns
ticket distribution, personalized graduation
announcements, class rings, diploma frames,
graduation keepsakes and more!

' WOMEN'S BASKETBALL'S*

6:30PM

ANDERSON ARENA

Join us to celebrate the greatest season in BGSU
and Mid-American Conference history! The first
500 fans in attendance will receive a FREE Rally
Towel, courtesy of Sky Bank, and there will be a
post-event autograph, meet-and-greet and photo
opportunity session with the entire team!

FREE ADMISSION
Extra parking available in the Perry Field House lot, with a
FREE Shuttle running continuously to-and-from Anderson Arena
beginning at 6pm and following the coMsMion of the event
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RAISING VOICES TO LOWER TEMPERATURES: People gather on Capitol Hill in Washington. March 20. during a rally against global warming.

Lawmakers join in fight against global warming
By Kiroiin Dcmirjian
MCT
WASHINGTON — The light
against glolxil wanning is getting
an extra push from lobbyists and
lawmakers in a series of efforts
aimed at spurring < xmgress to take
decisive steps to reverse the negalive trend of climate change.
last Wednesday, former Vice
President Al Gore, perhaps the
most prominent advocate for climate change and author of the
Oscar-winning documentary "An
Inconvenient Truth," testified
before two congressional environmental committees. I le has
promised to bring a mailhagul the

nearly 300.IXX) |x>slcards he has
received since Christmas to help
convince Congress the country is
ready for federal action to curb the
effects of global wanning.
The star [Xiwer of Gore's testimony may give the Senate and
House the momentum necessary for lawmakers to meet selfimposed deadlines to bring an
emissions-reduction bill to a vote.
Several senators have pledged to
push for action in this session of
Congress, while House Speaker
Nancy I'elosi, D-Calif., has promised to have legislation on the
floor by Inly t.
Gores testimony comes on
the heels of several recent devel-

Panther found dead on Florida
interstate part of research project
By Kevin Spear
MCT
ORLANDO, I la. —The big cat
killed on II was tagged and
tracked by researchers for years.
The Florida panther found dead
last Wednesday nil Interstate 4
was thought to be one of the
famed "leaping kittens" captured on film during its youth in
one of the most beloved wildlife
photographs of the rare breed.
The male panther, nearly 4
years old, had long drawn the
attention of researchers by
preferring to prowl in wilderness far north of South llorida
swamps and forests that are
home to nearly all of the endangered cats.
Known as FPT30, the panther
captured hearts when photographed with its mother and a
sibling when it was just about

2 months old. The photograph
mostly circulated in research circles. Scientists aren't sure which
of the two kittens in the photo
has died because they weren't
identified and tagged until after
the picture was taken.
Scientists think FP130 was one
of three kittens born to another often-observed cat, IT'lio,
in late May 2003 in the soggy
Okaloacoochee Slough State
forest near the liverglades. Less
than two months later, mom
and two kittens were romping
through grass at the edge of a
palmetto patch in the forest
when they passed through an
infrared beam, triggering the
shutter of a remote camera.
Scientists eventually captured FP130 and fitted him with
a radio-transmitter collar. Not
long alter the photo was taken,
he set out on his own.

opments in the global warming
debate. Sixty-five large pension
funds and companies called
on Congress to pass legislation
restricting carbon emissions by
up to 90 percent of 1990 levels
by 2050, adding their voices to
the corporations advocating for
federal regulation of polluting
industries.
last Tuesday, Rep. Henry
Waxman, D-Calif., introduced
his Safe Climate Act, which calls
for reducing carbon emissions
to 80 percent of 1990 levels by
2050. He officially announced
the legislation, which would be
the most aggressive approach
to climate change to come out

BUTTS

of the House.
Prominent
lawmakers
addressed the rally, coordinated
by the Alaska Wilderness 1 eague,
and promised legislative action
to raise Standards on fuel emissions and to enact a permanent
ban on drilling for oil in the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge.
Rep. Edward Markey, D-Mass..
chairman of the House's new
energy independence and global
wanning panel, said, "What a difference a day makes," referring
to Election Day 2006 as the day
that Democrats gained control of
the House and Senate and those
seeking to control climate change
regained a foothold in Congress.

MYTH
MOST
BGSU students
start smoking
when they come
to campus

Drilling advocates propose new
for exploration near Florida
By Tamara Lytle
VCT
WASHING ION — Oil- and gasdrilling advocates have barely
wailed for the ink lo dry on last
year's legislation before proposing a new bill that would allow
energy exploration 45 miles from
llorida's coast.
last year's compromise measure opened pp new areas in the
Eastern Gulf of Mexico to drilling. Last Wednesday, business
leaders and a bipartisan Senate
team will propose allowing drilling much closer than the 125mile buffer along llorida's coast.
Sen. larry Craig. R-Idaho,
and Sen. Byron Dorgan. D-N.D.
will propose a broad measure
thai includes tougher standards
for automobile fuel economy,
incentives for conservation and
alternative 'tbels and more off-

Reality

"This is a bad policy."

Most
BGSU students
NEVER
intend to
start smoking

Mel Mart.nez \ Florida senator (R)
shore drilling. The bill would
allow U.S. companies to drill in
waters close to Cuba by lifting
the embargo for them on doing
business with that nation. And it
would sanction an inventory off
Virginia, t ieorgia and North and
South (arolina that could lead to
drilling there.
Both of llorida's senators,
Democrat Bill Nelson and
Republican Mel Marline/., vowed
to light the drilling off llorida.
"This is bad |x>licy," Martinez
said. "It attacks llorida's protections, it violates the embargo with
Cuba, and it would put drilling
rigs in the dull military training
area." lliis proposal gin's tack
on everything the Congress dealt
with last year."
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U.S. Navy warns Iran

Attacks end in bloodiest single day across Iraq
By Kim G.imrl
The Associated Press
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BAGHDAD (AP) — Two truck
bombs shattered markets in
Tal Afar yesterday, killing at
least li'i people and wounding
clti/rns in the second assault
in four days on a predominantly Shiite Muslim city hit by
a resurgence in violence a year
after it was held up as a symbol
of U.S. success.
After the bombings, suspected
Sunni insurgents tried to ambush
ambulances carrying the injured
out of the northwestern city but
were driven off by police gunfire,
Iraqi authorities said.
The carnage was the worst
bloodshed in a day of attacks
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A major Sunni Arab insurgent
group reported its military leader was slain outside Baghdad,
an assault likely to deepen an
increasingly bloody rift between
al-Qaida in lrac| and opponents
of the terror group in Sunni communities west of the capital.
In Baghdad, a U.S. soldier and
an American working as a U.S.
government contractor were
killed by a rocket attack on the
heavily guarded Green /one, 11 s.
officials said. Another contract
worker suffered serious wounds
and three were slightly wounded.
A soldier also was wounded.
A U.S. Marine died during
combat operations in Anbar
province, a hot bed of Sunni Arab
insurgents west of Baghdad, the
military said in a statement.
U.S. soldiers, meanwhile, foiled
two suicide truck bombers trying
to attack (heir base in a small
town 50 miles west of Baghdad
and killed as many as 15 attackers, the military said. It said eight
soldiers suffered wounds, all but
one of them slight, during the
firelight in Kantian.
Iraqi police reported at least
11PI people killed or found dead
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across Iraq,

By Jamas Caldarwood
The Associated Press
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A VISION OF WAR: An Iraqi soldier films at the scene ol a car bombing in Kirkuk Iraq. 180 miles north of Baghdad on Monday. Four
blasts rocked Kirkuk in a !')-mimite period in different parts of town killing at least 12 people and wounding more than 50.
nationwide. I be toll included two elderly sisters
both
Chaldean Catholic nuns in the
increasingly tense city of kirkuk
who were stabbed multiple
times in what appeared to be a
sectarian killing.
Most of the bloodshed in lal

escorts opened Ore, said Husham
,ii I lamdani, head of the security
committee in Mosul.
laafar Aknim. a teacher at a
school near the smaller explosion, said body pans were scattered about and vegetables lay in
pools of blood.
"I instantly saw smoke, then
I heard the blast," Akram said.
"Thanks be to God the blast
didn't occur during rush hour
at the school. That reduced the
disaster."
On Saturday, a man wearing
an explosives belt blew himself up outside a pastry shop in
Tal Afar's central market area,
killing at least 10 people and
wounding three.
Tal Afar, which is about 90
miles east of the Syrian border,
is inhabited mainly by ethnic
furkomen. About 60 percent of
the residents are Shiite Muslims
and the rest Sunni.
I he city was an insurgent
stronghold until an offensive by U.S. and Iraqi troops in
September 2005, when rebel

Afar came when an explosives
laden truck was detonated by
remote control as people gathered to buy Hour it was earning
in the center of town. 2(>0 miles
northwest of Baghdad. A lew
minutes earlier, a truck loaded
with vegetables blew up near a
wholesale market on the cttys
north side.
Brig. Abdul Karim al-Iubouri,
a spokesman for the provincial
police, said the first blast killed
at least t>2 people and wounded 15(1. The other bomb killed
one person and wounded four,

he said.
Insurgents wailing in cars on
Tal Afar's outskirts tried to intercept ambulances carrying the
wounded to hospitals in nearby Mosul but fled when police

northeast of Ramadi, killing 10
people, and in Baqouba, northeast of Baghdad, killing two
policemen and wounding four
people, police said.
The vehicle bombings and an
outbreak of sectarian clashes in
southern Iraq underscored concems that militants have fled the
capital in response to the U.S.led security crackdown, bringing violence with them to the
hinterlands.

sage that you better
be careful about
trying to intimidate
others."
Bradley Johanson | Captain
Iflreign office said its military
had not taken any action.
The exercises began four days
after Iranian forces detained the
15 Britons for allegedly being in
Iranian territorial waters near the
northern end of the Gulf. U.S.
and British officials insist the
team was properly searching
cargo vessels inside Iraqi waters.
1-7A-18 fighter jets roared off
the Stennis' flight deck all day.
mounting a dozen rapid-fire
training sorties against imaginary enemy ships and aircraft. A
second task force with the carrier
USS Dwight D. Eisenhower also
took pan in the drills.
"These maneuvers demonstrate our flexibility and capability to respond to threats to
maritime senility," said Navy Lt.
lohn Perkins, 32, of l»uisville,
Ky., as the Stennis cniised
about 80 miles off the United
Arab Emirates after entering the
Persian Gulf overnight.
"They're showing we can keep
the maritime environment safe
and the vital link to (he global
economy open."
At the headquarters of the
Navy's 5th Elect in Bahrain,
Cmdr. Kevin Aandahl said the
maneuvers would last sever- .
ai days. He said U.S. warships
would stay out of Iran's territorial
waters, which extend 12 miles off
the Iranian coast.

CALL FOR RENT SPECIALS!

CREENBRIAR, INC.

www.greenbriarrentals.com

(419)352-0717

DiO YOU WANT ANTIBIOTICS
WITH YOUR CHICKEN?
WE DION'T THINK SO.
That's why we're serving naturally raised chicken.
In fact, all of the chicken and pork we serve in Bowling Green
is free of antibiotics and added growth hormones,
fed a vegetarian diet and raised humanely.
We think meat raised this way, naturally, tastes better.
Serving naturally raised meat is another step in our
ongoing Food With Integrity journey - bringing you
the best ingredients from the best sources.

Ckipofte
MEXICAN GRILL
SERVING NATURALLY RAISED CHICKEN IN BOWLING GREEN
WdDSTER

presence, then it
sends a clear mes-
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Houses! Houses!
(for 3-5 people)

lighters fled into the countryside
without a battle, last March,
I'resident Bush cited the operation as an example that gave him
"confidence in our strategy."
But even though U.S. and
Iraqi forces put up sand barriers
around Tal Afar to limit access,
the city has suffered frequent
insurgent attacks — yesterday's
was the deadliest since the war
started. Among the largest previous attacks were suicide bombings that killed 20 peopleon Sept.
18 and 30 on Oct. 11,2005.
In other bombings yesterday, suicide car bombers struck

ABOARD THE USS JOHN C
STENNIS (AP) — American
warplanes screamed off two
aircraft carriers yesterday as
the U.S. Navy staged its largest
show of force in the Persian Gulf
since the 2003 invasion of Iraq,
launching a mammoth exercise meant as a message to the
Iranians,
The maneuvers with 15 warships and more than 100 aircraft
were sure to heighten tensions
with Iran, which has frequently
condemned the U.S. military'
presence off its coast and is in
a faceoff with the West over its
nuclear program and its capture
of a British naval team.
While they would not say when
the war games wen' planned,
U.S. commanders insisted the
exercises were not a response to
l-riday's seizure of the 15 British
sailors and marines, but they
also made clear that the flexing
of the Navy's military might was
intended as a warning.
"If there is strong presence,
then it sends a clear message that
you bener be careful about trying
to intimidate others," said Capt.
Bradley (ohanson, commander
of the Stennis.
"Iran has adopted a very escalatory posture with the diings
that they have done," he added.
Meanwhile, oil prices shot
nearly 8 percent in a matter of
minutes in afterhours trading
yesterday, topping $68, as minors
spread that Iranians had fired at a
U.S. ship in the Persian Gulf and
that Britain had taken action to
free the captives.
But both the U.S. military and
the British government denied
the tumors.
Lt. Cmdr. Charlie Brown of
the U.S. Navy 5th fleet told The
Associated Press that all ships in
the Gulf had been checked and
the rumors were untrue. Britain's

"If there is strong
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Caffeine may be
a legal drug, but
its still a drug
By Josh Comer
Reporter

Thelinc of bleary-eyed Starbucks
junkies winds around displays
and overflows the store's enclave
in the Union. At Chili's, one in
three frazzled customers waiting
at the counter hasaMonster energy drink in hand. Though widely
accepted as a basic ingredient in
the collegiate diet, the nature of
the caffeine funncled onto the
campus and into University students is undeniable.
"It's a drug." said University
dietitian Daria BlachowskiDreyer.
Caffeine works by triggering
uncontrolled neuron firingin the
brain. This excess neuron activity causes the pituitary gland to
call on the adrenal glands lo produce adrenaline.
Adrenaline is what gives athletes a burst of energy. This fact
landed thedrugon the controlled
list for University athletes.
While reasonable use of the
drug is permitted for athletes,
reason alone is not always
enough to determine how
much caffeine is contained in
a beverage.
Pepsi
and
Coca-Cola
announced in February the
companies would soon begin
to list caffeine content on the
nutrition facts labels of their
drinks. But reconciling the recommended dietary allowance
of caffeine listed on a bottle
with numerous personal variables, such as weight, requires
consumer diligence.
"You have to take CHEM 125
to figure out how much that
actually is in units that you
can understand.'' said Neoclcs
feontis. a University chemistry
professor who fought against
Pepsi gaining the "pouring
rights" the company now has to
control 80 percent of the beverages distributed on campus.
"Government regulators are
pressured by companies they are
supposed to regulate to let them
present information In ways that
the average person can't understand," U-ontis said.
Caffeine totals are further
complicated by herbal contents not regulated by the Pood
and Drug Administration.
Guarana, an herb used in many
energy drinks, breaks down
into caffeine when it is digested. The herb will remain listed
only as an unquantified ingredient by Pepsi, who makes the
guarana-infused energy drink
Amp, and Coca-Cola, whose
energy drink Full-Throttle also
contains the herb.
Blachowski-Dreyer said even
if people could understand how
much caffeine they consume;
most ignore the amount and
content of what they drink. She
said her own addiction to Diet
Mt. Dew can lead to the back
See CAFFEINE | Page 11

ONE TOPIC. ONCE A MONTH. MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVES.

THIS MONTH I STUDENTS IN DANGER!

Quick meal, lasting effects

URAMCGINNIS

Gaining the extra pounds isn't limited to first-year students as people choose cheap junk food over pricier healthy meals
By Tim Sampson

Many students come to college
expecting to gain knowledge,
friends and life experience. But
many also end up gaining a few
extra pounds.
The difficulty of finding
healthy meal options on campus, combined with poor
dietary choices on the part of
students can often have a negative impact on the health and
waistlines of many while they
are away at college.
During the first year of college, male students pack on an
average of 5.6 pounds while
females gain about 3.6 pounds,
according to a recent study

by Brown University Medical
School.

The study found that most
of that weight was gained during the first semester and that
students who gained weight
early on were likely to continue
doing so throughout their time
at school.
Poor nutrition affects
almost all aspects of students' lives. According to
Glenn Egelman, director of
the health center, individuals
with healthy diets are likely
to have more energy, clearer
thought and sleep better.
Maintaining weight is all
about balancing the amount of
calories taken in from food with
the amount burned through

Stress can differ but effects are similar
By Holly Abrams
Editor-in-Chief

It's true.

The huge mid-term, the
speeding ticket from last week,
the argument with mom and
dad or the "big breakup" —
these all contribute to stress.
And that stress combined
witli other factors can hurt the
immune system.
But psychoneuroimmunology. better known as stress leading to illness, is seen in people
of all ages — including college
students.
"The effects |of stressl
can be good, bad or indifferent," said Robert Ader, Ph.D.,
at The University of Rochester
School of Medicine & Dentistry.
"Whether they affect health or
not depends on a lot of factors."
The term "stress," as it is currently used, was coined by Hans
Selye in 1936, who defined it
as "the non-specific response
of the body to any demand
for change," according to The
American Institute of Stress.
Stress results in changes in
the nervous system, according to Ader. While stress alone
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rarely produces disease, stress
combined with other factors
can lead to health issues, Ader
said.
These other factors can be
genetic, predispositions from
birth or outside experiences.
Ader described the process as
similar to catchinga cold. While
there are germs everywhere
at any given time, only some
will pick up the germs and be
susceptible enough to get sick,
while others may be exposed to
illness and not contract it.
All age groups, however, experience stressors, but each stressor varies depending on the age
of the individual.
While everyone gets stressed,
age and individual differences
determine what each person's
stressors are.
"A stress to you is not the same
as a stress to me," Ader said.
"The individual's perception of
it defines it as a stressor."
For college students, big
stressors often include exams,
finding a job, the future and
social interactions.
"They change from your first
day in school to your last," Ader
said.

LOOKING FOR HELP
On-campus help at the
Counseling Center for dealing
with stress:
■ Free stress clinics for
students
■ Free Your Mind: learn how
to recognize self-defeating
patterns
■ Relax Your Body: learn
relaxation strategies for the
body
■ Nurture Yourself: leam to
nurture your body, mind
and mood
■ Registration required to
attend, call 372-2081

Effects of stress
According to Dr. Glen
Egelman, physician-in-chief
at the Student Health Center,
student appointments increase
before, during and after
exams each semester. During
finals week Spring 2006 visits
increased more than 10 percent.
Egelman said.
"Something is going on that is
causing people to fall ill during
See STRESS | Page 10

I

physical activity, Egelman said.
Going away to college often
impacts a student's calorie
intake versus output.
"As with any other transition
in life it throws off the balance,"
Egelman said. "The way you eat
here, and the amount of physical activity you have, is going
to be different than it was when
you were at home."
For most students, college
is the first time that they have
shouldered the responsibility
for controlling their own diet
and therefore they are prone to
making mistakes.
"Some make the mistake of
taking in a lot of sugary snack
foods for a quick energy boost,"
Egelman said. "But with the

sugar highs come sugar lows."
He also warned that the way
students eat now can impact
their health later on in life,
"At this age is where a lot of
people get locked into the eating habits that will stay with
them," Egelman said.
Although students say they
would like to eat healthy, many
feel limited by their options on
campus.
"I only eat on-campus when
all other options fail," said
Francisco Kojas. junior. "It's all
high processed and fried."
Others said the healthy
options were too expensive
when compared to junk food
choices.
"1 don't think that a slice of

Prescription meds not the
answer to doing well in classes
By Christy Johnson
Reporter

College students have a lot on
their plates with new responsibilities and academic pressures.
Dealing with these different
challenges can add stress, anxiety and pressure that can lead
students to turn to prescription
drugs that target those specific
areas.
Junior Elizabeth Gmbic came
to college with high expectations. She did well in high school
and was ready to take on the
challenge of college academics.
What she was not aware of was
the heavy workload that awaited
her at the University — including long reading assignments,
essays and lots of exams.
"High school was easy, 1 don't
think I studied for one exam in
high school," Grubic said.
And while Grubic thinks that
she has always had Attention
Deficit Disorder, it did not
become a problem until the
demands of college came into
play.
In fact, she waited until the
summer before her junior year

at the University before getting
tested for ADD. .
Gmbic was persuaded by her
mother to get tested for ADD.
Since she began taking medication, she lias seen an improvement in her study habits.
"I can make a 'to do' list now,
and get everything done on it,"
Grubic said.
Grubic earns As and B's
across the board since she
started to take the prescription
drug Adcierall. In her previous
semesters at the University she
received B's. C's and the occasional D.
Students who come to college
are often faced with an increased
workload, more responsibility and harder classes than they
experienced in high school.
These newfound anxieties
can also come from the fact that
family and friends that have
been around from the beginning are now far away, according to students taking prescription drugs for ADD.
Dr. Glenn Egelman, director
of the student heath service and
See MEDS I Page II

pizza should be cheaper than
a salad," said Britteny Griffith,
freshman.
In the Union a one-topping slice of pizza cosis $1.85
while a large salad costs $4.75,
Similarly, an entree from the
Vegan-Vegetarian Spot ensis
$•1.50 while a six-inch sub from

Steak Escape costs $3.99.
The reason why salads and
vegetarian meals tend to cost
more, according to Daria
Blachowski-Dreyer, the nutrition initiative manager for
Dining Sen ices, is because the
University has to pay more for
fresh produce than they do for
other items.
See POUNDS | Page 10

Watch out!
There's
school afoot

It hit me one day as I was
leaving Founders and someone walked by me with a
giant Monster energy drink.
That's when I thought:
what are we doing to ourselves?
I'm writing this column at
3:45 a.m. thanks to the can of
caffeinated soda I had not too
long ago. In just a few hours
I'll wake up. down some coffee and head out for another
extended workday where
more soda and coffee are
almost certainly in my future.
Thousands of us carry
these schedules every day
— school, work and oh yeah,
a social life, not to mention a
See DANGERSI Page It
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Think your lecture is a lullaby7 Get more sleep
By Qurntin Kilpatriclc

However in the fast-paced
college life of exams, deadlines
and countless other commitments, many students try to
pull all-nighters and make up
lost sleep with naps.
Hut that notion is rooted in
myth, said Andrea Colcord,
health educator at the Wellness
Connection.
"You can't really make up
sleep." Cokord said. "Once it's
gone, it's gone."
Chronic
sleep
deprivation also increases the likelihood of spontaneously falling
asleep, ail-too known to lorn
St reel man, freshman.
"I typically end up pulling all-nighters twice a week,"
St reel man said.
After a week of multiple
English papers, midterm
reviews and subsequent allnighters. Tom's body simply
had enough.
In the midst of chatting with
friends online, he blacked out
on his computer desk.
"I don't remember anything,
putting my head down, waking
up, nothing." Strectman said.
It was two and a half hours
of a cozy nap on his keyboard
before Streetman realized any
time had passed.
Making time for sleep in a

Reporter

Who needs sleep?
Vou do, according to a 2005
Stud) by the National Sleep
Foundation.
The study found that 63 percent ol college students don't
get enough sleep.
"It's one of the major health
problems in colleges today."
said Dr. Glenn Egelman, director and physician-in-chief
at the University's Student
Health Center.
A Fall 2000 report by the
American College Health
Association found *!(> percent of
lid students feel rested two or
less days a week.
Going days, even weeks on
end without feeling rested can
spiral students into a cycle
known as chronic sleep deprivation, which can weaken students'overall health.
"Chronic sleep deprivation
is a significant contributing
factor to biological, psychological and social health problems lacing college students.''
Egelman said.
A constant lack of sleep often
creates and exacerbates problems like stress, depression and
general physical sickness

"There are so many things we're supposed to
accomplish, and I find that the most successful
people are the ones who can find time for
themselves, and that includes sleep."

I

GENEVA HODGSON

hectic lifestyle can be a delicate
balancing act. and finding that
balance is a very difficult thing
to do, Egelman said.
"There are so many things
we're supposed to accomplish,
and I find that the most successful people are the ones
who can find time for themselves, and that includes sleep,"

Egelman said.
With that in mind, this
reporter's going to bed.

DO FALCONS SLEEP?
Percentage of BGSU students
who feel rested...
■
■
■
■

0 of 7 days: 12.9%
1-2 of 7 days: 33.1%
3-5 of 7 days: 42.5%
6* of 7 days: 11.5%

Source: American College
Health Associations National
College Health Assessment:
BGSU Fall 2006

Glenn Egelman | Physician-in-chief

STRESS

KEEPING A LOOK-OUT

From Page 9

■ Frequent headaches, jaw
clenching or pain
■ Neck ache, back pain,
muscle spasms
■ Light headedness, faintness. dizziness
■ Frequent colds, infections,
herpes sore
■ Heartburn, stomach pain.
nausea
■ Sudden attacks of panic
■ Excess anxiety, worry guilt,
nervousness
■ Increased anger, frustration,
hostility

Some common effects of stress:

times of stress," Egelman said.
In addition to illness, students can experience other
effects from stress-related
issues.
"It has impacts biologically,
socially and psychologically,"
Kgelman said.
In the long run, stress can
lead to psychiatric illnesses,
according to Claudia Clark, a
psychologist in the University
Counseling Center.
"Too much stress can lead to
depression, anxiety and even
panic attacks," she said. "It can
trigger the onset of biological
or clinical depression."
And while clinical depression holds a hereditary factor,
it is more likely to be triggered during times of stress,
Clark added.
Effects on the nervous system can lead to increased
heart rate and blood pressure
and changes in body temperature, Ader said.
But despite popular beliefs,
not all stress is from negative
experiences.
"Something doesn't have
to be negative to be a stress,"
Clark said, (jetting married,
for example, is a joyous event,
but can add stress to someone's life.
"Anything that sort of disrupts the regular, typical flow
of life is a stress," Clark said.
But when students seek
counseling, it does not necessarily mean they have more
stress than someone else.
"The amount of stress in
their life has exceeded their
skills for coping with it." Clark
said.

Source: The American Institute
of Stress
day to have some alone lime
to relax.
"Eating habits and exercise
choices can be very beneficial
to students," Egelman said.
"Exercise is a wonderful stress
reliever. The body produces
endorphins which are feelgood chemicals."
In addition, college is the
time period in students' lives
when they can start making
life decisions.
There's a lot of pressures
and there are lifestyle habits
some Students have which can
be fine-tuned and improved,"
Egelman said.

Campus services

In addition to doctors and
nurses at the Student Health
("enter who can aid in physical ailments from stress, the
University offers counseling
for students, including for
stress relief.
During fall semester there
vvere4,372counsclingappoin(ments at the center. Of those
appointments I HO students
Stress remedies
have ongoing appoint menls at
And with as many effects as the Counseling Center.
stress has on a person, there
The center serves any stuare just as many remedies.
dent at the University and has
But not all are beneficial.
about 211 counselors on hand
To relieve stress, some stu- at any given time.
dents turn to alcohol and
Offered are several stress
drugs. Some students may clinics for coping strategies.
think using substances will "Relax your body." teaches
relieve their stress and make relaxation skills. Another clinthem feel better, but in the ic, "free your mind," addresses
long run that is usually not the impact thoughts can have
the case.
on stress.
"Ways we think about things
"It really ends up causing
more problems than it solves," can increase our stress," Clark
Clark said.
said. "We have students look at
Instead, students should how they think about things
take study breaks and do and find healthier ways to
stress-relieving exercises such think."
I he last class, offered in
as yoga, tai chi or visualization
and take time out to talk with ■ rotation every week is titled,
others.
"Nurture yourself.'
"It helps students identify
"The effects of stress can be
decreased by having satisfyways they can nurture theming social relationships," Clark selves to reduce stress," Clark
said.
said.
Clark also encourages tellStudents can see counseling others about what is going ors one on one or on a group
on and taking 15 minutes each counseling basis, she added.

"A stress to you is not a stress to me...
The individual's perception of it defines
it as a stressor."
JORDAN FLOWER

THE BG NEWS

NAPPING IT OFF: Jeff McMahon. junior, sleeps in the forth floor of the Union The Rossford resident commutes to the University and feels its a waste to drive home between his classes.

but it's up to students to choose
to eat them.
Among Dining Services'
healthy initiatives are daily
healthy entrees, salad bars in
each dining hall, and a recent
decision to eliminate trans-fats
from all food preparation.
Dining Services also uses an a
la carte system instead the buffet style dining halls present at
many other colleges. According
to Blachowski-Dreyer, this helps
to control intake by selling food

POUNDS
From Page 9
"It's the market — some
items are just more expensive,"
Blachowski-Dreyer said. "If
we pay more, then we have to
charge more."
Although some complain
about the cost and lack of
availability of healthy options,
Blachowski-Dreyer said that
healthy choices are out there.

SteoosOoDgj QSD
,he

Graduate

"Getting health items out there is a concern
across campus... We've tried different
things to advertise and market but we can't
seem to get students interested."
[Mm Blachowski-Dreyer j unive'sity die'ioan
in pre-measured portions at
fixed prices.
Dining services is also planning to have nutritional information available online in the
near future. Currently students
have to contact dining services
directly for nutritional information and counseling.
Although Dining Services

St. 'Thomas 'More
University Parish

You deserve an UPGRADE!
\io apartments available!

or year leases
Low as $425 per month
Includes all utilities
Laundry facilities

•
•
•
■

Stove, fndge, microwave. 25" TV
Full cable VWHBO - $20/month
Outdoor pool use
Fully furnished

PALM SUNDAY

HOTEL

• Central downtown location
• Unfurnished
• On-site laundry
•Air conditioned
• Remodeled units
• 2 story loft style
apartments available
• Effkiences start at
S345/mo + electric
• One Bedrooms start at
S400/mo + electric

Saturday 5:00 PM
Sunday 10:00 AM
Sunday 12:00 Noon
Sunday 7:00 PM

' Condominiums for rent!
Excellent location for BGSU facjlty
Stove fridge, dishwasher, disposal
Jacuzzi tub In some units
Den/Office In some units
Central air

St. Thomas More
University Parish
425 Thurstin Ave.
419-352-7555
www.sttoms.com

www ^amrocJcvllagecondomimirns com

Summit Street
— APARTMENTS

• Furnished
•Air Conditioned
• On-site laundry
• 2 blocks from campus
• Effkiences
$315/mo + electric
• One Bedroom Apts.
S400/mo + electric

445 E.Wooster • Bowling Green. OH 43402 • 352-071;
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Egelman advocates following
the USDA's food pyramid which
provides suggested servings of
the various food groups that a
person should eat each day.
If students have trouble
meeting these requirements
on their own. Egelman said
they can come to the Wellness
Connection in the health center and work with a nutritionist
to figure out how they can eat
healthy on campus.
"If your weight is changing,
pay attention," he said. "If you're
having a problem, then come in
to the health center and speak
with a nutritionist. They'll walk
you through the dining hallsand
go over your choices wit h you."

GRADUATE
Historic Millikin

MASSES AND
• DISTRIBUTION OF PALMS

419-352-1520

there is a concern across campus," Blachowski-Dreyer said.
"But it appeals to a niche audience.
We've tried different
things to advertise and market
but we can't seem to get st udenis
interested."
Some students agree healthy
options are available and it is
up to them to make the right
choices.
"I think they do a decent
job," said Keri Shryock, junior.
"Ultimately it's up to the students."
According
to
Egelman,
it's important for students to
make healthy choices and to be
aware of whether their weight
is changing.

STUDENT HOUSING

APRIL 1ST, 2007

MMW.buckeyeinnandsludios

il ranch style condominiums
$650/month plus utilities
Washer and dryer hoc* up
Quiet tenants desired
1 or2Bedroom

does try to make healthy options
available, most students still
gravitate toward the unhealthy.
Eoods like pizza, chicken fingers,
French fries and Bosco sticks
dominate the list of most popular menu items in the dining
halls, according to BlachowskiDryer.
"Getting healthy items out

Robert Ader | University o( Rochester
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MEDS
From Page 9
physiciaii-in-chief. said if a student is not being academically
challenged, Ihey may not know
that they have something like
ADD or ADHD.
" I Kitrly adulthood I is the time in
life where illnesses express themselves," ligelman said.
Prescription drags used to treat
certain psychological disorders
are prescribed to people after
screening processes are used to
determine whether the person
has a real psychological need for
the drags.
College students may search
for drags lh.it help them to balance out, concentrate and get
work done.
When getting a prescription for
medication themselves doesn't
work, some students head to the
streets and friends to acquire
these substances.
The consequences of misus-

DANGERS
Fr:

little thing called sleep.
It's not much fun, and it's
rarely easy. How many of you
are reading this right now with
your trusty morning jolt sitting
beside you?
Hut while we might be young
and invincible now, it's foolish
to think we'll escape entirely
unpunished for the abuse we
put our bodies through.
I lence, the point of this
month's In locus: the dangers of

ing so-called "study drugs' can
include the increased risk for heart
attack or stroke, or the possible
development of psychological
problems like increased anxiety,
Dr. Bgelman said that symptoms for misusing prescription
drags can vary with the drag that
is being used as well as the person
using the drag, which is why it is
critical to lie prescribed by medical personnel.
Taking drags that are not prescribed to you could be fatal.
Even with the risks, students still
misuse these drags every year.
According to "Misuse of
Study
Drugs':
Prevalence,
Consequences and Implications
for Policy," a 2(MKi article published by the journal Substance
Abuse Treatment, Prevention,
and Policy, four percent of older
teens and emerging adults misuse study drugs every year.
Study drags include Adderall.
Ritalin, and other performance
enhancing stimulants.
"My doctor warned me

that people would try and buy
lAdderalll off me," (inibic said.
In some Instances students feel
as though using medications that
are not prescribed to them are
less serious than using non-prescription recreational drugs, even
though doing either of these two
things is illegal.
"A lot of my friends who recreationalh use prescription drugs
don't think it is as bad of a thing
to do as other types of drags,
because a doctor prescribed them
to someone, so they don't think of
the effects it could possibly have
on them, since it is doctor-prescribed," said . Mallory llylton,
junior.

being a college student.
Do you buy the tallest cup of
coffee possible to start your day?
Check out what we found on the
dangers of caffeine dependence.
That schedule got you
stressed? See what we've got to
say on how useful it can be to
turn to drags.
And of course, everybody has
to eat, but only college students
are lucky enough to get to eat
college cafeteria food. What are
the dangers of the freshman 15
and what is the University doing
to keep what we eat as healthy
as possible? We have informa-

tion on that too.
Of course, except for possibly
the freshman 15. the concerns
we discuss in this issue don't end
once you leave the University.
So I hope you read this
months stories with an eye to
your own future and your own
health.
All the activities that keep us
up are great, and it's no fun to
give them up.
But it's important to know
what you're giving up to take
part in it all. In the end, it might
be more worthwhile to lake a
nap once in a while,
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"My doctor warned
me that people
would try and buy
[Adderall] off me."
Elizabeth Grubic | Junior

JORDAN FLOWER

WIRED: Monitor Energy Dinks are one of [ho newest fads lo hit car

CAFFEINE
From Page 9
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"It takes more and more to feel the same
effects... Eventually, you reach a point you

seat of her car being filled with
empty green bottles before
she realizes how much she has
been drinking.
Like any addict, when the
artificial high of caffeine subsides, those who arc hooked
need to continue to feed their
habit or face the pains of withdrawal.
"It takes more a nd more to feel
the same effects," BlachowskiDreyer said. "Eventually, you
reach a point you can't go without or you start to experience

symptoms.'1

can't go without or you start to experience
[withdrawal] symptoms."
Daiiii! :

. ■

Research conducted by the
department of psychiatn ,n
lohns Hopkins University
School of Medicine showed
that low to moderate amounts
of caffeine, such as a I l-ounce
cup of coffee per da), can lead to
the development of withdrawal
symptoms.
"I've heard of headaches.

jitters ,iiul even nausea,''
Blachowski-Dreyet said.
To avoid painful withdrawal symptoms and still
enjoy caffeinated beverages,
Blachowski-Dreyer said moderation is critical.
"Everything in its place." sinsaid. "It's a drug, use il tcspnnsihlv"
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Drugs offer patients chance to
avoid going under the knife
By Marilynn Marchion*
The Associated Press
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Whale found dead by rescuers
TRAGEDY STRIKES: M mbers of Virginia Aquarium & Marine Science Center stranding team and the US Army Corps of Engineers tow
..

-.'< found dead in the shipping channel off Lambert's Point onto the beach at Ganey Island in Portsmouth, Va..
ired to Have been hit in its midsectton by a ship, but it was no! clear whether that caused the death

Biofuel increase could raise food costs
By Nate Jenkim

1

UNI OLN.Neb. Increased production ill liinliii'K such iis ciliamil :in)i.lii lic-lp farmers' lioilimi
lines and address climate-change
concents, bui it could inflate food
prices worldwide, warns a fonnei
White House economist
"Worldwide, especially in
developing countries ... food
price increases are definitely
something we're going to have to
ionic to grips with," said David
Sunding. who served on former
President Bill Clintons Council of
I .continue Advisers.
Sunding, an economics professor al the I Inivcrsity oi (feUfbrniaiicrkcli'v spoke Monday to water
experts at the Universitj ol Neb
raska Lincoln's fourth annual
Watei Law, Policy and Science

"Worldwide... food price increases are
definitely something we're going to have to
come to grips with."
David Sunding | University of California-Berkeley Economic Professor

Conference.
The combination of rising
energy prices and the demand
for corn, which is used to produce ethanol, will continue to
drive up commodity prices,
he said.
Corn prices have already
begun to soar. A rush to turn
mine acres into com production
could decrease supplies of other
Commodities, driving up prices
of them as well.
The resulting higher market
prices could then dampen the
public's support for government

subsidies that are designed to
help farmers reap profits when
markets are down.
Sunding envisioned a scenario
in which price supports for farmers are replaced by another government program — one to purchase food to keep prices affordable and prevent hunger.
Energy costs will also be a
factor, said Sunding, who predicted that "ag policy will ...
become energy policy."
"The ag sector." he added,
"is so vulnerable to energy
price changes."

You Want it? We Got it!
Apartments Available for Rent

2007-2008
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 REED STREET -AtThurstin.
Furn. or Unfutn., One Bdrm. & One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $400

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

707-727 THIRD STREET - One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

839 SEVENTH STREET

Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $385
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- $460
One Year-One Person Rate $395

810-815 FOURTH STREET

825TWRD STREET-PetsMewed!
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $410

Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $435
One Year-One Person Rate $370

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
831 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $560
One Year - Two Person Rate - $485

810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH;
818 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $565
One Year - Two Person Rate - $475

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished, 11/2 baths, Dishwasher.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Yeat - Two Person Rate - $530

521 E. MERRY- Near Offenhauer
Furn. or Unfurn.Two Bdrm. One Bath
School Year - Two Person Rate- $655
One Year - Two Person Rate - $565

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn, Two bdrm.
One bath w/Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate $520

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

505 CLOVGH-Behind Kinko's.
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity. School
Year-Two Person Rate-$630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Full baths.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $650
One Year - Two Person Rate - $540

PETS ALLOWED AT:

EFFICIENCIES

PETS ALLOWED with a $250 nonrefundable pet
deposit in the following buildings:

451THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street from Offenhauer

517 E. Reed Street
640 Eighth Street
403 High Street
841 Eighth Street
825 Third Street
725 Ninth Street
802 Sixth Street
733,755,777 Manville
831 Seventh Street
• Furnished or Unfurnished for Same Price
• Water, Sewer, Trash are FREE

Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath,
assigned parking and laundry in the building
School Year • One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - $365

SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
May 12,2007 to August 4,2007 Noon

We Still have a Selection of Houses Available for 2007-2008
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319 E. Wooster street. Bowling Green, OH
(Located Across From Taco Belli
Rental Office: 419-354-2260

Hours- lion, thru Fit 8:30-5:30 Sat. 8:30-5:00
ww* phnnentoverealestate com
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NEW ORLEANS — More
than half a million people
a year with chest pain are
getting an unnecessary
or premature procedure
to unclog their arteries
because drugs are just as
effective, suggests a landmark study that challenges
one of the most common
practices in heart care.
The stunning results
found that angioplasty did
not save lives or prevent
heart attacks in non-emergency heart patients.
An even bigger surprise:
Angioplasty gave only slight
and temporary relief from
chest pain, the main reason
it is done.
"By five years, there was
really no significant difference" in symptoms,
said Dr. William Boden of
Buffalo General Hospital in
New York. "Few would have
expected such results."
He led the study and gave
results Monday at a meeting of the American College
of Cardiology. They also
were published online by
the New England journal of
Medicine and will be in the
April 12 issue.
Angioplasty remains the
top treatment for people
having a heart attack or
hospitalized with worsening symptoms. But most
angioplastics are done on
a non-emergency basis, to
relieve chest pain caused by
clogged arteries crimping
the heart's blood supply.
Those patients now
should try drugs first,
experts say. If that does

"You are not
putting yourself at
risk... if you defer
[surgery]."
Steven Nissen | Cardiologist

not help, they can consider
angioplasty or bypass surgery, which unlike angioplasty, does save lives, prevent heart attacks and give
lasting chest pain relief.
In the study, only onethird of the people treated
with drugs ultimately needed angioplasty or a bypass.
"You are not putting
yourself at risk of death or
heart attack if you defer,"
and considering the safety
worries about heart stents
used to keep arteries open
after angioplasty, it may
be wise to wait, said Dr.
Steven Nissen, a Cleveland
Clinic heart specialist and
president of the College of
Cardiology.
Why did angioplasty not
help more?
It fixes only one blockage at a time whereas drugs
affect all the arteries, experts
said. Also, the clogs treated
with angioplasty are not the
really dangerous kind.
"Even though it goes
against intuition, the blockages that are severe that
cause chest pain are less
likely to be the source of a
heart attack than segments
in the artery that are not
severely blocked," said Dr.
David Maron, a Vanderbilt
University cardiologist
who helped lead the new
study.

Astronaut waits
for ride home
from space
By Mike Schneider
The Associated Press

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. —
Astronaut Sunita Williams is
stuck in space — at least temporarily.
She flew up to the international space station last December
planning to come home in early
July after a seven-month stay.
When she comes back now will
be a bit later than she planned.
The problem is that a hail
storm that damaged the fuel
tank of the space shutde Atlantis
has knocked NASA's flight schedule for the year out of whack.
Her ticket home, space
shuttle Endeavour, may get off
the ground several weeks later
than its originally scheduled
Iune28 launch.
So Williams — who got a bit of
attendon for her accident with
wasabi which wound up on the
walls of the space station — may
have to wait a little longer to go
to her favorite sushi restaurant
in 1 louston.
"We're doing things we can
as best we can to make her
happy, and perhaps launch
some special items that will
make her more comfortable
for that extended period of
time," said Kirk Shireman,
NASA's deputy manager of the
space station program. "Aside
from that, there's not a whole
lot that one can do."
Flight surgeon Dave Alexander
said Williams' physical fitness,
mental well-being and radiation
exposure would be monitored
carefully, but "right now, the
predictions are Suni can stay
up for an extended period of
time."
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Kerry looks

FALCONS 111 RAIDERS

to stall deal
with DirecTV
By Frederic J. Frommer
The Associated Press

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Team hands out
annual awards for
2006 season
Freshman Samantha
Bland, sophomore Brianne
Eisenhard (above) and
junior Danielle Cygan each
earned most valuable player
awards as the BG women's

^BA\\\

soccer team held its annual
banquet on Saturday. Coach
Andy Richards guided the
2006 Falcons to a record of
10-10-0.
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SCHEDULE
TODAY
Baseball:
vs. Michigan State; 2 p.m.

OUR CALL
RYAN EVANS

On the way up

;

■. ;i

TAKING HIS CUTS: Josh Dietz takes a swing at the ball in last week's game against Youngstown at Warren Stellar Field.

Rasheed Wallace: When

Back on the ball

he's not missing
game for technical
foul violations.
he's pretty effective. Sheed
banked in a 60-footer as
time expired Sunday night
to send the East leading
Pistons into overtime, where
they would eventually beat
Denver.

On the way down
Number of Ferrari Enzos:
Undercover Brother should
not drive nice cars
- man law. Eddie
Griffin crashed
a rare Ferrari Enzo worth
$1.5 million into a concrete
barrier while practicing at a
racetrack Monday. The crash,
simultaneously hilarious and
depressing, is on YouTube.

The List
In a world of Xbox 360s
and Playstation 3s. it's easy
to forget about the video
games that we grew up on.
Without further ado, the top
five sports video games ever:

I.Tecmo Bowl: To hell

Falcons use hot bats to recover from three-loss weekend in road win
By Chris Voloschuk

"Good starting

Reporter

Afterdroppingthree straight
games at home to Fastern
Michigan over the weekend,
the BG baseball team was
looking to get its early-season swagger back. It took a
big step toward doing that
yesterday, as it handled
Wright State. 11-1.
The Falcons (11-11, 1-3)
pitched, hit and defended
their way to an early lead that
they would only continue to
build on. According to BG
Assistant Coach Tod Brown,
ypsterday's all-around production was more of what is
expected out of the team.
"We're extremely happy
Iwith how the game went],"
Brown said, "It's more of
what we expect. Good starting pitching sets the tone for
the entire ball game."
Marty Baird (1-2) got the
start for the Falcons and
tossed five innings, giving up five hits, one earned

pitching sets the
tone for the entire
ball game."
Tod Brown | Assistant coach

run and striking out three.
1 le was able to keep Wright
State off the board for the
first four innings, which
was plenty of time for BG's
offense to get going.
The scoring started in the
second inning, when left
fielder leff Telmanik singled
to center. Wit hone out in the
inning, right fielder Andrew
Foster hit a homerun down
the left field line to put the
Falcons up 2-0.
In the third inning, BG
struck again for two runs.
This time, second basemen Eric Lawson led off
the inning by doubling to
left-center field. Center
fielder Kurt Wells followed

and dropped down a bunt
and was safe at first, moving Lawson to third. A Ryan
Shay single to left drove in
Lawson. After a sacrifice
bunt by losh Dietz that sent
Wells to third. Telmanik
came up and hit a sac fly
to drive in the second run
of the frame, giving BG a
4-0 lead.
After a scoreless fourth
for both teams, the fifth
inning started out with a
bang. Lawson drove a 2-1
pitch over the left field fpnee
to incrpasp thp BG lead to 50. In the bottom of the fifth.
Wright State pushed across
their only run of the game,
a Ross Oeder solo homer
to left.
Adam Gumpf would
replace Baird in the sixth
inning and proceed to deny
WSU any chance at getting
back into the game. In four
innings of relief, hp gave
up thrpp hits, no runs and
See BASEBALL | Page 14

STACKING UP
HITMEN: BG is in the top
five in the Mid-American
Conference in a number of,
offensive categories so far
this season.
-5th in batting average (.279)
-4th in slugging percentage
(.407)
-2nd in on-base percentage
(.571)
-T-lst in total hits (200)
-2nd in total RBIs (125)
-2nd in total bases (292)
GOING SOLO: Some BG
players are top five in the
MAC in different hitting and
pitching categories.
- OF Kurt Wells - 5th in runs
scored (18). T-2nd HBPs (6).
5th in steal attempts (8)
- Inf./P Marty Baird - 1st in
triples (3)
- OF Jeff Telmanik — 1st in
sacrifice flies (3)
- SP Tyler Johnson — T-2nd
in wins (3)
- C Mike Barnard — T-3rd in
runners caught stealing (6)

WASHINGTON — Spn. John
Kerry urged Major league
Baseball yesterday to hold off on
a deal to put the sport's "Extra
Innings" package of out ol-marketgamesexclusivelyon I MrecTV
Group Inc. A top baseball official
declined to agree, with opening
day less than a week away.
Kerry, D-Mass., made the
push at a Senate Commerce
Committee hearing on behalf
of subscribers to cable TV and
EchoStar Communications
Corp.'s Dish Network who had
received the package previously.
The dispute concerns which
homes will receive baseball's
new television network in 2009.
DirecTV, a satellite service, has
agreed to carry thai package as
part of its deal. The company
would also receive an equity
stake in the channel.
At yesterday's hearing, Rob
lacobson, president and CFO of
iN Demand, owned by affiliates
of the companies that own Time
Warner Telecom Inc.. Comcast
Corp. and CoxCommunications
Inc., offered to carry the package
on the same terms that DirecTV
is, while putting off the issue of
The Baseball Channel until it is
launched.
"This would ensure thai for
the next two years at least, all
baseball fans would have access
to the "Extra Innings' package."
he said. "If we're unable to reach
an agreement when the channel launches, we'd give baseball
the right to cancel the 'Extra
Innings' deal. We think this is a
fair compromise."
Kerry, often playing the role of
mediator, got behind the effort.

"What's the matter with that?"
Jie asked Bob DuPuy, baseball's
chief operating officer.
"We believe that DirecTV has
the right to begin to help usbuiId
the channel," DuPuy answered,
adding that the cable industry
had nine months to negotiate
a deal.
Kerry pressed the issue, suggesting that the status quo be
kept in place while the sides
tried to work out a deal.
DuPuy wouldn't agree to that,
although he said, "Our door
remains open" for a resolution.
Baseball gave other incumbent carriers until the end of the
month to match the$700 million,
seven-vear deal it announced
with DirecTV on March B. IN
Demand recently made an offer
it said matched the deal, but
Major League Baseball said it
fell short.
Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa., who
MLB

with all of these newfangled
video games, sometimes all

Even Tressel affected by Final Four fever

you need is four plays. Bo
Jackson and a button to hike
the ball. Bo knows Tecmo

By Rusty Miller

Bowl too.

The Associated Press

2. RBI Baseball: The
first game to incorporate
statistics of real baseball
players, but because MLB
refused to allow the game to
use names, they're faker than
A Milli Vanilli concert.

3. Blades of Steel:
Basically a series of boxing
matches within a hockey
game, but was it ever sweet.
4. NHL'94: Yes we
realize this is the second
hockey game, but it's hard to
deny this game play. It was
the first game to use onetimers, penalty shots and did
it all without fighting

5. Madden '92: This
was back when just John
Madden had his beautiful
face on the cover. Who could
forget that ambulance driven
by Stevie Wonder that hit all
your players?

PHIt MASTURZO I AP PHOTO
KING IN THE CASTLE: Construction continues at the 55.4MO square foot home

COLUMBUS — Football coach
Jim Tresspl said hp's OK with
Ohio Statp becoming a basketball school.
"For four days," he joked,
referring to the Buckeyes men's
basketball team's participation
in the Final Four this weekend.

Tresspl spokp yesterday, two
days before his team opens
spring workouts.
He said tongue in cheek that
his team's schedule for next
week included a day off on
Monday so the players could
"watch us win the national
championship."
Back for his seventh year
as head coach. Tressel has an

extremely young team — there
are almost twice as many redshirt freshmen (9) on the twodeep rostpr as there are seniors
(4).
The Buckeyes will be looking
ahead while still smarting from
how the last season ended. The
Buckeyes. No. 1 all season, were
See OSU | Page 14

owned by Cleveland Cavalier's LeBron James in Bath Township. Ohio

James building
house fit for a king
AKRON, Ohio (API — LeBron
lames' 35,440-square-foot
house under construction
in nearby Bath Township is
shaping up as a castle fit for a
king — with a theater, bowling
alley, casino and barber shop.
The house in a suburban
location 20 miles south of
Cleveland is due to be finishpd
npxtypar.Itisbeingbuilton5.6
acres of land purchased, along
with an 11-bedroom house, in
2003 for $2.1 million.
Cleveland Cavaliers All-Star

and Akron native, whose stated goal is to be the world's first
billionaire athlete, razed the
house to clear the way for thp
npw one.
A first-floor master suite,
which includes a two-story
walk-in closet, will be about
40 fept widp and 56 feet long
— biggpr than half thp housps
in Bath Township.
Thp housp has a dining hall,
roughly 27 fpet by 27 feet, a
See JAMES | Page 14

Cavaliers clinch playoff berth against Pacers
By Cliff Brunt
The Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS — LeBron
lames had 26 points, seven
rebounds and six assists, and
the Cleveland Cavaliers beat the
Indiana Pacers 105-94 yestprday
night to clinch a playoff bprth.
Zydrunas llgauskas scored
23 points for the Cavaliers, who
shot 52 percent from die field.
lermaine O'Neal led Indiana
with 32 points on 11-for-18
shooting. He was coming off
a 39-point game, the secondbest scoring effort of his career,
in a 92-90 loss to Chicago on
Sunday.

, Danny Grangpr scored 22
points and lamaal Tinsley had
15 points and 12 assists for
the Pacers, who have lost two
straight home games and 15 of
17 overall.
Cleveland had lost three of
four aftpr an pight-gamp winning streak, but pulled within 2
112 gamps of Detroit in thp race
for the top seed in the Hastem
Conference playoffs It was the
opener of a five-game road trip
for the Cavaliers, who won the
season series with Indiana 3-1.
The Pacers trailed 75-72 at the
end of the third quarter and cut
their deficit to 79-78 on a jumper by Granger with 8:51 left.
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MOVE!: Cavaliers guard Eric Snow, right, gets
around Indiana Pacers guard Oarrell Armstrong.
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From Page 13

pounded 41-M by Florida In
the lies title game on Ian, H ID
(ilendale, Ariz.
Asked what lessons were
learnedfromthatgame, [teasel
said, "What do you want me to
SB) 11 leprcssion?''
i he Buckeyes ended their
season 12-1, but tans have
avoided even mentioning the
embarrassing defeat in the
desert. It's almost as if those
numbers were reversed,
The way life is, sometimes
the I overshadows the I-."
Iresselsaid.

Ohio State will have only
four starters back on offense
and five on defense, Gone are
mainstays such as Heisman
Trophy winner Troy Smith
at quarterback, Hanker kick
returner 'led (,inn lr„ receive!
Anthony Gonzalez and top
rusher Antonio Pittman. Half
of the starting secondary is
also gone, along With three
starters on the defensive line.
ToddBoeckman.ajuniorwho
has seen sporadic action so far,

JAMES
From Page 13
"great room" at 34 feet by :i7
feet and a bigger, two-story
"grand room," according lo the
Akron Beacon lournal, which
reported on the blueprints.
The "family foyer" off the
six-car garage near the elevator will be dwarfed by a "grand
foyer" inside the front entrance
with a sweeping, divided staircase leading lo four second
story bedrooms. An outer wall
will feature a limestone sc ulp
ture — a bas-relief of I.eBron s
head, wearing his trademark
headband.
The properly is an oddly
shaped trad wedged among
lots that average 2.3 acres and
houses that average 3,209
square feet. 11 is properly is 300

is the front-runner to replace
Smith. Robbie Schoenhoft and
Antonio I lenton will challenge
him. although they have little
or no experience on the field.
"God made him 6-foot-5
and he's worked hard to develop the rest of the package.''
I'resselsaidol Boeckman. who
only played in three names
and threw three passes last
season.
Iressel doubts that anyone
will have a lock on the starting
job by the end of the spring
workouts. The annual intrasquad scrimmage will be held
on April 21 in Ohio Stadium.
"It's only 15 practices and
no game," he said of the spring
practices. "It's hard to say that
someone has arrived.' You
have to be tested."

Brian Robiskie, the thirdleading receiver last year with
2^ can lies for 383 yards and
five I Ds. and Brian llarlline,
with 17 catches for 250 yards
and two scores, will try to fill
in for Ginn and Gonzalez,
borti who left early for the
M I draft.
The Buckeyes won't he as
deep at wide receiver, Tressel

feel wide at the street and 077
feet deep,
I he house already has begun
to draw the curious.
"People who come to photograph it are disrespectful,"
said Tom Bader, one of nine
immediate next-door neighbors. "I hey park their car in
the middle of the street — with
their doors open! And you're
sitting behind them! All I
wanna do is go home after a
hard day's work."
Sometimes Bader must
wait to turn into his driveway
because gawkers have driven
up, hoping for a better view of
lames'place.
"As far as I.eBron the man
goes, I think he's an outstanding individual,' said Bader, a

graduate of James'alma mater,
St. Vincent-St. Mary
School in Akron.

High
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said. "It'll be interesting to
see it we have the playmakers," he said. "Much of what we
designed last year was to gel
[eddy and Anthony the ball."
Chris "Beanie" Wells will
get the call to replace Pittman,
who also gave up his senior
season to turn pro. Wells, a 6-

foot-1,230-pound load, rushed
for 576 yards and seven IDs as
a freshman last season.
The Buckeyes lost 17 fifthyear seniors from last year's
team, which could create a
leadership vacuum at the top
of this year's squad. Tressel
said that was the top concern voiced by almost all the
returning players and assistant coaches when he met
with them one-on-one during
the winter.
Tressel plans to fly to Atlanta
in time on Saturday to watch
coach Thai! Malta's Buckeyes
play Georgetown in a national
semifinal.
I le said he was impressed by
the players.
T didn't fill out a bracket," he
said. "There would have been
only one team in my bracket,
and it's still playing."

"He's great for Cleveland, I'm
proud to have him. I have no
issues with I.eBron lames at
all. The problem is t he baggage
that he unintentionally carries
with him."
Bader has discouraged his
children's dream that lames
might have them over to shoot
hoops.
"I said. Honey, I don't think
that's going to happen. Besides
that, don't ever, ever invite
I.eBron over to our house to
play ball because he's going to
twist his ankle and I will have
my house eternally egged."
While waiting for the home
lo be finished, lames splits his
lime between a huge apartment in downtown Cleveland
and a relatively modest fourbedroom house in Medina
County west of Akron. He paid
$580,000 for the house In 2005.

439 S. CHURCH: One bedroom lower duplex. Quiet living S340
per month plus utilities.

Michael the Great: Phelps stil
wowing fans at the pool
By Paul Newberry
The Associated Press

my head, that this was

317 MANVILLE: One bedroom apartments in a quiet courtyard setting.
S355 per month plus utilities.
MUNN APARTMENTS: One bedroom quiet apartments on the corner
of Main St. and Ordway Ave. $335 to S365 per month plus utilities.

332 South Mam Street
Bowling Green Ohio. 43402
419.352.5620
www.newloverentals.com

going to be one of those
legendary races."
Aaron Peitbol | U.S. swimmer
"that this was going to be one of
those legendary races."
Boy, was it ever!
With four laps of the pool
Thursday night, Michael Phelps
wiped out lloogie and took
down the ghost of Thorpedo.
leaving little doubt that we're all
getting the privilege of watching
the greatest swimmer ever to hit
the pool.
"You just can't count him out
of any race that he's in," said

Phelps' teammates stopped what
they were doing — even those
who had races of t heir own coming up at the world championships. They had to see this one
for themselves, so they paused
to u aicli it on a big screen.
"I had a thought in my head,"
Aaron Peirsol would sav later,

From Page 13

4551/2 S. MAIN ST: One bedroom apartment with washer / dryer.
Free water, sewer, and gas heat. S530.00 per month plus electric.

"I had a thought in

MELBOURNE,
Australia
— Michael Phelps stood on
deck with 50 Cent blaring in
one ear, a steely determination
in both eyes. When his name
was announced to the crowd
at Hod Laver Arena, the young
American did nothing more
than stare down the strip of
water at his feet.
Next door at the warmup pool,

MLB

123 V2 S. MAIN ST: Deluxe remodeled apartments, dishwasher,
built in microwaves, one tree parking permit.

KTC\Y7TO\/C
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—
—
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MABKBMER
IT'S GOOD: USA's Michael Phelps celebrates his new woild record in the 200m Freestyle final at the World Swimming Championships

has been critical of the National
Football league's "Sunday
Ticket" deal with DirecTV,
which allows viewers to watch
teams outside their regional
markets, issued a warning to
baseball.
"When fans react, Congress
reads." he said, adding. "You
may be well advised to act
before we do."
Chase Carey, president and
CEO of DirecTV, said that the
issue was a business one that
was best left to the market.
"I don't run down to
Washington every time we

have a contract issue or a
programming issue or a cost
issue," he said.
DuPuy said that fans who
have gotten the out-of-town
games on other providers will
still have the option of receiving them this year: by switching to DirecTV or subscribing
to MLB.TV to watch the games
on the Internet.
"This is not a matter of fans
being unable to view Major
League Baseball's out-of-market games," he said. "H is a matter of not being able to watch
those games on a particular
system."
"Extra Innings" had more
than a half-million TV subscribers last year.

3 BDRM APARTMENTS & TOWNHOUSES
♦ INTERNET CREDIT
♦ FREE SUMMER STORAGE
♦ FREE WASHER & DRYER IN ALL HD 3 BDRMS

*PLUS*
YOUR CHOICE OF THE FOLLOWING UPON MOVE-IN
$500.00 OFF YOUR FIRST MONTHS RENT
OR
$500.00 BEST BUY GIFT CARD
** You MUST bring this ad into our office at the time of signing the RESERVATION

AGREEMENT for this promotion to be honored. Gift card will be given on day of move in, either

Mark Schubert, bead coach of
the U.S. team. "He's obviously
on. a mission. He's going to be
real special here — and he's
going to be real special a year
from now."
Phelps already is special, of
course, his legacy cemented by
performances such as his sixgold, two-bronze medal haul at
the 2004 Athens Olympics, or
his five world records — two of
them in different events on the
same day — at the 2003 world
championships in Barcelona.
But a magical swim last night
in the 200-meter freestyle might
have been the best yet, a swirl- ,
ing symphony of wind-milling
arms, flapping feet, somersaulting turns and rocket-like bursts
just beneath thewaterlineofthe
temporary pool.

BASEBALL
From Page 13
struck out four, earning his first
save of the season.
The pitchers may have
changed, but the offensive output didn't. BCi took complete
control of the game in the seventh inning on a combination of
timely hitting and poor Wright
State defense. The inning was
wild, as three wild pitches, two
walks, a passed ball, a hit batter
and five RBI singles led to six
Falcon runs, making the score
111.
(iumpf would shut the door
on Wright State the rest of the
way to preserve (he big victory.
Brown said that he was very
pleased with the strong outings by Baird and (iumpf, but
also the entire team's performance. With a game coming
up this afternoon, he hopes
yesterday's offensive explosion
can carry over.
"We just need to keep swinging those hot bats," Brown
said. "If you look up and down
today's lineup those guys
were hot. We'll need to put the
same effort lagainst Michigan
State] that we did lagainst
Wright Statel."
BO will attempt to make it
two wins in a row today at 2
p.m. when Michigan State visits
Stellar field.

COLLEGE
NIGHT

6/2/07 or 8/16/07 or we will discount your first month rent.

LIMITED OCCUPANCY REMAINING!!

MECCA
Management Inc.
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH. 43402 419-353-5800
email: infofa incccabg.com

www.mcccabg.com
* CERTAIN TERMS & RESTRICTIONS APPLY*
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Bush set to veto Senate withdrawal bi
By David Espo
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON
The
Democratic-controlled Senate
narrowly signaled support yes1
terday for the withdrawal of
U.S. combat troops from Iraq
by next March, triggering an
instant veto threat from the
White House in a deepening
dispute between Congress and
commander in chief.
Republican attempts to scuttle
the non-binding timeline failed,
50-48t largely along party lines.
The vote marked the Senate's
most forceful challenge to date of
the administration's handling of
a war that has claimed the lives
of more than 3,200 U.S. troops.
It came days after the House
approved a binding withdrawal
deadline of Sept. 1.2008.
After weeks of setbacks on the
Senate floor. Majority Leader
I larry licid said the moment was
at hand to "send a message to
President Bush that the time has
come to find a new way forward
in this intractable war,"

But Republicans — and Sen.
loseph Lieberman, an independent Democrat — argued otherwise.
John McCain, R-Ariz., a presidential hopeful, said, "we are
stalling to turn things around"
in the Iraq war, and added that
a timeline for withdrawal would
encourage terrorists in bat) and
elsewhere.
Hush had previously said he
would veto any bill that he deemed
an attempt to micronianage the
war, and (he White House Fresh
ened the threat a few hours before
the vote — and again afterward
"The president is disappointed
thai the Senate continues down

a path with a bill that he will veto
and hits no chance of Ixjcoming
law," it said.
Similar legislation drew only
48 votes in the Senate earlier this
month, but Democratic leaders
made a change that persuaded
Nebraska's Democratic Sen.
Ben Nelson lo swing behind the
measure.
Additionally, Sens. Chuck I lagel
of Nebraska and Cordon Smith
of Oregon, vocal critics of the
war, sided with the Democrats,
assuring them of ihe majority
they needed to turn back a challenge led by Sen. Iliad Cochran,

County to pay
died in boot camp

with a histqry of drug abuse
says she woke up from a nap
to find her miniature dachshund had lorn off bet baby
boy's genitals. Authorities
have doubts about her story,

but exactly how the newborn
was maimed is still a mystery.
I lolden (lolliia. now 7 weeks
old, was found on a bed in his
mother's suburban Houston
apartment March 13, covered
in blood. His genitals were
severed and there was a deep
cut in his upper leg.
He has been in critical
condition ever since. He may
never regain the use of his leg
and faces years of operations,
according to the boy's father,
Camden (lothia.
Police, doctors and Child
Protective Service officials
told the baby's father that the
injuries were not consistent
with dog bites — the lacerations were loo neat.
But llolden's mother, the
only person who might have
the answers, has checked
into a treatment program
and refuses to cooperate
with police. No charges have
been filed.
"In this case, all Ihe investigators can do is go over
photographs, trying to make
determination based on what
experts are telling us," said
Houston police spokesman
lohn Cannon.
Child-protectionauthorities
said the 25-year-old woman
had a history of prescription
drug abuse and tested positive for cocaine and niethadone the day after I lolden was

yesterday against the animals' owner.

supervised boot camp, an attorney

David Watts, who kept about 80 of the

lor the family said yesterday.

animals m his crumbling house in this

being fast-tracked through the
CHARLES DHARAPAK

AP PHOTO

SPEAK UP: Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid. D-Nev. left. Sen Chuck Schumer. D-N.Y.

living downstairs." police Sgt Robert

total settlement over the death

Towell said. "He considered them pets"

last year of Martin Lee Anderson
attorney. Ben Crump.

Iraq failed on a vote of 50-48 on Capitol Hid in Washington yesterday

ither
mutilated.
I he mothers name has not
been released, and Ihe boy's
lather would not disclose it.
The couple were living together but were not married.
Camden (iothia, a 36-yearold assistant supervisor at a
chemical plant, said Holden
was born healthy and drugfree, and for the first month of
his life, the mother "was just
glowing. She was head-overheels in love with I lolden."
Bui (iolhia said he soon
saw signs that his girlfriend
was using drugs again, and
the day before the maiming,
he threatened to lake the boy
away from her.
"I called her mother and
said she either gels help or I
will remove Holden permanently. I was not going lo lake
a risk with 1 lolden," he said.
Instead, he said, he got a
call from I loldens mother the
next afternoon telling him to
rush home.
He said he arrived at the
couple's apartment to find an
animal control van outside,
llolden's mother in an apparent drug-induced stupor and
blood covering the bed where
the baby had been sleeping.

said Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt
"flu's provision represents a 90degree change of course from the
president's policy of escalation in
the middle of a civil w~.tr," he said,
"I'm confident once the withdrawal of our troops begins, there will

be no turning back.

ByJimSuhr

ST. I.OUIS — A former trucker
whose documentary chronicled an agonizing descent as
niethamphetamine ravaged his
body has died, optimistic to the
end that his story would keep
others from the highly addictive stimulant.
"He was extremely satisfied,
wanting to do more in getting
the word out and showing kids
what nietb harm does.Wedidn'l
get to that point," his father,
jack Bridges, said shortly after
the 35-year-old died Monday at
a hospital in Cape (iirardeau.
"He didn't want anyone lo
go through what he did." his
father said.
Shawn Bridges drew global
attention last year for "No More
Sunsets," a 29-minute film shot
by a former southern Illinois
television
videographer at
Bridges' request.
By his family's account,
Bridges already had died tit
least twice, his heart so damaged by years of using meth —
a concoction thai can include
loxic chemicals such as battery
acid, drain cleaner and fertilizer — that it stopped and had to
be shocked back into beating.
The documentary shows
Bridges mostly bedridden, his
constant companions a catheter and feeding tube.
"I'd say he's got a 34-year-

"RANDOM

About 50 sheep were euthanized
because of ailing health, said Michael

go through two lengthy trials and

Williams, director of the Wake County

reliving the traumatic events that

Animal Care. Control and Adoption

surrounded the death of their

Center

son." Crump said
Police were waiting to see il additional
The Legislature dismantled

animals would be euthanized before

military-style youth boot camps

determining the extent of the charges.

last year alter the 14 year-old's

Up to 50 healthy sheep could be avail-

death

able for adoption, officials said

Senator charged
after gun used in
neighbor's suicide

Officials say long war
may damage morale
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Army's

GREENSBURG Pa (AP)

new acting surgeon general said yester-

- A state senator was charged

day she is concerned about long-term

yesterday with improperly storing

morale because the military lacks money

a handgun and then lying about it

to hire enough nurses and mental health

to authorities alter a 14-year-old

specialists to treat thousands of troops

neighbor used the firearm to kill

coming home from Iraq and Afghanistan

himself.

,

"When the original plans were made,

Louis Farrell was found shot to

we did not take into consideration we

death on July 22 with stale Sen

could be in a long war." said Maj. Gen.

Robert Regolas 9 mm handgun at

Gale Pollock.

his side in the woods behind the

She became surgeon general earlier

two families homes

this month after Kevin Kiley was forced

The teenager had a key to

to resign in a scandal over poor treatment

Regolas house so he could take

of war-wounded at Walter Reed Army

cate of the legislator's pets.

Medical Center
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"I'd say he's got a 34-

The Associated Press

Watts even walked some ol the sheep
around the neighborhood on a leash.

'The parents did not want to

Man dies from addiction
after making anti-drug film

"I called her mother

risk with Holden."

months after they took power.
I Vspite several attempts, they had
yet to win approval for any legislation challenging Bush's policies.
Republicans prevented debate
over the winter on non-binding measures critical of Bush's
decision to deploy an additional
21,500 troops. That led lo the 5048 vote derailing a hill that called
for a troop withdrawal to begin
within 120 days but set only a
non-binding target of March 31,
2008. for Ihe departure of the final
combat forces.
Some Democrats said they
would support the non-binding
timetable even though Uiey wanted more. "I want a deadline not
only for commencing the withdrawal of our forces but also completing il rather than a target date."

in the face of what are likely lo
lie increasingly urgent statements
from the administration thai the
money is needed for troops in die
war /.one.
"I hope he will work with us so
we can come up with something
agreeable for both" sides, Reid said
at a post-vote news conference.
"But I'm not anxious to strip anything out of the bill."
As drafted, the legislation called
for Hoop withdrawal lo begin
within 120 days, with a non-binding goal thai calls for the combat
troops lo l>e gone within a year.
The measure also includes a
series of suggested goals for the
Iraqi government to meet to provide for its own security, enhance
democracy and distribute its
oil wealth fairly — provisions
designed to attract support from
Nelson and Sen. Mark Pryor of
Arkansas.
Despite the change, Pryor voted
lo delete the timeline.
Ihe vote was a critical test for
Reid and the new Democratic
majority in the Senate nearly thai'

"He lives upstaus and the sheep were

Legislature, the deal brings the

after Republican attempts to scuttle the non-binding timeline of U S. troop withdrawal from

not going to take a

Raleigh suburb, police said

Added to a $5 million claim

The debate came on legislation that provides S122 billion
to fund the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan as well as domestic
priorities such relief to hurricane
victims and payments to farmers, linal passage is expected
today or tomorrow.
Separately, supporters of an
increase in the minimum wage
readied an effort to attach the
measure lo Ihe spending bill,
along with companion tax
cuts thai Republicans have
demanded. The House and
Senate have passed different
versions of the bill but have yet
to reach a compromise.
The House has already passed
legislation requiring troops to
be withdrawn by Sept. I, 2008.
The Senate vole assured that the
I li'iiiiH iatic controlled Congress
would send Mush legislation later
this spring that calls for a change
in war policy. A veto is a certainty,
presuming the president follows
through.
That would put the onus back
on the Democrats, who would
have lo decide how long they
wanted lo extend the lest of wills

permanently. I was

Animal neglect charges were pending

roughed up by guards at a state-

R-Miss.

remove Holden

arrangements in the town cemetery.

a teenager who died after being

to $74 million, said the family's

get help or I will

from a downtown home to graze on floral

- County authorities have agreed
to pay $2.4 million to the family o(

center, and Sen. Joe Biden. D-Del. answer a reporter's question during a news conference

and said she either

APEX. N.C. (AP) - Authorities seized
a flock of sheep that had wandered away

TALLAHASSEE. Fla (AP)

still under investigation
WEBSTER, Texas—A woman

Police cite man for
neglecting pet sheep

family of teen who

Baby maiming case
By Monica Rhor
The Associated Press
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Jack Bridges | Father
old body on the outside with
a 70- to 80-year-old man on
the inside," his father told The
Associated Press last May.
Roughly
28,000
people
sought treatment for meth
addiction across the country
in 1993. accounting for nearly
2 percent of admissions for
drug-abuse care, according to
the federal Substance Abuse
and Mental Health Services
Administration.
lust a decade later, the methrclated admissions numbered
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nearly i3i>.ooo.
This is more than 7 percent
of the national total for drugabuse treatment.
Family members have said
Bridges had been haunted by
the dreary day in 1976 when his
younger brother Jason, barely a
year old, died in a car wreck.
Bridges was 4 and nowhere
near the accident but still
blamed himself, wanting to
trade places with his dead sibling, his father said.
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**TRUE
Right-handed people live.

|

on average, nine
I

y _-ars longer than
left-handed people do.

I

CAMPBELL HILL APARTMENTS
CAMPBELL HILL TOWNHOUSES
2 bedroom, I"2 bath townhouses with AC,
furniture, full basement, dishwasher

PETS

LOVE

US

730 ELM ST:
2 bedroom /1 bath unfinished
house. Nice yard with off street
parking. $625.00 per month
plus utilities.

316 RIDGE ST. FRONT:
2 bedroom unfurnished duplex.
Close to campus. W/D hook ups.
$735 * utilities per month.

521 S. PROSPECT *B:
2 bedroom unfurnished duplex.
Quiet neighborhood.
$410 + utilities per month.

534 S. COLLEGE:
3 bedroom house.
W/D hook ups.
Tenants pay all utilities
$900.00 per month.

SIGN UP TODAY FOR A FALL '07 LEASE
AND RECEIVE A DEPOSIT SPECIAL
$50.00 PER PERSON
AND WASHER/DRYER
(offer valid 3/28/07 - 4/16/071

K~2s
GREENBRIAR, INC.

l

Hours:
Mon-Fn: 9am-5pm
Sat: 9am-lpm
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH 43402
419.352.0717
www.greenbnarrentals.com
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Researchers find use for poop

The Daily Crossword Fix

/fivj&jCA

brought to you by

.M.,„a.icmc.u inc.

BEIJING (API - There'* a new
Chinese saying: When life hands

1

you panda poop, make paper.
Researchers al a giant panda
reserve in southern china are
looking for paper mills to process their surplus of fiber-rich

*

panda excrement into high qual-

11 ■

ity paper.
I.iao |un. a researcher al the
Chengdu Giant Panda Breeding
Base in Sichuan province, said
llie idea came to them after a

1

J

■■

they found paper made from

I■

■

I

4

'■'

m

■

1

even finer quality paper, he said
The base is currently in talks

_

with several paper mills on how
to turn the droppings of ling

1 1

ACROSS

ling, Ke Bi. Va Ya and do/ens ol
other pandas al the base into
wrapping paper, said I.iao.
They hope to have a product
line available by next year, lie
vi id.
are

not

interested

in
ELIZABETH 0ALZI€l

doing this for the profits but to

ACPHOtO

recycle llie waste," said I.iao.

THE PAPER-MAKER: A gunt panda cats bamboo at Chengdu Giant Panda Bleeding

"It's environmentally friendly.

Base in Sichuan province. China in tins Jan 25 2006 file photo Researchers at the giant

We i an use the paper ourselves

panda leserve are looking for paper mills to process their surplus of fiber-rich panda excre-

and also we can sell whatever is

ment into high quality poaer A researcher al the facility said Hie idea came to mem alter a

left over."

visit to Thailand where they found paper made from elephant dung

The center's 40 bamboo led
pandas produce less than a ton

"People won't find it gloss al

of droppings a day but I.iao said

all," I.iao said. "They probably

he was not sure yet how much

won't even he able to tell it's from

excrement produced by its two
resident pandas.
Making paper there involves a
daylong process of cleaning the

panda poop."

paper would result.
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visit to Thailand last year where
elephant dung.
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What about squeamish cus-

The Chiang Mai Zoo in north-

frees, boiling it in .1 soda solu-

tomers who might consider the

ern Thailand already sells mul-

tion, bleaching it with chlorine

paper unsanitary?

ticolored paper made from the

and drying it under the sun.
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Bamako's land
Literary pieces
Old-time street show
Turkish titles
Caron title role
"Maria _'
Poet Van Duyn
Mingo on "Daniel Boone"
Actress Laurie
Frontier fire department?
Gobbled up
Choice abbr.
Tropical vines
Locations
Tribal head
Haberdashery purchase
French pronoun
Penod
Sassy
Frontier justice department?
Rowdy bunches
Ms. Thurman

44
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Arboreal snakes
Jungle rodent
Surgical knife
Author Dinesen
Fancy marble
Agile
Ripening agent
Yes indeed. Jose
Fix
Valli of "The Third Man"
One making amends
Opp. of WSW
Corn serving
41
Ruhr industrial center 42
Collects bit by bit
46
Broadcasts
47
Director's milieu
49
Aussie birds
50
"The Merry Widow"
51
composer
53
Joanne of "All the
55
King's Men"
58
Dazed State
59
Thunder sound
60
Wild pig
61
Excessively preoccupied
62
Vocalist Sumac

Mrs. in Mexico
NATO cousin
Trunk item
Watchful
Magic word
Opposite of masc.
_ Lingus (Irish airline)
Frontier police department?
Defeated rival
Swag
Lee of Marvel Comics
Rhone tributary
Positive
Kept back
Some works of art
Comic Johnson
God of war

Hobo
Janitor's tool
Cubic meters
Exertion
Spring holy day
Used deal
Tendencies
Hite of sex research
Lauder of cosmetics
"Casablanca" role
Bridge group
Job safety org.
Vietnam Memorial
artist
Buckeyes' sch.
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NOW RENTING FOR 2007-2008
Slop in for listing or check vvel>site

Classified Ads
419-372-6977
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Wanted

Help Wanted

4 subleasers needed. May - August
2007 Enclave I. $326 mo. plus bill:
Call 614-746-6595 lor details

Now hiring dancers No experience
necessary. Must be 18 years old.
419-332-2279 alter 8 pm
Bonuses Available.

Wanted 1 or 2 lemale students
$325/month .util. 2 bdrm townhs w,
porch & garage Tara 419-551-6542.

Help Wanted
Campus Events

BGSU KENYA 5K BENEFIT RUN
Pace against AIDS. April 21. 2007
REGISTER TODAYI 419-378-0356

'BARTENDING1 up to $300'day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

College Pro is now hiring painters to
work outside with other students.
Earn $3000-5000 Advancement op-

Services Offered

Will take or haul old cars
Running or not
419-902-7412

portunities. 1 -888-277-9787 or
wwwcollegepro.com
Earn $2500« monthly and more
to type simple ads online.
www.DataAdEntry.com

Personals

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
SPAGHETTI DINNER

$5.50
352-9638
II you like plna coladas...
Hey Sailor, want to have some tun?
Go to www.bgsu.musictoday.com

HELP WANTED1 NOW 8 DURING
THE SUMMER VACATION
Employees needed to perlorm light
production work. Company otters
flexible hours between 7:30am and
7:30pm most days Must work al
least 15 hours per week/can be full
time/many BGSU studenls work
here/easy walk from campus. Pay is
$6.85 per hour Pick up application
at Advanced Specialty Products. Inc
428 Clough St. Bowling Green. OH
43402.

WWW.meCCab2.com

Part-time cook needed
Apply at Laroe's Restaurant
in Grand Rapids. OH.
Groundskeeper- Duties include
mowing, weeding and landscaping
grounds. Full-Time Seasonal position: salary $8.25 hourly
High
school diploma or equivalent required. Applications may be obtained at Wood County Board of
MRDD. 11160 East Gypsy Lane
Road. Ent. B, Bowling Green. OH..
8:00am-4:30pm. Application deadline 4/2 07 (312:00 p.m. EOE.
Recreation Assistant - Provide direct supervision, training, and assistance to individuals with MR/DD.
High school diptoma/GED required.
Part time: position located at the
Bowling
Green
Community
Center Wood Lane Complex. Salary
$11.85 - $13.50 based upon experience. Background in physical education, health, fitness exercise science, or recreation preferred One
year experience working with individuals wilh MRDD preferred Application packet may be obtained from
Wood County Board ol MRDD.
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd.. Bowling Green. Ent B Monday - Friday,
8:00am 4 30pm. Application deadline 4/2'07@ 12:00 pm. EOE.
Summer 2007 Income Opportunity.

Looking lor student teacher to choreograph a quincenita Latin hip hop
routines Call 419-308-7101.

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs fun
loving counselors to teach all land,
adventure & water sports. Great
summer1 Call 888-844-8080. apply

RESERVATIONS

campcecjar.com

419-353-2277

Aqua Pro student franchises Residential power washing business. Net
$1200 per week. May be used tor internship credit. 866-275-2782.
The BG News
Advertising Sales Position
Fall 07 Spring 08
Must be personable, detail oriented,
have own transportation, flexible
hours. Apply in person S pick up application at 204 West Hall.

Management Inc.
Help Wanted

Toledo Area
Advertising Sales Position
Sell for The BG News
Must be personable, detail oriented,
have own transportation, flexible
hours Apply in person & pick up application at 204 West Hall.

TOLEDO COUNTRY CLUB is hiring
tor Servers Bartenders. Day or night
shifts Tues -Sat. $10* per hour. Apply in person, Tue.'Wed./Thu btwn.
24pm. 3949 River Rd . Toledo. OH
43614 NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

163 South Main Srreet
Bowling Green

Breakfast. Lunch tg£j Dinner All Day!
K-Clfe K J hill strvlce family
retuuianl. Home made mashed
potatoes, cake, pie, Roll, and
♦
combtead. Steaks, Chliken.
Seafood, Pasta, Golden age, and
Children s menu.
Fairview Pla/.i
I03O H.iskins Rd.
iRf 04 &. Poe Rd I
Bowling Gteen. OH

1 Bedroom & Studios Available

Pets Welcome
On Site Laundry
Short Terms Leases Avail
Private Patios

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

Buy / Sell' Trade f Rent
New Or Used
DVD's; Video Games /
Game Systems / And More
www.ubboa.com
419-494-1588
Small starter mobile home.
2 bdrm $3000 OBO
419-601-1514.

For Rent

"07-08 Rental 1 & 2 bdrm apts. 303
E Merry 6 bdrm 3 liv UP TO 8 All
next to campus, $5 Web.Call 419353-0325 9am-9pm/listing 24/7 @
316 E. Merry 3. All close to dntn. .
more updates @CARTYRENTALS.
COM
07 - 08 School Year
1,2 & 3 bedroom apts. available
For more info call 419-354-9740.
1 bdrm. $400 mo. plus elec. S dep
9 & 12 mo. leases available. No pets
854 8th St. 419-392-3354.

From Only $490!

Fax 410.354 9720

0p*« 7Z>*ti
419-352-7681

12 month leases starting May 2007
424 S. College - 3 BR House
$795 . utJI.
605 5th St -3BRApt.
$675 ♦ util.
613 5th St. -3 BR House
$795 + util.
422 Summit - 2 BR Apt
$630 ♦ gas/electric
1028 Klotz - 2 BR Townhouse
$66Q + util.
Smith Apt. Rentals
419-352-8917
1457 Scott Hamilton. 4 bdrm. Need
2-4 subleasers trom Aug. 07-Aug.
08. Call 419-276-8843

4I9.3S4.94J3

EHO

On selected floor plans

Biz

:'.'.■'iff!

For Rent

For Rent

1 bedroom small house.
121 N. Enterprise. BG.
$395 per month 419-308-8433

3 bdrm apt recently remodeled,
small pets allowed tor 2007-2008.
sch. yr.Please call 419-308-3525.

2 bdrm. apt. 4th St. $525 month ♦
utilities. Available immediately. & lor
fall. Call 419-409-1110.
2 bdrm.. large living rm, Ig bath w
W/D. 8th & High, upper duplex
Avail. May 2007. $595 mo garage
avail. 419-352-8872.
2 bedrooms on 7th St. W/D, $650
mo plus utilities. Available May 1st.
419-287-4337.

For Sale

1 roommate needed now until May.
Campbell Hill $325 mo. * utilities.
260-241-1534

^JjgKiaii

ion \. Main (419)3530800

2 - 3 bdrm houses. Avail. 8-15-07.
$825. Dill St.; $900 E. Merry. 11 1/2
mon. lease. Call: 419.308.2406.

236 Troup St. 3 bdrm. house Available Aug. 1, tor 07-08 school year
$800 t utilities. 419-308-1405.
3 bdm house. Close to BGSU
Off-street parking. W/D. AC One-2
bdrm apt oft street pkg. Close to
BGSU. All avail. Aug 15. 2007 419352-4773. 419-601-3225 (cell).
3 bdrm.. 2 bath. Ig. kitchen, util. rm
w W&D hookup. AC. cable/phone in
all bdrms
5th St. Avail. August
2007. $795 mo 419-352-8872.
3 bedroom apt
Close to campus. Central air.
For more into call Gary 352-5414.
3 bedroom house. 131 N. Church.
$750 mo.

419-308-2456
525 N. Prospect-3 bdrm.. 2 bath. 2
car garage. $1000 M Avail, in May.
439 N. Main 5 bdrm. 2 bath, whole
house. $1500'M Avail, in Aug.
721 Fourth. 3 bdrm. 2 bath, townhse
$800/M. Avail, in Aug. 419-353-0494
812 Third St. 2 story, 3 bdrm, 1
balh. $840 a mo. *util. 5 blocks trom
campus.
Private, tenced in backyard. Coin W/D. Very clean. Avail.
May 15. Call Phil 419-392-2812.
Apts & Houses 07 -08
419-353-8206
www.fiterentals.com
AVAILABLE AUG. 15,2007
ALL CLOSE TO BGSU
227 E. Reed, 3 bdrm., 2 bath.AC
$1000.
606 5th St 3 bdrm. 2 bath, AC.$850
443 N Enterprise, 3 bdrm apt. $550
819 N. Summit, 2 bdrm house $400
112 Ridge St. 1-2 bdrm. apts. $350
CALL 419-308-2458
Available August 15. 2007. 3 bdrm.
house. 227 E. Reed. $1000 per mo.
1 bdrm. apts. $300 & $350 per mo.
Year lease req. All close to BGSU.
Call 419-308-2458

Enclave II waives $75 app. tee by
signing over my 12 mo May to May
lease Call ASAP 419-307-0087.

Furnished room.lor female, for rent
with freedom ol house. $225 mo
$100 deposit 419-354-6117.
Highland Management
1 S 2 bedroom apart

354-6036
May - Aug. lease
wwwbghighlandmgmt.com

House for rent in Toledo, near Toledo Hospital. 3 bdrm.. 1 bath, full
basement. Ig fenced yard, pets OK.
$1000 mo. 419-376-9396
Houses'Apts tor 07-08 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10 - 2 M - F
www,tjgaBanment5,cgm
Quiet tenants preferred
MAY. AUG.. OR SUMMER LEASES
Students & Grad Students
Private Owners / Management
Open Day I Eves: 419-352-3445
One bedrm. in the Enclave I. avail
April through Aug.. will accept mo.
by mo. $316/mo. Fully furn. M or F
welcome. Contact Kara Ohngren
(248) 840-8232 or Karao@bgsu.edu
Private entry 1 bdrm. & studio
As low as $365
419-352-0590
Quiet. 1 bedroom unlurn. apt. on S.
College Dr. Available August $360.
Call 419-352-9378.
Subleaser needed lor beginning
ot May, 1 bedroom apt.
Call Joe Pritchard 419-601 0219
The Highlands
1 bedroom apartments

$395.00 - $450.00
Quiet location. Laundry on Site
www.Mhiflhland.mgmicom
Highland Management
419-354-6036
TOO MUCH TO DO?
No, I can't write your paper.
No, I can't take your exam.
?? LOOKING FOR AN APT. ??
YES. I can help YOUI
YES. I sure canl
419-308-1287.

• Ground floor ranch

709 5th Street A
APARTMENTS

• Private entrance
• Patio

'

• Spacious kitchen

High Speed Internet
Private Bathrooms

• Pets welcome!

Private Shuttle
(Coming Aug 07!)

FREE HEAT

Clubhouse
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3 Bedroom Specials
and 4 bedroom Specials for May Move-In

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street

419-353-7715 tij*

For Rental Information:

Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area

Contact Jack at

www.homecityice.com

1-800-829-8638

NOEXPFRIfJTF NFFDFD ■ WILL TRAIN

or Steve at

V

& Supplies
Cigarette Deals

1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break

$ 525 month Full Year Lease

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

Now
Offering

(419)352-1150

1-800-899-8070

^

i

•Beer
•Wine
Snacks • Food • Lottery

SOUTH
SIDE
419.352.8639'737 8.11118111!
www.southside6.com
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the heck this crazy thing is. Once upon a time, Miscellany
came out twice a year. Then it died. Then it came back
Then it died again. Until now! We reincarnated it this year
to inform and arouse you. Whether it triggers your next
meal or a student uprising, it's time to have something different than what you're used to. So read on. Enjoy. Email us,
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DISC GOLF COURSE
DO NOT INTERFERE
WITH THE PLAY OF
DISC GOLFERS AND

matofmm m,
Story and photos by Nick Harvey
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Boredom can cause people to do strange tilings they wouldn't
normally do. This is how Bill Bigelow encountered disc golf for
the first time. Bigelow, a 34-ycar-old senior network technician
at BGSU, was hanging out with a friend who just moved back
lo Ohio from Colorado. They could sense boredom around the
corner and began suggesting things to do. "1 suggested shooting
hoops; he suggested disc golf," Bigelow says, "I told him to leave
his hippie s|>ort back in Boulder."
Four years later at Carter Park. Bigelow is still tossing a piece
of plastic at a metal basket. Even on a blustery day with angry
clouds spitting warning drops, Bigelow practices his putting. Not
ideal conditions, but as he puts it, "That's Carter Park for ya."
Community parks like Carter Park disc golf course are becoming much more common. The Professional Disc Golf Association's
records say the number of PDGA members grew from 2004 to
2005 by 10.7 percent. During the same time period, the number
of courses nationwide grew 15 percent. Since the opening of the
Carter Park course in 1995. the number of disc golf courses has
more than tripled worldwide. The number of courses appears to
be growing more quickly than the number of players. Disc golf
courses aren't being built to meet player demand; they are being
built because they benefit the community.
Paul lay. president of the Columbus Flyers Disc Golf Club, has
been playing disc golf for 12 years.
"When I started playing in '94, I had to explain it to people,"
lay says.
In 1995,20 ycarsafter plastic first hit chain, there were only 560
courses worldwide. Word of the plastic projectile sport started
to spread quickly, and by 2000 the number of courses doubled
to 1145.
The PDGA Web page dedicates a large section to educating
disc golf enthusiasts about proposing new courses but this
seems to be giving way to a new trend. "Cities are getting interested on their own." says Jay, after just finishing work on a new
course in Pickerington, "Now I got people calling, asking me to
help put courses in."
Realizing the benefits of having a disc course, communities
are starting to demand them, lay explains that the courses usually come to an area first, then people start to get interested, not
vice versa. I le says this leads to an influx of recreational golfers

Five things you probably
never knew about cornhole
(and one you probably did)

1 The game is rumored to be invented in Germany in the 14th century
trying disc golf tor the first time.
These rookies are the main reason
the sport has gained popularity so
quickly.
Sergio Lope/., manager at
Dunham's Sports, is noticing the
popularity of the sport growing.
"Oh definitely, popularity is taking
off by the number of people we have
coming in asking what we carry
and sell," Lopez says. "We've had
high schoolers to 40-year-olds buying discs."
Lopez also says there is a broad
range of skill levels apparent in the
customers buying discs.
Everyone benefits from disc golf.
Beginners can get everything they
need to play for less than the cost of
a pizza. At Dunham's Sports, prices
range from $8.99 for a normal disc
to $14.99 for a flashy, top of the line,
tie-dyed Pro Wraith driver. The low
cost associated with playing disc
golf makes it easy for anyone to
enjoy. While low cost is a big plus for
players, it is an even bigger attraction for the community installing
the course.
"It's a lot cheaper than other
things," lay says. He explains that in
many cases there isn't much work
needed. Depending on the land the
course will be on, it may be possible
to "plant and play." This means that
after the baskets and a couple trees
are planted, the course is ready to be
played on with little time or money
going toward setup.
An article provided by the
PDGA Web site, written by Jason
M. Siniscalchi of West Virginia
University, estimates that the average total cost to set up a disc golf

course is near $8,000. There are
many ways to make it cheaper. In
the interest of promoting disc golf,
companies or associations, such
as the PDGA, will create programs
offering to pay for some or all of the
course materials. The PDGA offers
to pay any university for nine goals
if they set up a course on-campus and buy the other nine goals.
Gheap and simple setup spawns
another benefit for the community:
low maintenance.
After the baskets are set and the
concrete poured, there is little else
that needs to be done. Goals need
repair, trees need pruning, grass
needs to be cut, but that is about it.
The simplicity of a disc golf
course, a slab of cement to throw
from and agoal, means theenvironment doesn't have to be drastically
changed. In other forms of parks,
trees must be cleared and land leveled for buildings or baseball fields
to be built. Disc golf course designers pride themselves on using the
natural terrain. "The more natural
the better that's the way we lean,
that's for sure," lay says.
This cheap, simple, natural
approach is something unrivaled
by any other sport. As disc golf
becomes more mainstream, courses will continue to spread across
the world like bird flu. In 2005, the
PDGA estimated between seven
and 10 million people have played
disc golf. As long as everyone can
benefit from its existence, disc golf
will continue to spread, eventually
to a park near you. On your next
walk in the park beware of plastic
projectiles. QQ

Ci Other names for it: com toss, beanbag. soft horseshoes and Indiana horseshoes
»$ The American Cornhole Association boasts 14,000 members
4 The sport has spread to Australia, Canada, European countries and Iraq
3 A tournament in Chicago once had a $10,000 prize
"...when you're holding that pound bag in one hand you need a beer in your
other hand to balance."
American Cornhole Association President Matthew WhHton

Information from http://www.piaycornhole.org/; Mike Whitton; Dave Abell, co-found £*£.
er of Chicago Cornhole
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ALWAYS LOW PRICES

grills
charcoal
ketchup
mustard

■"
•
•
»

paper plates
buns
hot dogs
burgers

131 West Gypsy Lane
OPEN 24 HOURS

Miscellany Spring 2007

' napkins
1
drinks
1
tongs
' grill utensils

Taking the parable literally
Dan Creel gets his money from where
your mouth was.
Every day he mounts his scuffed
Huffy Broadman bike and patrols
Bowling Gteen for his paycheck.
He searches the usual places, near
the trashcans and dumpsters of the
homes of college students, for aluminum beer and pop cans. Creel
collects about 20 pounds of them
nearly every day. He adds to the others already stretching the plastic bags
that dangle from his handlebars.
Crunching every can under his boot
heel has worn the once-thick rubber
boob down to the waffle grid, nearly
to his foot.
He says the smell of old trash
doesn't bother him - after working
as a foreman at the slaughterhouse
on Napoleon Road for eight years,
he says he has experienced much
worse.
"I got a shower and soap at home,"
Creel says.
Creel goes from one end of town
to the other in two or three hours on
bicycle, in a familiar rotation. Creel
says he already has plans for the
money he will make today.
"I have to buy me 20 pounds of
dog food." Dan says. I le has a hungry
dog and 10 cats waiting for him at his
home on the west side of town. "I
gotta take care of my critters."
Few people seem to notice or even
mind when scavengers take their
cans away, and in most places the law
doesn't protect anything you abandon on the curb.
But a lot of divers are looking for
something other than your cans.
The extremely frugal, the ecologically minded and the fun-seeking
endorse dumpster diving as a great
way to reduce, reuse and recycle.
loanne Holmes and her husband
call themselves scrappers. They look
in retail dumpsters for good but
maybe day-old or crushed food, electronics and antiques they can fix up
and sell at auction. She says they've
been confronted by police a few
times, but they choose dumpsters
where the retailers don't mind. One
officer even helped them load their
car.
In the 1988 federal court case

People across Ohio are scrounging in dumpsters to turn

By Miranda Everitt and

people's trash into treasure — or, more specifically, spare

Nick Harvey

change — by taking advantage of college students' waste

continued on page 18
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Destination
Anywhere
•August, 2006
It seemed like we were silting on
the bus for hours. It was hot; I
was tired, hungry and completely
dumbfounded with the idea that
I'd just flown across the Atlantic
Ocean. About 35 students were on
the bus and we were waiting for a
few more to find the meeting place
outside of the Madrid airport.
As I sat there, I glanced around
trying to guess who my roommate
would be for the next two months.
I knew her name was Maureen
Dominique and that she had blond
hair, because I, obviously, checked
her out on I'acebook after t he roommates were assigned. Suddenly,
the blond girl sitting in front of me
turned around and said, "Hey, I'm
Mo."
"Yeah! You're my roommate!" I
yelled and threw my hands in the
air. We were inseparable after that
moment.
The summer of 2006 was one
that a lot of people will never forget.
A trip across the world can change
a person in one way or another and
you may never be the same. The
people you meet over the course
of the journey, the atmosphere of
a foreign country and not to mention paying roughly $1,200 for a
round-trip plane ride and $5,850
for things like classes, room and

board. Life is bound to cliange a
little bit.
Now, I'm not here to tell you
about all the places we traveled or
what our life was like over there
because the experience itself is
something that can never be fully
understood unless it was lived.
However, there are situations in
life that can change a person's way
of thinking, how they treat others
or even how they think of themselves.
We studied abroad in the city
of Alcala de Henares, Spain and
lived with families who spoke very
little or no English. We had to learn
the language and the culture, if
not through the classes we took,
then by walking the streets of the
city. We learned that between the
hours of 2 and 4 p.m., almost every
store was closed and.hardly anyone was out in the streets because
it was siesta. That is when people
go home, eat and sleep. At night,
families, even little kids, socialized in the plaza until one, two in
the morning. Sunday is really the
day of rest and stores close early.
Mends and family are together all
day.
Aside from some of (he cultural
differences, the language barrier
may be one of the hardest parts
of living in a different country.
It was one of the culture shocks
that some students experienced.

Siestas, language barriers and kisses
from strangers...
Heather Riedel shares her experiences in
Spain from over the summer

iSCUILA UNtVIRttTAIIA

Kyle Burkhart and Heather in front of their school in Alcala.
Photo provided
Culture shock refers to when people
are feeling stressed or anxious in
a completely different environment
or culture.
Mo and I experienced this barrier
one morning when we walked into
a pastry shop on our way to meet
some other BGSU students. I hadn't
taken a Spanish class in a while so
my speaking skills were pretty rusty
and Mo had never learned the language at all. So, I told the woman
behind the counter, "lino de..." and
I pointed to a croissant in the glass
case thinking she'd get it. Nope.
She started speaking very loudly
(because they're not yelling, they're

just speaking loudly), in Spanish
of course, and looked at us like we
were idiots. I tried repeating what 1
said and 1 could feel my face burning because by this time a line had
formed behind us. After a few minutes of that, a woman came up and
helped us. thank goodness. I guess
she understood what I meant.
As weeks went by, speaking
became easier. Kyle Burkhart was
like Mo and I when it came to speaking the language but he wasn't timid
like we were at first. He would just
say sentences and that helped him
to strengthen his speaking skills by
the end of the trip.

"We had to immerse ourselves in the
culture and force ourselves to speak
in situations," Burkhart says. "I felt
thai I could communicate whatever I
needed to get across. Maybe it wasn't
the correct way to say it, but they could
still understand."
He thinks that after living with a
Spanish family and being surrounded
by the language at all times, he has a
"belter grasp on Spanish."
Some of the BGSU students who
went on this trip, like Naomi Valdez.
were' fluent or could easily get around
the language barrier. Valdez says that
because of her Mexican-American
heritage and having taken Spanish
since a freshman in high school, communication was not an issue for her.
"I have more experience in Spanish,
so I think people (from BGSU) came
to me for help for directions or if they
needed help ordering something,"
Valdez says.
Spanish has many different dialects
and various parts of Spain use different slang that people who are not
originally from there will most likely
never fully learn or come to use. For
example, places in northern Spain we
visited, like Cantabria, speak slightly
different than people in a more southem city, like Granada It's kind of like
the differences between Ohioans and
New Yorkers.
Speaking, or trying to speak, the
language was really the only way to get
things we needed every day. At nines
it was ridiculously frustrating, but for
the most part, it became easier as time
went on.
Another thing that was frustrating
was the way Spaniards acted toward
us, in general. I think that was a big
culture shock in itself. In my experience, when I walked down the street
or through the plaza, I wasn't even
acknowledged, like, when I made
eye contact with someone, they just
stared or looked away, even when
I would say, "Hola." or smile. On
the bus, which was our only way
of transportation besides walking,
when a Spaniard bumped into me.
there was no "lo siento (I'm sorry)"
or even an apologetic smirk. They
just walked right by as if they didn't
just run into me as the bus started
moving If you're not in their circle,
you don't matter is what I was told
by one of my Spanish teachers there.
However, if you do know them, they
are, generally, kind and considerate
people.
Valdez and Burkhart both say how
close-knit Spanish families and circles
of friends were there. Spanish people
are very loving toward one another, ake

kissing people on both cheeks at introductions or greetings, for example. It
was interesting to see how affectionate
Spaniards were with their own people
and then think of the arms' length of
personal space many Americans think
they need. As for myself, I'm a very
affectionate person, so when 1 would
meet a new person in Spain and they
kissed my cheeks, I didn't feel my personal space being invaded.
Aside from meeting only Spanish
people, we were also getting to know
each other. Everyone had their few
close friends that they had already
made, but when we were all together,
everyone was involved and everyone
got along for the most part. At times
there was some kind of drama, like in
all groups of people who are together
constantly and maybe some of it had
to do with alcohol taking its toll on a
night out. But for the most part, I can
say that I've never been more comfortable and accepted by a group of
people like that in my life.
"Meeting all the people we went
with and everyone being so into learning about a new culture was amazing" Burkhart says. "I've never been
around a group of 40 people that have
been so interested in everyone and
hanging out with everyone."
Studying abroad is an experience
that you have with the other travelers,
the courses we all took, the bars we
went to, the places we explored. When
it came time to leave Spain, most of
us knew that our lives would never be
quite the same; we weren't entirely the
same people anymore.
"I don't think you ever look at
things in exactly the same way after
you've had an experience like this,"
says Cynthia Whipple, director of the
Spanish and French study abroad programs at BGSU. She says the best
thing "in participating in a program
like this is that you challenge yourself to get outside your comfort zone"
Whipple says a person finds out more
of who they are and what they are able
to do in different situations.
It's really the little things that I have
noticed that I do now because of living
in Spain. I turn of the water instead of
letting it run while I brush my teeth.
We had to take a 5-10 minute shower
because of how much more expensive
bills are there. Now, I'm more sensitive
to conserving water and also electricity. I don't leave my bedroom lights
on when I'm at class or when I run to
the store Irs these little things most
of us take for granted that I'm more
aware of. I also have more patience for
people, whether it is when I'm trying
to explain something that my friend

TOP: While walking through Madrid, the group passed Real Casa de Correos, a famous landmark.
LEFT: Soaking up the sun along the coast of the Mediterranean Sea near the city of. Granada.
RIGHT: Heather, her host mom, Rosario, her host dad, Angel, and Maureen 'Mo' Dominique.
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doesn't understand or waiting in line
at a store.
Burkhart agrees and he says that
he is more aware of things that we
have, like our own cars since public
transportation is the main source for
people in Spain, and he appreciates
what he has in his own life much more
since living there.
Whipple agrees and says that no
matter what the extent of learning
about the culture you have, this kind
of trip "really broadens your perspective."
Even if that change is as simple as
growing up a little, that can have an
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impact on life in the States. Valdez
says, "I kind of saw it as the last time I'd
be able to be a kid because as soon as
I got here (BG), I was put into a leadership position" As the president of the
Latino Student Union "people needed
me to be an example here."
I agree that living in Spain made
me grow up pretty fast because I had
to realize I was in a foreign country
for two months, without the comfort of my friends and family from
Ohio and I was okay with that. It
was there that I found confidence in
doing things on my own and the will
power to accomplish anything In

some cases, like mine, you find out
how strong you really are.
These are only some of the ways
people are affected by studying
abroad and this Ls just one example of
something in life that can strengthen
character and alter perspectives.
"I recommend it Isludying abroadl
to any who can challenge themselves
and experience something completely different and life changing"
Burkhart says. "I am more cultured,
more outgoing and more confident
in any situation now. To say that you
go back to being how you were, that's
impossible." B3

Pregnant in college:
^

It's not the end of the world
By Tiffany Gorby

You're pregnant. You've got morning sickness. You're scared. You've
got an exam for your 9 a.m. class
tomorrow and papers due in your
other classes. YOU just want to
wake up from this nightmare, but
if you're like Jaimee Green, this is
no nightmare.
Green, a fourth-year student
majoring in business, had to lace
the reality of finding out she was
pregnant two weeks before classes
started last fall.
She, like countless other women across cam>us and across the country, chose to keep her
baby and try to keep up with her classes and
grades.
For the first semester she was pregnant, Green
was a full-time student. She started with 18
credit hours, but ended up dropping to 15
after she felt the workload was too much for
any student to handIc. I n t he spring semester
of2006, Green becaipr- a part-time student.
"I was here Monday. Wednesday and
Friday, two hours a day [the second semester] and it wasn't very demanding. I wasn't
on campus ihat much."
liven with a less demanding class schedule, Green still had to take into account her
pregnancy might interfere with important
exams and classes.
She admits that while she was worried
about how much class she was going lo
miss, her professors "were reallv understanding."
"The second semester 1 was getting clow n
to the wire when 1 was going to have the
bain," Green savs. "So right at the beginning of the semester I talked to both of my
professors, and I told them the situation and
just to find out if I was going to miss any of my
final exams, or if I did what'won Id lumpen. We
reallv didn't run into that because |Adrienne|
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Jaimee with her daughter Adrienne.

was born in the beginning of April.
Between having her, I only missed
two days of class, or two classes, so
about a week."
Green lived on campus during
the first semester two classes, so
about a week."
Green lived on campus during the
first semester of her pregnancy. She
still participated in her sorority's
functions and tried hard to live as
normal of a life as possible for as
long as she could.
"Half the year I lived actually in
the dorms and I guess the other half
I rived off campus." Green was living
in her sorority house, but, with the
support of her sisters, moved out at
the end of the first semester for a
calmer environment.
"The further along 1 was in the
pregnancy, it just got to be more,
more awkward," the 21-year-old
with a now almost six-month-old
says. "1 never wanted to be on cam-
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pus. You feel so — not that everyone
is staring — you just feel so out of
place. I was like a walking blimp."
Being a third-year student at the
time, Green was under no obligation from the University to live on
campus even if she wasn't pregnant,
nor was she under any pressure to
leave once she told people she was
pregnant. Her choice to move was
based on what would be best for
herself and her unborn child at the
time.
Being pregnant and living on
campus may be an unusual circumstance for the University, but
any sort of regulation about it is not
something that can be found in the
student handbook or on some Web
page.
While the 2006-2007 BGSU
Student Handbook doesn't have a
specific section for pregnant students, other policies may discourage
living on campus while pregnant or

with children. As per the University
residence policies, overnight guests
can only be of the same sex as the
"hosts" of the room. Therefore, even
if the student is married, her husband can't stay the night with her
and the infant, let alone even live
together on campus.
More to the point, the room agreements are meant for only each roommate, excluding spouses or children.
If a student with a child wants to
live on campus, she or he would
have to live on campus without the
child. Dorm rooms aren't set up for
the safety of a child due to the loud
noise from other students and the
lack of room needed to house a child,
Nick 1 lennessy, associate director of
residence life, says.
"Well, to be honest with you, I'm
not sure there really is any specific
protocol." I lennessy says. "I guess
we could start like this in saying residentially, if a student should disclose
to a staff member, even an RA, a hall
director or somebody, that they are
pregnant, you know, the RA would
discuss that with their supervisor
trying to get some sort of advice on
conversations that they could have
with that person.
"The student is welcome to remain
in housing for as long as they like,
particularly if they, depending on
when it is, are in a mist of a housing contract for a particular period
of lime," Hennessy continues. "I
think what we would do is probably consult with that student to
try and find out something about
what their needs might be and see
if there's anything we could do from
a residence life stand-point to assist
with that."
If a pregnant student does choose
to continue living on campus, support outside of the dorms can also be
found. For instance, the Chickering
Health Insurance Committee offers
aid for the needs of pregnant students and students with children
through the benefits of the insurance.
The mandatory health insurance for on-campus students provides adequate coverage for all students. The insurance, following a
prior university requirement, treats
"pregnancy and maternity as any
other illness," allowing the student
to remain enrolled in college and
in her classes while she is pregnant
or just had her baby. The insurance
also provides maternity and newbom nursery care with the usual inand out-patient medical care costs
and co-pays.

The BGSU Counseling Center provides a "safe forum" of support for
any student who wishes to discuss
her or his problems.
Though Green didn't seek any
type of counseling on campus, other
students in her position have gone
to the center looking for advice and
help.
"There are a lot of reasons pregnant students might visit us." Stefani
Hathaway, liaison to residence life
for the BGSU Counseling Center,
says. "Some of them come because
they need support and resources.
Some come because they are trying
to make decisions about the pregnancy — whether to keep or end the
pregnancy, whether to keep or give
upthebabyorotherdecisions. Some
come for support as they cope with
the stress of being pregnant while
in school.... Some come for reasons
that are not about the pregnancy
per se — for example, depression,
anxiety, relationship issues, or other
mental health concerns. There's a
lot of variability."
Green never said she didn't want
Adrienne or that being pregnant was
the worst thing in the world, but she
did have trouble trying to fit in with
her fellow classmates. While everyone talked about drinking and partying, Cireen thought about morning
sickness and bloating.
"You know Monday morning you

hear everybody talk about what they
did over the weekend." Green says
"It was a completely different per
spective just being there and hear
ing everyone talk about how wasted
they got and how their weekend was
and how they gotten no sleep and
I guess that was a huge thing for me.'
Don't feel sorry for Green, how
ever. She had "a good support sys
tern both on and off campus" which
helped her to not go crazy from lone
liness.
"1 definitely still had a social life,'
Green says. "1 was still involved with
my sorority. I still hung out with my
friends and I still did fun things, just
not the typical things that everyone
would do."
Green doesn't live with regrets
about having Adrienne. She's incred
inly proud of herself for still being
in school up until she gave birth
and returning to classes a week later
Green's best advice for anyone who
is where she was a year ago: "by all
means, stay in school."
"I think a lot of people panic when
they find out their pregnant, thai
they need to quit school and just get
a job and work full time and earn
money," Green says. "But stay with
it. There are all kinds of ways that
you can get help. Some people feel
like that if they get pregnant and it's
unplanned and their in school it's
the end of the world," but It's not [JJj
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The hidden treasures in
The 700,000 recordings housed on the third floor
of Jerome Library are the life's work of the hardest
working man in pop culture libraries
By Kara Ohngren
The University's best kept secret
may very well be its most renowned
treasure.
Ail enormous resource that many
students are oblivious to, yet record
collectors, music scholars and rock
journalists the world over would die
for - and it's all due to the far-sighted
efforts ol one man.
A University alumnus from the
dass of 1966, Hill Schurk believes
every articlein the Sound Recordings
Archives is special and he founded
the collection based on this premise.
"I love the records of course, I
could just pick up any one and tell
you something cool about ft," Kill
says, laughing. "I wanted it to be a
world class collection and of course
it has become world class because
of my efforts, my interests and the
support from the lleromel library
and the University."
Located on the third Boor of the
lerome library, the Archives are
home to more than 700,000 popular
recordings and music-related print
documents. It has grown into the
country's largest academic library of
recorded popular music.
Bill's job is a dream job — one
where the duties don't seem like
work, but rather a way of life. The
perfect candidate for this position,
Bill's free time is essentially spent
searching for new material for the
collection.
I mi I lufnagle, now an instructor
in the popular culture department
and a public sen ice assistant in the
Sound Recordings Archives, first met
Kill in : 'Oi) I when he was applying to
graduate school at the University.
lie had heard that the music and
popular culture collections at BGSU
were some of the best public collections available, so he wanted to see
for himself.
"I thought I would be meeting
a stodgy old guy who listened to
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Lawrence Weft and hated anything
past I9(>(), was I in for a surprise,"
lliilnagle says. Instead, Bill has an
appreciation for all types of music,
old and new, cutting edge and staid,
mainstream and underground,
obscure and just plain weird.
Bill embodies the idea that music
transcends cultural distinctions.
"What one person considers trite,
another person celebrates, and Bill
collects it all for us, the campus
community," I lufnagle says.
After graduating from the
University with a Bachelor's degree
in English, Bill attended Case
Western Reserve to study library science. He was then recruited back to
the University by his former instructors to head up an audio center — a
collection of sound recordings.
"My interest in popular music and
recordings was known and I used
that to my full advantage when I
first started the collection,'' Bill says.
"|The Sound Recordings Archivesl is
respected and highly recognized for
the quality and quantity of cataloging that we have grown to do."
Patty Rift works very closely with
Bill and accredits her foot in the door
at die University in 1995 to Bill. She
is the special collections cataloger
for the University's Popular Culture
library, which Bill also founded but
hasn't had direct control over since
the 1980's.
"He is just so enthusiastic, upbeat,
personable and on the go all the
time," Rift says. "He loves his job and
everyone can sec that, he can't playan
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instrument but he sure can play
those recordings."
I tailing originally from Cleveland,
Bill has been an avid record collector for 55 years and considers
the hobby turned career to be his
"first love." He acquires materials
for the collection using university
funds, several foundation accounts
and a large number of gifts. Since he
knows what is and is not in the collection, it's easy for him to rummage
through flea markets, garage sales
and thrift stores to find rare pieces.
Bill claims to know where all of
the junk shops in both Northwest
Ohio and Cleveland are located. He
also frequents "neat record shops"
in Toledo and, of course, finders
and Madhatter Music in Bowling
Green.
I lufnagle has accompanied Bill to
record shows and scrap shops.
"I've watched him do his thing as
he combs through piles of records,
CD's and tapes like they were pages
in a telephone book," 1 lufnagle says.
"He treats every recording as an
artifact, as something that not only
tells a story but is part of a larger
context."
After collecting the albums, Bill
spends a great deal of time fixing
and cleaning them up.
"I am also a conservator, 1 can
do wonders with records," Bill says.
"You want to be able to play the
record, you want to be able to listen
to it. otherwise what is it good for?"
continued on page 18

Bowling Green's cornfields
The library's fourth floor is home to the largest
collection of popular culture memoribillia in the U.S.,
known to some as the country's largest attic
By Rachel Shirk
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The semi-annual trek from my parent's home in Cleveland to school
is an uneventful drive down 1-75
south from the Ohio Turnpike. After
leaving the suburbs outside the city,
I'm surrounded by the stereotypical
landscape of the Midwest: an endless stretch of flat nothingness dotted occasionally here and t here with
picture-perfect farm houses and
their ancient-looking barns. Signs
that advertise the names of towns
that can't be seen from the freeway
break up the visual monotony.
After several miles, I can spot a
couple of strange shapes that emerge
above die corn fields: the tall stalks of
stadium lights and an orange building with a curious design on its side.
These are the few landmarks of a little
college town called Howling Green, a
town 25 miles south of Toledo, where
an eight-story building can be seen a
mile away. That building is the library
for Bowling Green State University,
a heavily designed and intriguingly
decorated piece of architecture that
caused a bit of controversy in its day.
The large abstract murals that adorn
its north and south sides were shocking for this little town in 1968 when
the building was first opened.
The library's vertical height awards
it some interesting opportunities to
till the space brought on by so many
floors. Walking though the front
doors, I'm greeted by a flat directory on a small pedestal decorated
with the face of William T. Icrome,
a former president of the university
after whom the library was named. It
isn't his blank expression that caught

my eye three years ago when I first
came to the library, it's the name
given to the collection located on the
fourth floor: The Ray and ftit Browne
Popular Culture Library. Even after
being a student here for three years,
the idea still catches me by surprise,
A Popular (Ailture 1 .ibraryV In Bowling
Green, a city whose population barely reaches 3(),(KK) and where "downtown'1 consists of an Intersection?
A college located amid a sea of
farmland is an unlikely candidate for
such a library and such a field (no pun
intended) of study as popular culture,
but this only adds further context to
the story of how the program came
to be. Much has been written on Ray
Browne, who founded and developed the program, and his developing a Popular Culture sequence
mid archival collection at BGSU. The
story of his solitary attempts in 1969
of trying to get academic recognition has graced publications ranging
from "American Libraries" to "Rolling
Stone;" a 1988 article by explained
the smiggle the program was still fac
ing, after 21 years, in getting respect
from the academic community.
Today the struggle has died down
a bit as the term "popular culture" is
flung around like so much fertilizer,
even though the actual definition
may be a bit muddied by VIII. Many
traditionalists in academia still aren't
sure if studying movies and music is
a worthwhile way to spend college
tuition, and many students in the
program are faced with the question
"what are you going to do with a pop
culture degree?" But the study of the

life of the modem everyman and
what his culture is like has become
more credible. The BG program has
boasting rights for being one of the
first programs of this type, and now
houses 35 majors and at least that
many minors.
The heart of the program is located on the fourth floor of the library
with the largest popular culture col
lections in America. This seemingly
endless assortment of paperback
books, movie scripts, magazines, post
cards, action figures, cookbooks and
more had just as humble a begin
ning as the program itself. Browne
and fellow pop culture enthusiast Bill
Shurdt were sifting through garage
sales and thrift stores in the late
1960s to have research materials for
the program's students. Eventually
Shurck branched off to head the
Music library and Sound Records
Archives, a related but separate collection located on the floor below
Traveling to the library's fourth
floor only awards me and any other
curious patrons with a brief glimpse .
of what a world-renowned library is
like. A large display of buttons from
various decades, one that would
make any hipster looking to decorate
his messenger bag drool, gives me an
introduction as I step off the elevator.
The area for the public itself is small.
and the walls are decorated with
posters of Ren & Srimpy on the same
wall as Humphrey Bogart. Today the
room is empty of researchers, but
the reading tables are covered with
boxes: someone has just dropped oil
a donation of Spiderman memorabilia, ami lunchboxes and action figures sit out ready to be catalogued.
Nowadays, donations provide
about ninety percent of new additions to the collection. As any ol
the collection's eager librarians will
explain, they are given so much in
these donations that they're beginning to reach their capacity. "We're
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running out of space, we don't have
the luxury to keep everything people
give US." explains \aney Down, the
soft-spoken interim head of the PCL
Most people who visit the library
won't catch a glimpse of what all
il contains. What most people see
is the small reading area, which
houses a lew tallies and an information desk. It's deceptive, however,
because the endless rows of books,
magazines, scripts and hoard games
Create a hidden maze behind the
swinging doors not accessible to the
public. Shelves filled with carefully
labeled boxes look like any library's
collection, but further inspection
' ihows things that no other library
would save. Copies of old. tattered
Playboys spanning several decades
are carefully marked and organized.
Uibeled boxes bold an uncountable
number of postcards and greeting
cards. A whole section of shelves is
dedicated to the Star Trek collection,
one of the largest ever assembled,
which consists of action figures,
playing cards and even plastic sandals bearing the original show's logo.
The shelves themselves are on electronic tracks; they can be adjusted
at the push of a button to expand or
contract the size of an aisle to allow
for more space overall.
But even with these adjustable
shelves and even though millions of
artifacts have been sorted through
and entered into the library's system, boxes and carts are filled with
things that have been sitting for
months, some possibly years, to be
added to the collection. They wait
patiently at the end of aisles or in any
other possible space available in the
back room.
"Right now we've gotten bombarded with stuff," admits Patty
Falk, the special collections cataloged Her normally decent-sized office,
a room located off the main floor of
the stacks, is an explosion of books
and records waiting to be organized
and placed in their proper locations,
and it's difficult to find a seat, "We're
constantly keeping things moving
and changing. It's like a juggling
game."
The problem is the never ending donations that come pouring
in. Some regular donors give their
carefully-preserved items, but a lot,
like the Spiderman treasures strewn
across the main room, come from
random people looking to get rid of
some stuff. Many are "older, middleaged people |who arel moving...
they start collecting when they're
younger and it gets too big," Down
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says. Another recent donor dropped
off an array of "Titanic" movie memorabilia.
Former Library Associate Kate
Najacht explains that they're
never quite sure what they'll find
in the boxes that get dropped off.
"Sometimesits20,000 comic books,"
she savs, but a find like that is isn't
as common as getting a moldy box
straight out of someone's basement.
Old family photos, rolls of tape and
candy pop up when people just drop
off their old stuff.
They try to hold on to as much
as they can, "if it has ties to popular culture." Najacht specifies. They
try and go through it. and end up
with lots of items that are hard to
catalogue in the traditional sense,
such as Pokemon cookie cutters or
I hippy Meal toys. "Some of it ends
up in the garbage, unfortunately,"
Najacht says, though usually only as
a last resort. People whose research
might benefit from viewing such
items have to request them specifically because they don't show up on
the library's online database.
The possibilities of making sense
of discarded relics are limited. The
labor involved and the time it takes
to catalogue each item is staggering, hence the constant stacks of
unmarked material. "People always
refer to this library as a warehouse
or a garage sale... we're constantly
having to defend it, " Najacht says,
though both Down and Falk have
admitted they haven't had to keep
their defenses up as much in recent
years.
What challenges them more is
trying to keep up with all the donations they receive. "We have a huge
collection but limited space. We
have to weed things out," Falk says.
Each year the library and the music
archives hold a large sale where
items too ragged to keep or duplicate
copies of books or albums are put up
for sale.
But with as much as the collection
has grown over the past 35 years,
it still has the air of a hidden treasure. While researchers from Japan
and Germany have traveled here to
use magazines and pulp novels for
projects they were working on, it is
still in the heart of a school where
many students are quick to boast
that they've never even stepped foot
in the library at all. "Things have
really come a long way," Down says.
"|But| most people are |still| surprised, most people didn't realize we
had the collection."
Exposure and public relations are

the best ways to combat this ignorance, and the library is currently
working on both. They're in the process of digitizing some of their older
items, such as late 19th century sheet
music, for people to access online.
For students at DGSU, they conduct
tours for Popular Culture classes.
The lower level classes attract students from all areas of study, and
many of them fail to see the luster
of the rows and rows of materials.
One student who recently went on
his first tour of the collection, political science major Tommy Bray, was
confused as to what it really meant:
"It's like a tour of all the little things
and images your parents might have
told you about, all the stuff that has
no meaning today." The librarians'
enthusiasm towards the collection
is lost upon many of these students,
and Bray couldn't help but add that
"some of the people (giving the
toursl were a little weird, 1 couldn't
really relate to them."
They're not [always] as excited
as we hope they would be," Falk
explains, though without a hint of
callousness in her voice. "They're
lackadaisical these days, they don't
understand research because they
figure they can [check it out| at the
public library. They don't understand the role of preservation. Even
when we bring them back for a tour
they're half asleep... They don't realize this is a one-of-a-kind place."
On one of these tours, of which I've
had several, was Najacht, a student
who was so excited by the collection
and the program in general that she
began working here in 2002. In 2004,
after graduating with a pop culture
degree, she began working here as
a permanent staff member. "1 wrote
my senior thesis on 'zines, so I had
to spend a lot of time here with this
collection," she says. She was situated in a back comer of the collection, with file cabinets serving as her
office walls. She has since relocated
to another position at the library.
But she doesn't seem like she's
trapped in her job; in fact, each of
the librarians describe working here
as a "dream job." "I feel lucky to have
access to it every day," Najacht says,
her tight brown ringlets bouncing
as she gestures to the mess behind
her cabinets. All of the librarians are
eager to share their knowledge of the
collection with anyone who wanders up to the fourth floor looking for
help on a research project.
I can't help but be overwhelmed
as I walk through the .heart of the
collection, but these librarians are
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The Pop Culture Libary's shelves may look like any other library, but it
contains items an average library wouldn't, including a large collection
of movie posters and television scripts
Photos by Jordan Flower
used to it. They do what they can to
make sure people continue to see
beyond the stereotypes of popular
culture and of their collection in
general. Any questions patrons have
are eagerly answered.

The collection has had its toll on
its organizers in one way or another,
as Down specified as I bid her goodbye: "I feel like I live in this clutter
all day and I go home and try not to
keep too much stuff W
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Anti-ROTC sentiments came to a head at the I
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The new
generation gap
BSGU student protests were commonplace
at one time. Why don't students display the
same passion and unity today?
By Rachel Shirk

TOP: Students march down Court Street in protest of the Vietnam War around 1970.
LEFT: President William Jerome addresses students at a rally in front of Williams Hall in May 1970.
RIGHT: Students draw attention in another rally outside Williams Hall in 1971.
' Photos from the Center for Archival Collection, University Photo Collection
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When the events of the world differ
from the way you think they should,
how do you show yourdescent?
One tactic college students have
used for years is to gather a group
of like-minded people and make
noise in the form of public protest
Starting with the < Svil Rights mine
ment in the early 1960s, students
have attracted attention to voice
dieir opinions on a variety of topics.
Many BSGU Students today still
lake such action. When Senate
candidate Shcrrod Brown came to
speak al a rally in die Union on Oct.
12, College Republicans stood outside the room with signs and t-shirts
showing support for his opponent
On Oct. 5, students and professors
gathered silently outside the Union
lo show support for victims of the
Iraqi war. And on l:eh. 17, 200,1, with
the threat of war looming in the air,
students lay down in the snow in
a dramatic event called a "Die-In"

lo show their opposition lo miliiar\
action,
am.[
u Mile all of these recent events
had strong opinions behind them,
what makes them differ from student activities of III years ago were
their numbers: The Brown protest
consisted of seven students; the
Iraq! victim demonstration drew
Id people; the war protest, though
"supported by approximately loo
people." according to the BG News
had only 2."> participants.
In the late 1960's, many more peo
pie of the Baby Boom generation
were attending college. As events (•>*•
the limes unfolded, they had huge
numbers of people in their rallies. In
1964a at the University of California
Berkeley, more than 2.00(1 students
assembled in a rally to advocate
their freedom of speech. They were
protesting the school's policy of prohibiting groups from using campus
space to advocate off-campus poli-

running out of space, we don't have
the luxury to keep everything people
give us," explains Nancy Down, the
soft-spoken interim head of the PCL.
Most people who visit the library
won't catch a glimpse of what all
it contains. What most people see
is the small reading area, which
houses a few tables and an information desk. It's deceptive, however,
because the endless rows of books,
magazines, scripts and board games
create a hidden maze behind the
swinging doors not accessible to the
public. Shelves filled with carefully
labeled bans look like any library's
collection, but further inspection
' shows things that no other library
would save. Copies of old, tattered
Playboys spanning several decades
are carefully marked and organized.
Labeled boxes hold an uncountable
number of postcards and greeting
cards. A whole section of shelves is
dedicated to the Star Trek collection,
one of the largest ever assembled,
which consists of action figures,
playing cards and even plastic sandals bearing the original show's logo.
The shelves themselves are on electronic tracks; they can be adjusted
at the push of a button to expand or
contract the size of an aisle to allow
for more space overall.
But even with these adjustable
shelves and even though millions of
artifacts have been sorted through
and entered into the library's system, boxes and carts are Tilled with
things that have been sitting for
months, some possibly years, to be
added to the collection. They wait
patiently at the end of aisles or in any
other possible space available in the
back room.
"Right now we've gotten bombarded with stuff," admits Patty
Falk, the special collections catalog
er. Her normally decent-sized office,
a room located off the main floor of
the stacks, is an explosion of books
and records waiting to be organized
and placed in their proper locations,
and it's difficult to find a seat. "We're
constantly keeping things moving
and changing. It's like a juggling
game."
The problem is the never ending donations that come pouring
in. Some regular donors give their
carefully-preserved items, but a lot,
like the Spiderman treasures strewn
across the main room, come from
random people looking to get rid of
some stuff. Many are "older, middleaged people |who are] moving...
they start collecting when they're
younger and it gets too big," Down

n

says. Another recent donor dropped
off an array of "Titanic" movie memorabilia.
Former Library Associate Kate
Najacht explains that they're
never quite sure what they'll find
In the boxes that get dropped off.
"Sometimes its 20,000 comic books,"
she says, but a find like that is isn't
as common as getting a moldy box
straight out of someone's basement.
Old family photos, rolls of tape and
candy pop up when people just drop
off their old stuff.
They try to hold on to as much
as they can, "if it has ties to popular culture," Najacht specifies. They
try and go through it, and end up
with lots of items that are hard-to
catalogue in the traditional sense,
such as Pokemon cookie cutters or
Happy Meal toys. "Some of it ends
up in the garbage, unfortunately,"
Najacht says, though usually only as
a last resort. People whose research
might benefit from viewing such
items have to request them specifically because they don't show up on
the library's online database.
The possibilities of making sense
of discarded relics are limited. The
labor involved and the time it takes
to catalogue each item is staggering, hence the constant stacks of
unmarked material. "People always
refer to this library as a warehouse
or a garage sale... we're constantly
having to defend it, " Najacht says,
though both Down and Falk have
admitted they haven't had to keep
their defenses up as much in recent
years.
What challenges them more is
trying to keep up with all the donations they receive. "We have a huge
collection but limited space. We
have to weed things out," Falk says.
Each year the library and the music
archives hold a large sale where
items too ragged to keep or duplicate
copies of books or albums are put up
for sale.
But with as much as the collection
has grown over the past 35 years,
it still has the air of a hidden treasure. While researchers from (apart
and Germany have traveled here to
use magazines and pulp novels for
projects they were working on, it is
still in the heart of a school where
many students are quick to boast
that they've never even stepped foot
in the library at all. "Things have
really come a long way," Down says.
"(But) most people are (still) surprised, most people didn't realize we
had the collection."
Exposure and public relations are

the best ways to combat this ignorance, and the library is currently
working on both. They're in the process of digitizing some of their older
items, such as late 19th century sheet
music, for people to access online.
For students at BGSU, they conduct
tours for Popular Culture classes.
The lower level classes attract students from all areas of study, and
many of them fail to see the luster
of the rows and rows of materials.
One student who recently went on
his first tour of the collection, political science major Tommy Bray, was
confused as to what it really meant:
"It's like a tour of all the little things
and images your parents might have
told you about, all the stuff that has
no meaning today." The librarians'
enthusiasm towards the collection
is lost upon many of these students,
and Bray couldn't help but add that
"some of the people (giving the
tours] were a little weird, I couldn't
really relate to them."
"They're not |always| as excited
as we hope they would be," Falk
explains, though without a hint of
callousness in her voice. "They're
lackadaisical these days, they don't
understand research because they
figure they can Icheck it outl at the
public library. They don't understand the role of preservation. Even
when we bring them back for a tour
they're half asleep... They don't realize this is a one-of-a-kind place."
On one of these tours, of which I've
had several, was Najacht, a student
who was so excited by the collection
and the program in general that she
began working here in 2002. In 2004,
after graduating with a pop culture
degree, she began working here as
a permanent staff member. "I wrote
my senior thesis on 'zines, so I had
to spend a lot of time here with this
collection," she says. She was situated in a back comer of the collection, with file cabinets serving as her
office walls. She has since relocated
to another position at the library.
But she doesn't seem like she's
trapped in her job; in fact, each of
the librarians describe working here
as a "dream job." "I feel lucky to have
access to it every day," Najacht says,
her tight brown ringlets bouncing
as she gestures to the mess behind
her cabinets. All of the librarians are
eager to share their knowledge of the
collection with anyone who wanders up to the fourth floor looking for
help on a research project.
I can't help but be overwhelmed
as I walk through the Jieart of the
collection, but these librarians are
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The Pop Culture Libary's shelves may look like any other library, but it
contains items an average library wouldn't, including a large collection
of movie posters and television scripts
Photos by Jordan Flower
used to it. They do what they can to
make sure people continue to see
beyond the stereotypes of popular
culture and of their collection in
general. Any questions patrons have
are eagerly answered.

The collection has had its toll on
its organizers in one way or another,
as Down specified as I bid her goodbye: "I feel like I live in this clutter
all day and I go home and try not to
keep too much stuff." B]
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Anti-ROTC sentiments came to a head at the ROTC review in 1971.
Photo from The BG News Archives

The new
generation gap
BSGU student protests were commonplace
at one time. Why don't students display the
same passion and unity today?
By Rachel Shirk

TOP: Students march down Court Street in protest of the Vietnam War around 19/0.
LEFT: President William Jerome addresses students at a rally in front of Williams Hall in May 1970.
RIGHT: Students draw attention in another rally outside Williams Hall in 1971.
' Photos from the Center for Archival Collection, University Photo Collection
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When the events of (he world differ
from the way yon think they should,
how do you show your descent?
One tactic college students have
used for years is to gather a group
of like-minded people and make
noise in the form of public protest.
Starting with the Civil Rights movement in the early 1960s, students
have attracted attention to voice
their opinions on a variety of topics.
Many BSGU students today still
take such action. When Senate
candidate Sherrod Brown came to
speak at a rally in the Union on Oct.
12, College Republicans stood outside the room with signs and t-shirts
showing support for his opponent.
On Oct. 5, students and professors
gathered silently outside the Union
to show support for victims of the
Iraqi war. And on Feb. 17,2003, with
the threat of war looming in the air,
students lay down in the snow in
a dramatic event called a "Die-In"

to show their opposition to military
action.
^£
While all of these recent events
had strong opinions behind them,
what makes them differ from student activities of 40 years ago were
their numbers: The Brown protest
consisted of seven students; the
Iraqi victim demonstration drew
Ifi |>eople; the war protest, though
"supported by approximately 100
people." according to the BG News,
had only 25 participants.
In the late 1960s, many more people of the Baby Boom generation
were attending college. As events o*""'
the times unfolded, (hey had huge
numbers of people in their rallies. In
1964, at the University of California
Berkeley, more than 2,000 students
assembled in a rally to advocate
their freedom of speech. They were
protest ing the school's policy of prohibiting groups from using campus
space to advocate off-campus poli-

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Roger Buehrer in 1968; Lana (Blythe) Buehrer in 1969; Fred Ortlip in
19/^; Fred today (photo provided); Tom Hme in 1969. the Buehrers today (photo provided).
Other photos from The Key Yearbook
tics. In 1968, over a thousand students
occupied five Columbia University
buildings in protest of the school's
involvement in building a new gym in
Morningside i'atk, an area that separated Columbia from black neighborhoods in llariem. Ten thousand
>ctidents gathered to hear political
activists speak at the University of
Virginia in 1970 and many of them
stormed and occupied the ROTC
building afterward.
So where did BGSU factor in this
wave of student revolution? Though
seemingly worlds away from the politics in Washington and the cultural
changes in California in the 1960s,
Bowling Green did have its own
student movement. While Bowling
Green's activity didn't attract as much
attention as bigger colleges in bigger
cities and it was, for the most part,
a comparatively quieter campus,
this little farming town was given its
own taste of the heavily publicized
and infamous youth movement that
gained so much attention in a few
short years.
BG wasn't quick to pick up on
these changes that happened early

M

on in other parts of the country,
lana Buehrer, a 1969 graduate in
education and current president of
the Community Action Board for
the Women's Research Institute of
Nevada, began her freshman year in
1965. the town and the campus were
"very calm" then, and much like the
small town she had left.
For a variety of reasons, "Bowling
Green was conservative, so it was a
little bit behind when it came to feminism and fighting for your rights,"
Buehrer says. Female students were
regarded differently than male students and had different rules to
adhere to.
"My freshman year, the fall of 1965,
we were not allowed to wear pants on
Sunday," Buehrer recalls, still almost
disbelieving it
However, changes were slowly
making their way to the campus,
Buehrer remembers. "I saw people
sort of dressing strangely. It was the
beginning of the hippie, grungy look,
not a lot |of people dressed like that]
but a few." She also began to notice
some changes in people's behavior, especially when she attended

(•resident Jerome's review of the ROIG
that spring.
The ROTC review was a ceremony
held yearly in May where the corps
were examined by the University
president and given awards of excellence. The tradition began to attract
some protesters as the Vietnam War
became more complicated politically
and less understood ethically by a
large portion of the country.
Buehrer attended the event in
1966, held on the lawn in front of
University hall, because she "liked to
see a man in uniform," but was met
with an unexpected image when she
got there.
"I was shocked to see my English
professor holding a sign protesting
the United States' involvement in
Vietnam." She saw about eight other
teachers were there with signs, stand ing silently as the review went on
as scheduled. For the most part, the
protesters at that point were ignored.
Buehrer herself never got involved in
any of their activities.
"|E]ach year the protests grew...
By the time I was a senior |in 19691
there were so many protesters
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(here. It looked like there were 700800 people," Buehrer says. By that
time, the dissent between old and
young, hippie and square, War supporter and war protester was starting to climax, and "the Vietnam war
was at the crux of it all." according
to Roger Buehrer, Iana's husband, a
1968 journalism graduate and current Public Information Coordinator
for the Las Vegas Valley Water District.
With President Nixon running on a
war-ending campaign he never delivered and troops in Vietnam reaching
higher and higher numbers, people
of all walks of life were taking sides
and pitting themselves against each
other.
Bowling Green began to feel the
effects of this bipolar national attitude. May 22, 1968, was the date for
that year's ROTC review. The ceremony proceeded as usual, including the
protesters that had become a staple
element the past couple of years.
The difference this day, however, was
that the protesters were not simply
ignored as they had been previously.
Angry review attendees began yelling
at and even roughhousing the 25some students seated on the lawn.
The students brought crosses to
emphasize their opposition to people
dying in the war, and those opposed
to their demonstration grabbed the
crosses and broke them.
"The attackers were incensed
over the protesters' failure to rise for
the 'Star Spangled Banner," the BG
News reported that day. "Infuriated
students grabbed a protester kicking
him and pulling his hair." Other protesters were hit with lit cigarettes, and
two BG News photographers were
shoved to the ground. A fight broke
out and several students, including
female students, were hit and kicked.
"The biggest picture was Ithe warl
had been going on for so long and a
lot of young people saw the (activities of the| civil rights movement as
something to latch onto," says Fred
Ortlip, accounting for the rise of protesting Ortlip was a journalism major
who graduated in 1973 and Ls now
Assistant Metro Editor of the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch
But even with this shift to uprising Bowling Green was still relatively
tame compared to other campuses.
Tom Hine, a former editor of the BG
News verifies, "The protest stuff was,
of course, a relatively small number of
people making a rather huge amount
of noise. We |who did protestl felt we
were part of a bigger network, with
small bands of anti-warriors linked
at campuses around the nation...

Really, we loved the idea of the theater
and the drama and how important it
made us feel to be part of the world
stage." Most other activity on campus
went on uninterrupted, with homecoming games and Greek nish weeks
filling the space as more troops were
sent to Vietnam.
The situation of college protests
shiftedsignificantlyinMay 1970 when
students at Kent State began more
violent protesting methods to show
theiropposition to Nixon'sannouncement of the invasion of Cambodia, a
decision that widened the scope ol
the Vietnam War. By the end of the
fourth day of protests many people
had been wounded from rioting and
the campus' ROTC building had been
set on fire. The National Guard had
been sent to police the actions of the
students, causing more anger and
backlash. On May 4, in the midst ol
confusion, several guardsmen open
fired on students, killing four students
and wounding several others.
"I think Kent State woke a lot of
people up," Ortlip says. "If this could
happen in Kent, Ohio, surely it could
happen in Bowling Green...There was
probably some fear but also much
anger, and I think this galvanized
more students."
In reaction to the news of the shootings the next day, 100 or so BGSU
students "marched from the steps ol
Williams Hall... to the Administration
Building The leaders said they were
going to stay there until the president
talked to them," as reported by the
BG News.
Then-President William T. lerome
111 cancelled classes for the day, but
made no promise to shut the campus
down as many other Ohio schools
had done. All that week students held
meetings and sit-ins, not attending
class to talk about what happened
and organize memorials. On May 7,
close to 7,000 students participated in
a candlelight vigil, marching through
the town.
After the initial shock of the Kent
shootings, in addition to the killing of
two students at Jackson State College,
more attention was being paid to students who were so strongly against
these national events. The BG News
published photos more and more
frequently of students picketing the
around campus, or being forcibly
removed from buildings for sitting
outside of offices waiting for meetings with administrators.
"There was a lot of electricity on
campus back then... You just didn't
know what was going to happen
next," Ortlip says. "We were show-

So you hate math...
You're not alone. But the University's math requirements Kelp *""
with more than just having the quadratic formula memorized

Participants in a sit-in against ROTC on campus in 1971.
The Center for Archival Collection. University Photo Collection
ing as peece&ilty as we could thai
we didn't like the way tilings were
going."
The introduction of the draft
lottery played a large role in this
upswing. Begun in 1969, the lottery
put the lives of 850,(100 men over
the age of 18 into a state of purgatory. The date of your birth suddenly
became the indicator of whether
or not you'd be sent deep into the
Vietnamese jungles.
Ortlip explained that a lot of peoplein college at the time didn't necessarily want to be there. They simply
wanted to avoid going to war. "They
were taking a lot of people... Several
of my [high sthooll classmates got
drafted because they didn't go to college." he says.
"I can remember clearly the guys
were sitting the dorm glued to the
TV when the numbers were picked,"
Roger Bcuhrer says. "I don't think
there's a guy who was in college |at
the time) who doesn't remember their
lottery number." Roger himself was
busy with internships while he was
attending B(i and didn't get involved
with on-campus activities.
It was obvious that the dynamic
had changed. More groups were
perfonning guerilla troupe acts, and
protest signs were getting nastier.
No buildings were burned and the
National Guard was never called at
this time, but a Rumor Control hotline was established to keep students'
conspiracy theories, and uproars at
their results, at bay. Bcuhrer remembers that the University was "so afraid
that things would erupt" after Kent
State, they allowed students to take
their classes pass/fail.
In 1971, the ROTC review protest
had reached a record number of protesters. In the midst of a proposal to
remove the ROTC from campus, an

estimated 500 people showed up to
taunt and shout at the corns who
was marching to the review. In an
interesting turn of events from the
protest four years before, the protesters surrounded the corps chanting
anti-war rhymes and singing "Give
Peace a Chance."
The ceremony couldn't continue
with all the disniption. and a furious
President llollis reluctantly canceled
it two-thirds of the way through. Dr.
lames Bond, vice president of student
affairs, told the BG News that "the
way to get ROTC off campus is to go
through Academic Council, and not
this way.'"
This atmosphere, however,
couldn't last forever. Bowling Green
was still a quiet, conservative community, and as troops were coming home from Vietnam and college
"troublemakers" began graduating
and getting jobs, the fury of protesting began to die down. Student
unrest wasn't and still isn't over, and
the idea that getting as much attention as possible is a tactic still used,
to some extant, on campus today.
But the overall sense of generational unity isn't as much of a driving
force as it was at that time. Many
groups still voice their opinions in
very public ways, but the numbers
of people who participate aren't what
they were. While the college student
of today may have traded in the bellbottoms of the I lippie Generation for
stylized, ripped jeans, he also lost the
kind of togetherness that once joined
many students to turn their campus
into a battleground of ideas.
"We were a very idealistic generation," Ortlip concludes. "We felt like
we could change the world. A lot of
people had a lot of energy tack then
— probably more so than kids do
today." d

Alfred Nobel's wife cheated on him.
She purportedly fled into the arms
of a ravishing mathematician to escape
the doldrums of being a chemist's wife.
Maybe the Nobels marital chemistry wasn't prize winning. Perhaps old
Alfred wasn't as explosive in bed as
the dynamite he invented Whatever
sparked the affair, the fling supposedly
led Nobel to resent all mathematicians.
This lurid account offered by faculty in the University's Department of
Mathematics and Statistics personifies
a divide. The Nobel Foundation recognizes work in fields as diverse as physics
and literature, but leaves mathematicians to tend to theirown award —The
lields Medal.
While students have not gone to
the lengths of Nobel and created their
(AMI math-negligent institution, leaving mathematic concerns to the mathematicians is a luxury many undergraduates with they shared with the
Nobel Prize academies.
In efforts to span this divide,
University officials and family in the
math and statistics department devote
time and resources to understanding
the fear of math and helping mathphobic students see introductory math
courses as stepping stones, not stumbling blocks.
Math phobia is not a new phenomenon. Sir Alfred North Whitehead, a
British mathematician, identified one
of the roots of the problem back in
1911. He said the problem plaguing
those seeking a basic knowledge in
mathematics was the subjects focus
on procedures to derive an answer.
"The study of mathematics is apt
to commence in disappointment,"
Whitehead said in the opening of An
Introduction to Mathematics.
Though working to undermine
Wliitehead'sproclmiiation.Craig Zirbel,
associate professor of mathematics
and the mathematics and statistics
department's undergraduate coordinator, admits the renowned mathematician had a point about the rigorous
nature of mathematics. While those
studying history can argue the veracity
of the story about Nobel's wife — saying though he never married the tale
could be based on a romantic interest
that cheated on him — in early college
math there often seems little mom for

speculation.
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By Josh Comer
Even in statistics, a field based on
interpretation, Zirbel says "students feel
they haw to give a concrete answer."

Pandering to that math phobia,
many high school guidance counselors
discourage hesitant students from taking advanced math courses, says Chris
Schaefer, an advisor for the College of
Arts and Sciences. Wary high school
juniors and seniors arc told to wait and
take challenging math courses in college rather than risk hurting their GI'.V
That precaution can prow costly.
Until four years ago, many students
who put their math education on hold
until college had to confront a fivecredit College algebra course, Donald
Nieman, dean of the College of trtS
and Sciences, says at times nearly 30
percent of students would withdraw
from the class in a semester.
"They were slamming their head
into a brick wall," Nieman says.
After witnessing the staggering withdrawal rates, Zirlx-I decided to make a
change. I le divided the learning goals
of the five-credit class—MATH 120 —
into two three-credit courses — MAI11
112 and MAT! I 122. After a period of
adjustment, Zirbel says the two-course
college algebra track has fostered student development.
"Students who would have struggled with the five-credit course can
better understand the new classes,"

Zirbel says.
Developments in other introductory courses in the math and statistics
department took a similar turn.
)im Albert, professor and coordinator of the Introduction to Statistics
course, also chose to divide the class
he oversees. Albert's cut, however, follows a different axis than Zirbel's. I lis
changes give Students BO optionJ..
taing introduced to statistics through
either traditional instructor-driven
classes or activity-based courses.
Albert says the project-oriented activity classes shun long lectures and center on contemporary questions and
student concerns.
"They have to have an interest in
the problems they are working on.
Albert says.
The distinct textbooks chosen b\
Albert and Zirbel for the 80 sections
of Introductory classes they will oversee this spring reflect that real-world
focus, The book used in the activ
ity-based Introduction to Statistics
course, Workshop Statistics, relates
key statistic ideas like sampling and
distribution through the use ol topics
familiar to students. Through exercises, students interpret fuel rates, textbook prices and the statistics laden
s|>ort of baseball - a passion ofAlbert's
- to see how their classroom work fits
into their everyday lives.

Illustration by Martel White
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The free
speech zone,
located
outside the
Union, has
been home
to protestors
ranging from
the silent
to the most
vocal, such
as religious
evangelists.
But is
restricting free
speech to a
specific zone
constitutional?
The Supreme
Court doesn't
think so. So
why does the
University
have the zone
in the first
place? And
why hasn't it
changed its
policy?

In defiance of conn rulings and wilh
disregard for the value of free speech,
state colleges are silencing student
activists.
Wilh discriminatory policies built
on a misapplied legal precedent, public university officials create remote
freedom of speech islands. Carving
out the heart of democracy, administrators tell students they can only
freely exercise their First Amendment
rights in these cordially titled zones
— smothering the rest of ihe public
campus under a blanket of censorship. As a study released in December
reveals, this infringement is a national
epidemic.
Free speech advocates and student activists have fought and won
battles against these censoring codes
for years. In 2004, a federal judge dismantled an unconstitutional Texas
Tech University policy when a student
demonstrator challenged the restriction of unapproved demonstrations to
a small gazebo.
Despite those legal victories,
University officials stand firmly behind
their illegitimate policies and the monuments to censorship they erected.
Until last spring, it was a tree that
stood for censorship at BGSU.
While the cause is now more closely
associated with shrubs, administrators
ordered the planting of the sapling in
1997 to correspond with the creation
of their new speech code - the "Speak
Out Area." lowered into a concrete
recession and accompanied by a ring
of painted rocks and a brass plaque
bearing the approved titlcTree Speech
Tree," the tree south of the BovvenThompson Student Union gave nine
years of shade to myriad silent protests, shrieking evangelists, arrhythmic musicians and other groups. As
with the gazebo at Texas Tech, people
could practice their freedom of speech
without seeking the approval of school
officials as long as they dung lightly to
the approved area. •
And only there.
Though the tree is gone, the

'[T]here is nothing reasonable about transforming
the vast majority of the university's property —
which at a public school is public property — into a
censorship area/'
Samantha Harris, Director of Legal and Public Advocacy for the Foundation for Individual Rights in Education

University'sAssociateDeanofStudenls
Jill Carr upholds the policy. 1 lerding
demonstrators of all stripes into an
area constituting less than .01 percent
of the campus — an area smaller than
the gazebo in Texas — officials call the
regulation necessary to safeguard the
operation of the school.
This fear and the censoring speech
codes it breeds have persisted for
decades in state schools across the
nation. While activist thought in the
1960s and 1970s found fertile minds
on public campuses, college officials
authored speech codes to punish certain kinds of speech, inhibit protests
and calm the demonstrations triggered by racial inequality, the sexual
upheaval and the Vietnam War.
As the echoes of the gunshots at
the Kent State massacre on May 4.
1970 reverberated across the nation,
University administrators bragged
their institution was the only state
school in Ohio to control the situation
and remain open. When hundreds of
students bucked under the reigns of
that control in the aftermath of the
killings, then-University President
William Jerome labeled them dangerous elements "who want to destrov

the university."
As issues along the axes of race, sex
and war have persisted and evolved,
so have the policies.
The Supreme Court stnick down
a number of Vietnam-Era college
speech codes in the late 1980s and
early 1990s. As the courts tore apart
the decades-old censorship tools,
university officials developed a different sort of gag Using time, place and
manner restrictions - laws restricting
speech without weighing the message - the administrators created free
speech zones.
"They saw these areas as a potential
loophole where they could still regulate student speech," says Samantha
Harris, director of Legal and Public
Advocacy for the Foundation for
Individual Rights in Education.
FIRE, a Philadelphia-based civil
liberties group working to stop the
restraint of free speech in schools,
grew as the policies .did. As West
Virginia University and the University
of Nevada at Reno mapped pockets of
free speech on their public campuses,
the group worked with students to
expand or erase those boundaries. At
Texas Tech, FIRE was instrumental in

bringing the school's unlawful policy
to light.
Harris says the University's free
speech regulation is crafted around
the same flawed legal reasoning as
Texas Tech's policy, lime, place and
manner restrictions must be reasonable, and "there is nothing reasonable
about transforming the vast majority
of the university's property — which
at a public school is public property
— into a censorship area," Harris says.
Due to this exploitation, I larris and
the courts have labeled these policies
unconstitutional.
Defensive college administrators at
the University, Texas Tech and other
universities sidestep legal defeat in
one realm of case law and borrow a
page from Jerome's 1970s suppression
l>laybook - Libeling student demonstrations disruptive. Due to this potential for disruption, officials say the free
speech areas are necessary to prevent
activism .from hindering classroom
education.
"Education has to be our priority," Carr says. "If students want to
use another area, they can reserve the
space."
Here again, court cases prove the

"Requiring prior administrative approval of speech is
itself a restriction on speech."
Samantha Harris
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law offers no support for censorship
on public campuses. In response r r •
this argument, the Supreme Conn
says it has "no loom" for the view that
colleges can limit First Amendment

protection on campuses due toa need
for order.
"Requiring prior administrative
approval of speech is itself a restriction
on speech," Harris says.
In Texas Tech's overturned policy
the university asked for 6 days of
warning before students could exercise their constitutional rights outside
of the gazebo. Ihe University requires
students file a written application to
justify speaking out anywhere other
than the "Speak Out Area" at least 10
days before a gathering, enough to
strip timeliness from any pressing
matter, I larris says.
As appraisers in the marketplace
of ideas, the University's associate
vice president for student affairs and
dean of students assay the merit ol
the request and support or block the
demonstration. Appeals regarding
those decisions are heard by the same
officials.
"It gives the administration disca*""
tion to approve or deny students' right
to speak." I larris says.
FIRE claimed Texas Tech's freespeech gazebo in 2004. Blight decimated the tree in the University's
"Speak Out Area" in 2005. If the saying
"sunlight is the best disinfectant" is
true, both campuses are belter without the shade. Still, rile sickness at the
roots at the I Jniversity—the unconstitutional policy — lingers on. Though
cases have shown the polities are illegal, administrators at the University.,,
and other state colleges refuse to leam
by example.
Only when a student, whose speech
is labeled disorderly, challenges
speech restrictions in court does a
university accept their wrongdoing.
ItMMgh they preach the importance
of a quiet campus and a tranquil classroom, disruption is necessary to teach
the educators. [
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Dumpter Diving from page 5
California v. Greenwood, the judges
ruled that items or Information left in
the trash were not considered private
for the people who left them there.
This has more implications for identity theft than taking lamps and cookies nut ol the trash, but many divers
cite it when caught to say the law is
on their side.
In most of the country, diving is in
a shady legal area. Some cities and
towns outlaw it as part of campaigns
to reduce on the homeless population, but most have no legislation.
In towns that don't have anti-diving
laws on the books, a diver unwanted
by store management is warned or

arrested for trespassing
Unfortunately for Creel and his
critters, it is getting harder to find
cans floating around Bowling Creen.
Invaders from Michigan often swoop
down to collect cans and take them
hack to Michigan where they return
them for 10 cents each. Although it
is punishable by fine or jail time in
Michigan to return cans from out of
state, enforcement is nearly impossible or not worth the time.

lb make matters worse fbrOhio can

Bill Schurk. father and caretaker of the Music Library and Sound
Recordings Archives.
Illustration by Chelsey Woods

Music Library from page 10
lo il. otherwise what is il good for?"
in addition to the overwhelming
number of music artifacts that are
spilling oil the shelves on the library's
third floor, there is another huge 10001
downstairs that is filled with material that needs cataloging Aside from
a few Student assistants, Bill is virtually the sole ealalogci ol the collection.
Thus, when he's not out searching for
new finds, he is txnindiiig away the
piles so guests to the Archives can easily access it all.
- Bill also spends much of his day
doing reference work - answering questions by phone and e-mail
while sitting at his record-laden desk.
Inquiries will include "I'm looking for
someone who performed such and
such song,"" I need a list of songsabout
something,""! need songs by a certain
person," or "I low many versions of a
certain song do you have and how are
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they performed?"
"Despite the fact that our collection
here is very well known throughout
the country, students and the local
constituents just don't seem to realize that this is such a unique thing."
I alk says. "Nowhere else has anywhere
near the numbers that we have here,
nor the great variety of holdings."
Researchers from all over the world
have used the sound recordings collection either first hand or through
the online database and call on Bill for
his "encyclopedic knowledge." according to I lufnagle. Bill has worked on
projects with major axord companies
such as the Smithsonian Institute and
lihino Records. Most recently he aided
in the research for lime-life Music's
"Greatest I lits" of the decades series.
Perhaps the University's best kept
secret isn't a collection of popular
music memorabilia at all, but rather
a grandfather who strives to share his
"cool" with the rest of us. (Si

collectors, lawmakers in Michigan are
facing pressure from environmental
groups to put a deposit on fruit drinks,
wine and bottled water as well as beer
and soda containers. The Michigan
Great Dikes Protection fund reported
that this expansion could attract 17
million more illegal cans to their state
than now filter in.
Officer Shawn Miller of the BGSU
Police Department says that for people in Michigan, this would make
venturing down to Bowling Creen
for bonles and cans more appealing. Officer Miller says that someone
already comes down from Michigan
after every home football game to

cram their van full of cans from tailgating parties around the stadium.
"I see no harm in it." Officer Miller
says. "They are actually reducing litter. We've never been told it is a problem."
{'reel, of course, does see harm
in it.
"It pisses me oil because they can
get more money for cans up there,
why they have to come here to get
cans?" Dan says. "It's like, Don't you
have any cans in Michigan?'"
Sometimes he will add gravel to a
few cans before riding to Ernie's Auto
Wrecking a lew miles south of the
Bowling Green city line. I rnic weighs
them and Dan collects li.1 cents |X'i
pound.
Ernie Zabo owns Ernie's Auto
Wrecking and has been buying and
selling scrap In the Bowling Green
area for about 45 years. I lis maze ol
wrecked cars and piles of scrap sits
near the quarry, or as Zabo calls it,
"the old swimming hole."
Zalx) says in the last couple years he
has seen a rise in the number of people bringing him cans. I le suspects
that if the Michigan bottle deposit law
expands, it will make it more difficult
for his regulars to find cans.
All signs point to a bleak outlook
for Dan's can-finding future. Though
there may not be enough cans to go
around. I )an refuses to go back to the
working life.
"Nobody likes to punch a time
clock," Dan says.
But D;ui Miller hunts for bigger
game. liir one week in the middle
of June. Miller lives out of his truck,
making the rounds in Ann Arbor. As
nearly -10,000 students leave their
donns and apartments for the summer, Miller picks up hundreds of dollars worth of lumber, furniture and
carpeting.
"I would take time off at CM

because I'd make twice at much
doing that," Miller says of his regular
job at tin' auto plant. "If you want to
know how much that is. let's just say
that if I could do it full time I'd be better olf than working."
I le got his start in what he calls
scavenging when he and friends
would go to the Irito-Diy store in
Tecumseli. Mich., on Friday nights
after clerks had thrown away products only hours past their expiration
dates.

lie's gone bigger since then — his
latest find was an industrial power
painter he sold for SH50 on Internet
classifieds site (Iraigslist.org.
"With stuff like Craigslisi. it's a lot •
easier to sell things. I can get on there,
put up a free ad. and gel HI calls back
in a day," Miller says. "It's never liecn
easier to make money scavenging."
The site is set up around more
than a hundred metropolitan areas
around the world. The "free" section
lists items people would have put on

the curb.
Miller, who was moved from
Michigan to West Virginia when his
CM plant closed in 1H9-I. has used his
scavenging talents in the job hank.
lie works with Habitat for
I luinanity, at one of their Restores.
ReStores usually sell donated items to
consumers at levels far Ix'low retail,
then donate the profits to Habitat to
help build new homes.
"Most of the I labltal Restores have
leftover garage sale items," Miller says.
"We went above and beyond."
Miller says he hopes that efforts like
his local Restore will help remove the
stigma dumpster diving has.
"I don't think a lot of people want
to get into it." Miller says. " 'Youre
dumpster diving?' they'll say, and
they have this look like that's something gross or weird. They don't know
what they're missing." [J]
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What's your sign??
People open their minds to an array of new choices in
college - beer brands, areas of study, even religion. Om
student completely changed his views while at BGSU
By Stephanie Guigou
Steve Ruble respects his family's
religion. They don't preach or evangelize. They form a small but strong
community, and they simply and
humbly do what honors God. His
family's fundamental and literally
anonymous church from Traverse
City, Michigan does God's will more
honestly than any religious community he's ever seen.
Too bad Steve doesn't believe in
that God anymore.
Since attending college at BGSU,
Steve's respect for his family's lifestyle
hasn't faltered, but his foundational
belief in a heavenly being has. Which
changes everything.
His relationships with his family, friends and God have altered
throughout his four years of searching and establishing a new foundation. It hasn't been easy, and for
almost half of college students who
are doubting, seeking or spiritually
conflicted, it usually never is.
The UCLA study The Spiritual Life
of College Students reports that 79
percent of the collegiate population
believes in God. However this belief is
not without internal struggle. Doubts
about the religion, doubts about
membersw in the church community, and doubts about one's own spirituality are common in most spiritual
lives. But particularly in college, it's
natural for students to experiment
with other kinds of religions and
beliefs, Kenneth Pargament, Ph.D.,
psychology professor at Bowling
Green State University, says. When
spiritual struggles occur, it's common
for anxiety, depression emotional
distress and poor physical health
to result. Depending on how one
handles the situation, Dr. Pargament
says, struggles can also lead to positive spiritual growth.

Culture Shock
Raised as a strict fundamentalist,

Steve listened only to classical
music, never watched television and
was isolated from pop culture in general. I le loved reading science fiction,
camping and playing liaki sak, with
as much satisfaction as attending a
home-based church three times a
week, reading the Bible "a lot" and
praying to God when he had problems.
Before he headed to Bowling Green
State University after his high school
graduation, his mother warned him
to not let studying philosophy stray
him from his faith. "No, mom, of
course it won't," he said and then
he merrily made his way south to
Ohio. He chuckles now, looking back
at how his past four years have contradicted his hopeful statement as a
freshman.
Within the first few days of college, Steve discovered a best friend
in Ben Lucas, a fellow philosophy
major who was also from a Christian
family. Their first year of studying the
nature of God, the existence of God
and the nature of morality stirred
both of their religious minds. Their
first critical thinking course taught
by Neil Browne, Ph.D., the author of
Asking the Right Questions, asked
them "Why that book?" referring to
the Bible.
Both of their minds began veraciously searching for answers. Steve
read and read. And then read some
more. His mind swirled with the contradicting ideas from his classes and
his religious upbringing. He asked
the workers of the fundamental
church in Bowling Green, but without deep theology backgrounds, they
didn't provide much help. So he pursued religious forums on the Internet
where he could ask believers all the
tough questions. He was soon kicked
off the forums for causing strife. By
his second semester of college, he
had stopped attending church.

Steve clearly remembers the night
he decided that his belief in God was
" bogus." In the dorm room he shared
with Ben, the two young men discussed religious arguments that they
were learning and developing. Ben's
approach to the conflicting ideas was
different from Steve's skepticism: Ben
still held close to his faith, researching and waiting to see how the evidence would stack up. Steve lay in
bed that night and thought. "Man, I
don't think Ben's right.
"And then, I think the most significant thing about it is, I did not
pray about it," Steve says. "I went to
sleep and then the next morning, I
thought, 'Wow, I don't think I believe
in God anymore. No. No I don't."

Family Problems
Steve journeyed back north for his
first winter break from college with a
new look on life and with new blackdyed hair. His mother wouldn't hug
him.
"I was like, 'Hi, Mom!'" Steve reenacts with his arms stretched out.
She put her hands by her side.
Steve looks out the window from
the second floor of the Student
Union, reflecting on the past. His
logical manner pauses, and emotion
lines his words for the first time in the
interview.
"It makes me sad because because I feel like even if Christianity
in general is really true, I don't know
where one would get the idea that
God cares about what color your hair
is. And then the idea that God would
send someone to hell for dying their
hair or even like getting piercings or
tattoos. That makes me a little sickened, actually," he says with disgust.
At one point, Steve's mother told
him she wished he wasn't bom, due
to the consequences of hell that she
was sure he would face. Steve doesn't
talk about his beliefs or lifestyle with
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his family much anymore, to avoid ed," Dr. Pargament says. Students
causing tears.
in his Psychology of Religion and
"I'm not really interested in caus- Spirituality course at BGSU are often
ing them pain for what, I think, is a relieved to hear other students are
stupid reason. I don't like making my feeling the same way.
mom cry," Steve says.
Although it's normal, doubts and
Without support from family, the depression shouldn't be left alone.
stress of spiritual struggle can thicken. In Dr. Pargament's article Spiritual
Alienation, shame and guilt can arise Struggles as a Fork in the Road to
from the arguments and disapprov- Healthy Living he and his colleagues
al of family members. Often when compared hospitalized, elderly, and
Christian students leave their reli- medically ill survivor groups by
gion, they also leave their Christian their physical, mental and spiritual
friends, causing them to disassoci- health. Those chronically struggling
ate from a vast support system that or "stuck" in a spiritual rut are at risk
once stabilized them emotionally. for declines in health and well being.
In stressful times, it's important to Some risk death.
maintain connections with people
Developing beliefs
who are important to them, Michael
Nielsen, Ph.D. psychology profesNow in his fifth year of seniorsor at Georgia Southern University, hood, Steve spends a lot of time in
conversations that will end up as
explains.
What now?
personal suppositions about life. "I
After making the decision to stop need these ideas, because I can't say
attending church and to abandon God did it anymore," he says.
the faith, Steve waded through a couAfter deciding he was agnostic
ple years of depression.
and then settling on being atheist, llP"»
Ben remembers him wandering •-began to develop his own existential
off at night to be alone. Steve remem- arguments for the purpose of life.
bers dwelling in the dorm room and Forming a moral and value structure
not talking to anyone for several is a large task, although he believes
days. He was trying to figure out the part of it is innate as a human being.
purpose... of anything.
After the four years of trying to
In order to avoid being confused understand the world, and then tryand angry, Steve filled his time with ing to understand his beliefs, he has
purely fun things. "I got drunk a lot become comfortable with himself. He
and danced a lot, in order to not be doesn't believe anything he can't see in
sitting around thinking about things a microscope or touch for evidence.
I'd already thought about ad nau- He believes the laws of physics deterseam," he says.
mine our paths in life. And now he's
Although most atheists or even future-oriented, with a new wife and
struggling Christians feel like they are an upcoming college graduation.
alone in their wandering thoughts,
If he could believe in God - if it
psychologists in the spirituality field made sense to him - he'd be a funagree that it is completely normal. damentalist. There's no doubt about
Unfortunately there aren't a lot of it. But he doesn't believe in God. And
resources to help students.
although psychologists say it could
"It's not something that's talked be a phase, Steve's pretty sure it's not.
about in classes. Students can
And after almost five years, he's
feel alone, guilty and disconnect- okay with it. OS
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Microwave no more!
Sick of the same old instant meals? Ditch the Hot Pockets
and 5-minutes rice and try these recipes. Cooking isn't as
hard — or expensive — as it seems.

lUthwestern Chicken

.

2 chicken breasts
shredded chaklar ami IH>I pepper jack cheese
I V'idalia imion (Uiin slrips)
I red pepper dhinsinps}
I green pepper (thin strips)
Kirheque sauce
cavenne pepper

Place raw chicken breasts in a medium heat pan
w ilh extra virgin olive oil
Sear the chicken on both sides, (the chicken
should have a light golden look)

Chicken Alfredo Pasta
12-4 cups of uncooked pasta
12 chicken breasts
11 jar of alfredo sauce
tomato
I Kill a medium si/e pot with
I water and turn on high heal.
I Bring to a boil.
I Add pasta and cook till pasta
I is soft but still t inn (al dente).
I While pasta is cooking place
■ chicken in pan with extra

"%

virgin olive oil.
Cook thorough!) until there is I
no visible pink in IIK* center.
Drain pasta.
Add sauce to pot with pasta.
Add chopped tomatoes.
Once chicken is cooked, cut it |
up and add to pasta.
Mix together and serve.J
Add spices to taste, (garlic. I
crushed red pepper, black |
pepper, salt).

Place the seared chicken into a small casscmle
dish. Use nonstick spra.v on the pan.
Add the red and green peppers and onions along
with harheque sauce and dash of cayenne pepper
on top of ihe chicken.
Cook the chicken at 350 degrees tor 35 minutes
Check to make sure there is no pink throughout
the chicken. (Times will vary based on ovens)
Add the cheese on top of the chicken and cover
with foil.
Hake an additional 5 minutes until cheese is
melted.

Redskin Potatoes
15 small redskin
potatoes
garlic
kosher salt
black pepper
I butter or margarine
Take the potatoes and
cut them into fourths.
Lav out a large piece
of aluminum foil.
I'lace the potatoes on

Ihe foil and add small
pieces of butler or
margarine, one clove
of diced garlic, sail |
and pepper.
Wrap the aluminum
foil around the potatoes creating a sealed
pouch.
Place into oven for 35 I
minutes.
Serve with anv entree.
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Story by Christina Williams
hef Christopher Heban
Photos by Nick Harvey
Cooking. The simple thought of it sends many
people running past the pots and pans to the
nearest carryonl restaurant seeking overpriced
or unhealthy food, only to do the same thing
the next day alter realizing that they slill "can't"
cook. It doesn't have to be this way. "Cooking is
an adventure," says Chef Christopher Heban.
T here is so much healthy food that you can go
to the stoic and buy thai is quick to cook."
I lei Kin urge sthi ise \\i n king with little knowledge
and a tight budget to think simple. Produce can be
expensive but when buying concentrate on what
is in season at the lime. "We have an abundance
of vegetables al year round in Ohio. That's what's
great about Ohio. We're around all these farms,"
I lehan says.
When looking to make a full balanced meal for
yourself, a group of friends or that special some
one, simple thinking and a little imagination go a
long way A chicken alfredo pasta dinner for two
with steamed broccoli, a side salad and I rench
bread can he whipped up for around 15 dollars.
"Buying pasla is always cheap and easy Use a
canned sauce for convenience and add fresh vegetables to it to make your own," I leban says.
Another suggestion for the cooking impaired is
to find one food you like and explore it. Chicken
C8JI be seared, baked, grilled. Steamed, pan fried,
etc "Take a piece of chicken and saute' it with
barbeque sauce and add cheddar cheese and it
has a southwest style or take it and add tomato
sauce and mozzarella and it's chicken parmesan,"
I leban says.
Ground beef is another alternative. I"his can be
bought in a large amount and the unused beef
can be frozen for later use.lt can be used to make
hamburgers, added to casseroles or a vegetable
tomato sauce.
"One of the quickest tilings to do with ground
beef is make tacos," I leban says. You cook the
meat in a pan and then add a taco seasoning of
your choice. To enhance this meal the tacos can be
served with an array of toppings including: cheese,
fresh tomatoes, lettuce, sour cream, salsa, guacamole, taco sauce, jalapenos, etc.; depending on size
of your budget.
"You could even add a Mexican style rice to this
and a side of retried beans to complete the meal all
for a cost-effective price," Heban says.
Pricing is also important if you're on a limited
budget. The biggest mistake people make is thinking that you have lo eat unhealthy foods if you
cannot spend a lot of money, Heban says. When
grocery shopping pay attention to sale prices mid
store brands. Many of the store products are the
same quality as a name brand food.
"With a little patience and an open mind,
everyone can make a healthy and affordable
meal without relying on fast food and frozen pizzas," Heban says. 21

